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FICTION
BEST-SELLERS 2015
Autissier, Isabelle: SOUDAIN SEULS (SUDDENLY, ALONE)
(Stock, May 2015, 252 pages)
!

Film rights sold!

!

42,000 copies sold!

!

The survival theme in a thrilling adventure novel with a strong psychological tension.

Louise is an experienced mountaineer, Ludovic a well-built young man. They’re not faint-hearted and
give up their Paris apartment to set out on an adventure: travel the world together on their sailboat Jason. The
island where they land to the south of the “roaring forties” captivates them with its wild beauty: snow-capped
mountains, ice-filled craters, dry lakes. Only, there’s a little black cloud appearing on the horizon...
The storm hits and destroys everything, their boat disappears. They find themselves suddenly alone. For
only company they have penguins, sea lions, elephant seals and rats, and then there’s the old whaling station
abandoned decades ago. Their lovers’ adventure is turning into a nightmare. How will they survive in such a
strange, alien environment? And for how long? How will they fight hunger and exhaustion?
And if they survive, how will they return to the human world? How will they describe the
indescribable?
Isabelle Autissier is the first woman to have sailed solo around the world in competition. She has
written novels, short stories and essays, including KERGUELEN (Grasset, 2006), SEULE LA MER S’EN
SOUVIENDRA (Grasset, 2009 ; Livre de poche, 2011), L’AMANT DE PATAGONIE (Grasset 2012, Livre de
poche, 2013), and with Erik Orsenna: SALUT AU GRAND SUD (Stock, 2006) and PASSER PAR LE NORD,
(Paulsen, 2014). She is chairwoman of WWF France.
Rights sold to Italy (Rizzoli), the Netherlands (De Bezige Bij) and Spain (DeBolsillo). Film rights under
option
“Isabelle Autissier sails at literature as she sails at sea around the globe, with passion.” Figaro
Littéraire
“Captivating. Embark on this novel and you won’t be able to put down.” L’Observateur
“A gorgeous pen. Impressive.” L’Express Styles
“A provocative novel, half way between Jules Verne and Stevenson.” Le Parisien Magazine

de Saint Pern, Dominique: BARONNE BLIXEN (BARONESS BLIXEN)
(Stock, January 2015, 432 pages)
Over 20 000 copies sold in France
English sample chapter available!
Not one Karen Blixen, then, but a multitude of them. Supported by thoroughly researched documents, by
trips to Denmark and Africa and by her immersion in Blixen’s writings, Dominique de Saint Pern resuscitates
not only the woman and writer, the lover and the she-devil, but also the spirit of a golden age when people knew
how to love, write and die beautifully.
Karen Blixen. Yes, but which one? The African hunter at her Kenyan farm, Mbogani? The baroness
who received crowned heads at her table in Africa or at Rungstedlund, her more austere home in Denmark ?
Tanne (her nickname), thwarted in love but a passionate mistress whose body crippled with syphilis could still
love Denys Finch-Hatton before he died in a plane crash? The writer baroness who came to literature at nearly
50, belatedly discovering this font of glory, and known worldwide for Out of Africa (1937), Seven Gothic Tales
(1934) and Babette’s Feast (1958), but whose recognition would never quite erase her longing for the red glow
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of Africa? The ageing baroness, a tyrannical muse to a group of poets who, in a final tragic farce, fell in love
with the most brilliant of them, Thorkild ?
Dominique de Saint Pern has worked as a journalist for L'Express, Elle, and Marie-Claire where she
was editor in chief. She is the author of L'EXTRAVAGANTE DOROTHY PARKER (Grasset, 1994), LES
AMANTS DU SOLEIL NOIR (Grasset, 2005) and POUR L'AMOUR D'UN GUERRIER (Grasset, 2007).
Rights sold : Czech Republic (Metafora), Poland (Czytelnic) and Spain (Circe)
“The author reincarnates Karen Blixen with the talent of a story-teller and the confidence of a
journalist.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“A novel you can’t put down.” Lire “Thrilling.” L’Obs

Gillot, Alain: LA SURFACE DE RÉPARATION (REPAIRING SURFACE)
(Flammarion, March 2015, 240 pages)
!

An atypical approach to, and explanation of, Asperger’s syndrome, with an important message about
tolerance.

!

Complex but universal family relationships, as well as loneliness, anger and the sense of being on your
own are all portrayed very convincingly.

!

A low-key happy ending; readers will find themselves rooting for the characters to find happiness;
throughout the novel, both their personalities and their relationships with others develop and evolve
realistically.

Vincent, a forty-year-old, coaches a team of young football players and lives a solitary life in a
soulless suburban block in the French city of Sedan. From his unhappy childhood onwards, his sole
emotions have been resentment towards his relatives and a fear of human relations. But everything
changes when his sister shows up at his home and entrusts him with the care of her thirteen-year-old son
Léonard for two weeks. Quiet and solitary, Léonard spends his time playing chess and avoids any contact
with his uncle. When Vincent tries to initiate him into football, he tackles the game with his incredibly
logical mind: he watches hundreds of matches and gets to know every possible permutation of the game
by heart. On the pitch, he emerges as an outstanding goalkeeper: passive and almost lost for most of the
game, and then considered and focused when the action unfolds close to his territory.
This young man is also far from the average as regards his daily life: one gesture or word which
differs from his mental patterns and he is overcome by panic. He suffers, we learn, from Asperger
Syndrome.
This book is the story of a man who no longer expected anything from life and who, while
attempting to help his nephew, gradually challenges his beliefs and also breaks away from his own
personal confinement. A perfectly-mastered novel, of powerful emotion, whose two lead characters are
larger than life.
Alain Gillot is 63. He is a playwright. LA SURFACE DE RÉPARATION is his first novel and it
is currently being adapted for the cinema.
Rights sold to: Italy (Edizioni E/O), UK US (Europa editions), Germany (Limes Verlag)

Bonnefoy, Miguel: LE VOYAGE D'OCTAVIO (OCTAVIO’S JOURNEY)
(Payot & Rivages, January 2015, 130 pages)
Winner of Prix Edmée de la Rochefoucauld, long-listed for Prix Ouest France, Prix Orange 2015
and Prix Goncourt du premier roman 2015!
More than 15,000 copies sold!!
!

A enchanting journey to the heart of Venezuela, with its symbols, its communities and its territories, a
country where unifying myths are currently in cruelly short supply.

!

A simple, exploited man’s road to emancipation depends on acquiring knowledge and learning to be in
harmony with nature and his fellow man.

!

Characters that symbolize key figures in Venezuelan culture, like Venezuela herself, a remarkable,
larger-than-life woman.
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The epic trials and tribulations of Octavio, an illiterate Venezuelan man who will take charge of his
own life and learn to understand his country thanks to the people and the problems he’ll meet over the course of
his travels.
Having overcome the shame of not knowing how to read or write thanks to a woman he fell in love
with, Octavio, who comes from a sleepy village, gets caught up in a robbery and has to get out of town. On his
way west, he meets people who symbolize Venezuela. Working tirelessly, he changes the lives of each and every
one of them. Exposed to individuals’ and communities’ joys and tragedies, he gets closer both to nature and to
his fellow man and decides to go back to his hometown. The village still has complete faith in the origin myth
that most Venezuelans have lost touch with except when it is periodically revived by particularly symbolic
events (the transformation of the country’ s oldest church into a theatre, the theft and return of a wooden statue
of the Nazarene, etc.). Buoyed up by what others expect from him, the power of the natural world and the
intelligence of his country’s origin myth, Octavio winds up turning into something that brings them all together:
a wooden statue of Christ that saved the village from the Plague long ago. A legend with overtones of marvelous
realism, in the same vein as Alejo Carpentier, and of magical realism, a genre that recently lost its grand master,
Gabriel García Márquez.
Miguel Bonnefoy, 26, has a Venezuelan mother and a Chilean father. He produces cultural events for
the city of Caracas, Venezuela. He also teaches at the Alliance française, and won the 2013 Young Writer in
French Prize for a short story published by Buchet Chastel, ICARE.
Rights sold to Italy (66thand2nd), Greece (Utopia Publishing).
“Fait souffler sur le paysage littéraire français un vent de réalisme magique.” Livres Hebdo
“Sa manière de polir chaque phrase comme un objet précieux, de l'incruster de mots chatoyants et
poétiques qui font sonner son texte comme des bijoux sonores.” ELLE
“Ce Vénézuelien transforme une fable naïve en parabole morale, historique et politique.” Lire
“un premier roman époustouflant bourré de trouvailles insolites et merveilleuses.” Page

Minard, Céline: FAILLIR ÊTRE FLINGUÉ (ALMOST SHOT DEAD)
(Rivages, August 2013, 326 pages)
German translation available !
Awarded the 2014 Prix du Livre Inter & the 2013 Prix du Style
Long-listed for the Prix Médicis, the Prix Femina & the Prix Wepler
Over 70,000 copies sold & new reprint of 20,000 copies !!
A Western with roots, a veritable founding saga that ranges from lyrical to dramatic to burlesque,
Faillir être flingué is first and foremost a vibrant celebration of the shifting limits of the imagination.
On the outskirts of a burgeoning town that all trails lead to, a fresh breath is blowing over the
inhospitable prairies of the Far West. That breath belongs to Water-Running-Over-the-Plains, a young Indian
woman whose clan was decimated and who has been using her skills as a healer for the good of both Whites and
Indians ever since.
She will meet plenty of people : Brad and Jeff, brothers who are crossing the great open spaces along
with their dying old mother in a rickety cart drawn by two stubborn old oxen; Gifford, who would have died of
smallpox if Water-Running hadn’t saved him in the nick of time; Elie, who’s on the run from Bird Boisverd,
whose horse he stole; Arcadia, a wandering musician whose bow was stolen by the Quibble Gang. And plenty of
other characters whose singular fates, like the entwined strands of a colorful skein of wool, are woven into a
boldly revisited Western tale in which that mythically untamed American landscape becomes a shared, stillpermeable space open to all sorts of trafficking, transits and wanderings.
Céline Minard’s novels include LE DERNIER MONDE (2007), BASTARD BATTLE (2008, Prix
Wepler Special Mention), OLIMPIA (2010) and SO LONG LUISE (2011). All of her books have been critically
acclaimed for their demanding style and their narrative virtuosity. She is seen as one of the most unusual voices
in contemporary literature.
Rights sold to Germany (Matthes & Seitz VG), Spain (RBA) & Italy (66thand2nd).
“Céline Minard handles things with admirably authoritative skill. She is by turns a painter, a
geographer, a surveyor and a magician. In a word, a novelist.” Livres Hebdo
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“Faillir être flingué [is] a marvel of intelligence and originality, one of the gems of this year’s crop of
new books.” Le Monde des Livres
“With perfect aim, Céline Minard’s entertaining characters, drawn over a poetic and contemplative
background, bring this unique western blazingly to life.” Télérama

Daoud, Kamel: MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE (MEURSAULT, COUNTERINVESTIGATION)
(Actes Sud, May 2014, 160 pages)
English samples available!
Awarded the Prix Goncourt du premier roman.
Shortlisted for the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Renaudot, the Prix François Mauriac, the Prix des
Cinq Continents and the Prix Ulysse.
!

A superb tribute to literature and a lesson of tolerance.

A novel inspired by Albert Camus' THE STRANGER yet creating its very own atmosphere. This is not a
sequel. This is an original vision of all that the narrator in Camus' THE STRANGER did not see.
The man talking to himself in a bar night after night is the brother of the Arab killed by a certain
Meursault in a famous 20th century novel: Camus' THE STRANGER. Seventy years later, with all his pent-up
anger and frustration, the old man gives the dead man his name back and brings to life a figure that literature has
ignored: the Arab.
MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE plays with doubles and subterfuges to discuss identity
issues. Kamel Daoud, known for his controversial newspapers' articles, chose literature this time to reflect the
complexity of the legacies that shape the present of contemporary Algeria.
An original project that granted Daoud the following highly praising review in Le Monde: “A l'avenir
L'ÉTRANGER et MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE se liront comme un dyptique.” / “From now on, THE
STRANGER and MEURSAULT, CONTRE-ENQUÊTE will be read as a two-part literary work.”
Born in Algeria in 1970, Kamel Daoud lives in Oran and is a journalist for the Quotidien d’Oran – the
third largest Algerian daily in French. His articles are regularly reprinted across the world (Libération, Le
Monde, Courrier international). He has written several narratives, some of which were collated in the collection
LE MINOTAURE 504 (2011), which was first published in Algiers and won the 2008 Mohammed Dib Prize for
the best short story collection.
Rights sold in Greece (Patakis), Italy (Bompiani), Hungary (Ab Ovo), Turkey (Epsilon), UK (Oneworld
Publications), USA (Other Press), Germany (Kiepenheuer & Witsch), Denmark (Turbine) and China (Shanghaï
99), Slovenia (to MKZ), the Czech Republic (to Euromedia) and Poland (to Karakter).

Dicker Joël: LE LIVRE DES BALTIMORES (THE BOOK OF THE BALTIMORES)
(Éditions De Fallois, October 2015, 450 pages)
!

Offers received from Russia, Denmark, Norway, Finland, Czech Republic, Bulgaria and Latvia!

!

Joel Dicker is back with a new novel after the hugely popular The Truth about the Harry Quebert Affair,
which sold in 36 languages will soon be adapted for the big screen.

!

Readers will enjoy re-connecting with the character Marcus Goldman and learning more about his life,
story, which is founded on family values, secrets, frustrations and rivalries… and the dramatic events
they can lead to.

!

A real page-turner involving several inter-connected stories that are revealed gradually, like Russian
dolls, creating suspense and mystery without resolving things until the final pages.

February, 2012: Eight years after the dramatic events, Marcus Goldman leaves a New York winter for
the tropical warmth of Boca Raton, Florida to hunker down to his next novel. This time he has decided to tell his
own family’s story this time. A deeper exploration of some of the previous characters from LA VÉRITÉ SUR
L’AFFAIRE HARRY QUEBERT.
Until the day of the dramatic events, there had been two Goldman families. The Baltimore Goldmans
and the Montclair Goldmans. The Montclair Goldmans, which Marcus Goldman, the author of THE TRUTH
ABOUT THE HARRY QUEBERT AFFAIR, was a scion of, were a middle-class family living in a small house
in Montclair, New Jersey. The Baltimore Goldmans, who had all the luck, lived in a mansion in an affluent
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suburb of Baltimore, Maryland: Marcus’s admiration for them knew no bounds. There was Uncle Saul, a wellknown lawyer; Aunt Anita, a doctor at John Hopkins Hospital; Hillel, their son the troubled genius; and Woody,
the former gang member taken off the streets and adopted by the Baltimore Goldmans. His dream was to become
a professional football player. And then there was the girl next door, Alexandra, who would become a pop star,
thanks to the Goldmans’ support to her dream.
Guided by his childhood memories, Marcus explores the lives and fates of the Baltimore Goldmans, as
well as the fascination he once felt for that wealthy American family: their Miami vacations, their summer home
in the Hamptons and their private-school mischief. But with the passing years, the shiny façade began to crumble
as the dramatic events loomed ever closer. Until the day everything toppled over. Ever since, Marcus has been
haunted by this question: what really happened to the Baltimore Goldmans?
Joël Dicker was born in Geneva in 1985. His first novel, LES DERNIERS JOURS DE NOS PÈRES
won the 2010 Prix des écrivains genevois. In 2012, his novel LA VÉRITÉ SUR L’AFFAIRE HARRY
QUEBERT was published. It won, in chronological order, the Prix de la Vocation Bleustein-Blanchet, the Grand
Prix du Roman de l’Académie française and the 25th Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, and sold over 3 million
copies.
Rights sold in The Netherlands (De Bezige Bij), and Spain (Alfaguara/Santillana), Campana for
Catalan.

Leroy, Gilles: LE MONDE SELON BILLY BOY (THE WORLD ACCORDING TO BILLY
BOY)
(Mercure de France, January 2015, 252 pages)
10 000 copies sold in France
!

A moving novel in the intimistic vein of the author's previous novels.

!

An immersion into post WWII Paris and the Montparnasse neighbourhood, with its teeming and exciting
artistic milieu.

The result of a teenage passion, Billy Boy is the love child of a seductive and strong-willed mother and
an amorous and gambling father; in this family novel, Gilles Leroy draws the moving portraits of his own
parents.
At the very end of the 1950’s, Eliane is twenty years old when she gets pregnant. Andre, the father to
be, is only seventeen years old and his parents are opposed to a marriage. Eliane is afraid. Andre has
disappeared, her own mother has disowned her: the word has abandoned her. Where could she find the courage
to bear and raise this child all by herself? Gilles Leroy renews here with the intimist vein of his work – in line
with MACHINES À SOUS and GRANDIR. For Eliane and Andre are his own parents. In this family novel, he
draws moving portraits of a seductive and strong-willed mother, of an amorous and gambling father, both adored
and intricate.With an infinite tenderness, trying to figure their life before him and what it could have been
without him, he also attempts to know where he comes from, picturing an implicit self-portrait.
Gilles Leroy is the author of L’AMANT RUSSE, ALABAMA SONG (prix Goncourt 2007, translated
into 29 languages), ZOLA JACKSON, DORMIR AVEC CEUX QU’ON AIME and NINA SIMONE.
Rights under Option in : The Netherlands (COSSEE), Germany (Kein und Aber), Italy (Baldini),
Romania (Pro Editura), Greece (Metaichmio), Croatia (Filolosko), Czech Republic (Euromedia Odeon), Poland
(Czytelnik), Russia (Amphora), Serbia (Paideia), Hungary (Szo), Spain (RBA/Edicions 1984), Israel (Kinneret),
Turkey (Valid), Japan (Chuokoron), Macedonia (Prosvetno), Bulgaria (Lege Artis), Brazil (Editora Record),
Slovenia (Piano), Egypt (GEBO), Lithuania (Tyto Alba), Portugal (Esfera do Caos), Slovakia (Ikar), China
(Chasse Litte), Latvia (SIA JLV), Vietnam (Nha Nam).

d'Epenoux, François: LE REVEIL DU COEUR (THE RISE OF HEART)
(Editions Anne Carrière January 2014, 256 pages)
Winner of the Prix Maisons de la Presse 2014!
35 000 copies old in France !
!

An affectionate and nostalgic novel that is less about the generation gap than about the change of eras.

!

Touching and authentic male characters whose lifestyles and belief systems are called into question by
the arrival of a child.

!

Delightful dialogues with a scathing sense of humour.
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!

François d'Epenoux has written a touching and truthful novel, tinged with nostalgia, that queries what it
means to be a man and a father in a modern world in which ancestral identities have been swept away.

At age 30, Jean is the stereotypical Parisian hipster. He works for a PR firm that he hates, has been
dating the same woman for the last three years without the slightest intention of getting married, reads the paper,
goes out to eat, and feels like he’s treading water.
His father, the Grand-Pariah, hasn’t read a newspaper since 1968. He lives in a house where time
stopped when everything was simpler – when men were men and women were women and everybody knew
what that meant.
But the unintended birth of Malo upsets everything. The son becomes a father, and feels like a man for
the first time. The old man has to make room in his heart for this unexpected grandchild. He gets caught up with
introducing Malo to nature, opening his eyes to what children don’t notice any more: animals, plants, the seasons
and more. The little boy, in turn, opens his grandfather’s mind to the world’s evolution.
François d’Epenoux, 46, writes both novels and screenplays. His novel DEUX JOURS A TUER, 2001)
was adapted for the screen by Jean Becker (one million tickets sold!).
Rights sold to: Penguin Random House / Grijalbo (Spain), the Netherlands (Xander Uitgevers).
"À l'humour caustique succède une écriture empreinte de tendresse. Et aux séparations ou oppositions
des premières pages, une véritable rencontre." Paris Match
"Les détours et les surprises de cette tendre complicité entre le vieil homme et l'enfant sont au fil des
pages drôles, insolites et touchants." Télé Z

HIGHLIGHT FALL 2015
Enard, Mathias: BOUSSOLE (COMPASS)
(Actes Sud, August 2015, 378 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt, the Prix Femina and the Prix du roman Fnac, short-listed for
the prix du Monde des Livres.
!

The lush and masterful writing that is Mathias Enard’s signature style takes readers for a whirl on a
passion-filled literary merry-go-round.

!

A dense and detailed saga bringing both Eastern and Western history to life that weaves them together
with a tale of falling in love and journeys of self-discovery.

!

A knowledgeable description of the arts and sciences of the Middle East, and of their contributions to
western culture, which are still little-known and often ignored in the West.

!

A precise evocation of Orientalism and the Orientalists, from its 19th-century roots to the present,
including the controversies and key figures (Goethe, Lawrence of Arabia, Louis Massignon, Edward Said
and others).

After ZONE, PARLE-LEUR DE BATAILLES, DE ROIS ET D’ELEPHANTS (“Talk to them about
Battles, Kings and Elephants), and RUE DES VOLEURS (“Thief Street”)... Mathias Énard’s impressive writing
career blossoms into full maturity in this epic saga that is also an ode to the Middle East. A passionate love
affair told over a background brimming over with fascinating information about Middle Eastern culture.
Franz Ritter is unwell. Hunkered down in his Vienna apartment, this musicologist specialized in Middle
Eastern influences is suffering from insomnia. All night long, he reflects on his love for Sarah, a French
Orientalist who he first met at a conference in Austria. Their story unfolds over a background of the history of
Orientalism, the modern Arab world and its upheavals (the Arab spring, the Islamic Caliphate the Iranian
revolution and more) as well as his own travels to Istanbul, Damascus, Teheran and elsewhere, where he
frequently runs into Sarah. The bumps in their relationship will be resolved in the morning, when Franz receives
an e-mail from Sarah, announcing her arrival in Vienna and her love for him.
A passion-filled inventory of the East’s incredible contributions to Western culture and identity,
BOUSSOLE is a melancholic, enveloping novel that digs through memories of centuries of dialogue and artistic
influences in an attempt to heal the wounds of the present. BOUSSOLE is a sublime tale, a Middle-Eastern
variation on Claudio Magris’ DANUBE, in which the many disparate charms of a little-known world are
intertwined.
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Born in 1972, Mathias Enard studied Persian and had several extended stays in the Middle East. He now
lives in Barcelona. This is his sixth novel published by Actes Sud, after: LA PERFECTION DU TIR (2003, Prix
des Cinq Continents de la Fancophonie; Babel n° 903), REMONTER L’ORENOQUE (2005), ZONE (2008, Prix
Décembre, Prix du Livre Inter; Babel n° 1020), PARLE-LEUR DE BATAILLES, DE ROIS ET
D’ELEPHANTS (2010, Prix Goncourt des Lycéens, Prix du Livre en Poitou-Charentes 2011) and RUE DES
VOLEURS (2012).
Rights sold: World – Spanish (Random House Mondadori), Germany (Hanser Berlin), Croatia
(Fraktura).

Divry, Sophie: QUAND LE DIABLE SORTIT DE LA SALLE DE BAIN (WHEN THE
DEVIL LEFT THE BATHROOM)
(Notabilia, August 2015, 320 pages)
Shortlisted for: Prix Littéraire du Monde 2015, Prix Roman Fnac and Prix Cultura ‘Talents à
découvrir’ 2015
Prix Littéraire du Monde 2015, Prix Roman Fnac and Prix Cultura ‘Talents à découvrir’ 2015
!

You can’t help enjoying the sarcasm that doesn’t spare anyone – neither the author herself, nor anyone
else – which sheds all the more light on the pettiness of human nature and everyone’s inner accountant.

!

It’s side-splittingly funny, tooth-gnashingly dark, intelligent, unusual, over the top… but woven over a
serious background that says a lot about the times we live in.

!

Sophie Divry has a facetious way of juggling language, words and style – even how they are laid out on
the page – to make the result all the more puzzling.

Sophie, from Lyon, is unemployed, and her benefits are about to run out. So she has all sorts of schemes
for getting out of the jam she’s in, so she won’t be broke and hungry all the time any more.
A journalist when she can find work, and dreaming of finishing her book, Sophie lives in her own
strange world. Her friends barge into her novel to turn it to their advantage, and Lorchus is always there to make
sure everything goes wrong. Readers will take a noisily entertaining spin through the turpitudes of a young
woman who suffers the isolation that comes with her situation as an unwilling ascetic. But who is forcing her
into that role, herself or fate? That is the eternal philosophical question this novel also raises: what is an
unemployed person’s role in today’s world?
In turns withering and side-splittingly funny, the author doesn’t let her characters get away with anything;
instead, she uses them for a biting and off-beat critique of people’s need to join and be recognized by society,
family and work – the indispensable components of the middle-classdom that in the end of the day, we all aspire
to.
Sophie Divry was born in 1979 in Montpellier. She is currently living in Lyon and already published
three novels: LA CÔTE 400 (Les Allusifs 2013), LE JOURNAL D’UN RECOMMENCEMENT (Notabilia
2013) and LA CONDITION PAVILLIONNAIRE (Notabilia 2014).
“Sophie Divry recounts the starved life of a young woman who has been unemployed for a very long
time as an off-the-wall fairy tale.” Livres Hebdo
“The trials and tribulations of a woman whose unemployment benefits have run out offer the author a
perfect opportunity for a caustic and comical critique of society.” Elle
“A real little gem: unusual and biting.” Avantages
“An inventive and uncompromising text that’s full of humor, too.” Le Parisien Magazine

de Vigan, Delphine: D’APRÈS UNE HISTOIRE VRAIE (BASED ON A TRUE STORY)
(JC Lattès, , August 2015, 486 pages)
!

A deceptively autobiographical-seeming narrative that explores the element of truth that must be present
in the writing process.

!

A huis-clos that gradually shades into a thriller along the lines of Stephen King’s Misery… before
dropping the masks as in Usual Suspects.

!

It is impossible to unravel the elements of truth from those of pure fiction in Delphine de Vigan’s latest
novel, an exceptional achievement that confirms her status as a masterful author.
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A vulnerable novelist in the throes of doubt makes a strange encounter.
“This book is the story of my relationship with L. L. is every writer’s nightmare. Or rather, the kind of
person no writer should ever encounter.”
In this novel which is in the vein of a psychological thriller, Delphine de Vigan per- forms a balancing
act on the ridge that separates reality from fiction. It plunges into the heart of an era fascinated by that which is
real.
Delphine de Vigan is the author of NO ET MOI (more than a million copies sold, Prix des Libraires
Award, adapted to the screen by Zabou Breitman), LES HEURES SOUTERRAINES (150 000 copies sold)
adapted for television by Philippe Haren for Arte, and RIEN NE S’OPPOSE À LA NUIT (almost a million
copies sold). Her books have been translated all over the world.
Rights sold in Germany (Dumont), Italy (Mondadori), Spain (Anagrama), Catalonia (Edi- Novel cions
62), Poland (Sonia Draga), Denmark (Art People), Brazil (Intreseca), Czech Republic
“De Vigan sparks interest in her readers as the line between truth and invention is blurred. Readers
instinctively set out on a quest for truth and ultimately find themselves ruminating over the strenght among us
with is embodied within each of us.” Le Monde des livres
“You can only be stupefied by the artistic forcefulness Delphine de Vigan achieves while dab- bling
with reality. The ultimate result is a book that vacillates between truth and invention and the reader is left
undoubtedly impressed and waiting in suspense...” Lire
“I leave to the reader the pleasure of savoring the end of this mystifying novel. Nothing, abso- lutely
nothing can hold you back form this indispensable Fall read.” Le Figaro
“Prodigious, intelligent and diabolical!” Le Parisien

Boltanski, Christophe: LA CACHE (THE HIDEOUT)
(Stock, August, 2015 344 pages)
Long-listed for Femina prize and Médicis prize
!

Like Georges Perec’s TALES OF ELLIS ISLAND, this funny and affectionate autobiographical
narrative about a man searching for his own identity goes in search of the history of a family that has
tried to erase every trace of its own past.

!

An elegantly ironic writing style that intertwines descriptions of the characters to a place, as if the author
were trying to anchor a rootless family.

!

Complex, multi-facetted characters described seriously, but with humor, too. Christophe Boltanski’s
journalistic style grants their story factual and historical depth.

In a similar vein to Georges Perec, Christophe Boltanski offers readers an extremely moving first novel
about the story of his family, Jews who emigrated from Russia to Paris at the turn of the last century. From the
massacres of Odessa to their support for the Algerian Liberation Front, the author looks back over almost a
century of history, including both World Wars , the Shoah and the Occupation.
Upon arriving in France, the Boltanskis move into an apartment on Rue de Grenelle, which they
immediately start calling “The Hideout.” At once a refuge and a prison, it protects the family from antiSemitism while cutting them off from the outside world. The apartment’s complicated layout and many nooks
and crannies are like symbols of past suffering endured. Described one by one, each member of the family is
shrouded in mystery; between their murky pasts and their multiple identities multiples, they are like pieces of a
puzzle that can’t be solved. With restraint and a dash of self-deprecating humor, the narrator manages to follow
the path of events the family lived through in order to recompose his family’s painful and fragile history.
Christophe Boltanski is a journalist and war reporter for the national daily Libération and the magazine
Le Nouvel Observateur. His previous book MINERAIS DE SANG (Gallimard, 2014) was an investigation into
modern slavery. LA CACHE is his first novel.
Rights sold in: Germany (Hanser Verlag).
“The incarnate portrait of the Boltanski family, both peculiar and fascinating” Livres Hebdo
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Bourdeaut, Olivier: EN ATTENDANT BOJANGLES (WAITING FOR BOJANGLES)
(Editions Finitude, January 2016, 160 pages)
!

A wacky family whose madness is so appealing it’s almost contagious.

!

An exuberantly madcap saga that will make readers want to enter the characters’ unlikely world, on the
verge of insanity.

!

Colorful writing that switches easily between humor and emotion: readers will swing delightfully from
laughter to tears, from the first to the last page.

The wacky tale of an extraordinary couple, for which every day has to be special, seen through their
only child innocent eyes.
Along with his whimsical mom who changes names every day and his writer father who is as surprising
as he is unpredictable, the narrator lives in an apartment filled with weird and wonderful objects, overseen by a
demoiselle crane. Every day, his parents dance to Nina Simone’s "Mister Bojangles" over and over, in front of
their spellbound son. They have deliberately chosen to turn their backs on adult responsibilities in order to enjoy
a sometimes risky spontaneity. But the real world finally catches up with them. When the family gets into
trouble with administrative services, the mother slides into true madness, and is committed against her will. The
threesome is introduced to the surprising and sometime hilarious world of insanity, with all sorts of borderline
and unusual people. Willing to do anything to get her out of there, the father and son foment a tremendous
kidnapping. Readers will follow them into this unusual but marvelous adventure.
Olivier Bourdeaut was born in 1980 in a house with no television, so he has been a voracious reader
since a very young age. He hesitated for a long time before he decided to write, because he felt so puny
compared to the writers on his bookshelf. But a “surge of megalomania” (in his own words) allowed him to
finish his first novel, “En attendant Bojangles”.
Rights already sold to: Germany (Piper Verlag), Spain (Salamandra) and Netherlands
Pocket rights have already been sold to Folio

Rutés, Sébastien & Luna, Juan Hernández: MONARQUES (MONARCHS)
(Albin Michel, August 2015, 376 pages)
!

After Juan Hernàndez Luna’s untimely death, Sébastien Rutés took up the mantle of completing on his
own this complex novel, which intertwines an epistolary format with a tale of espionage for an ode to
writing in all its forms.

!

A well-documented historical saga that sheds new light on one of the best-known animated films of all
times. Jules’ letters capture Paris between the two World Wars perfectly.

!

Both fictional characters and actual historical figures from the international political and cultural scene
gravitate around this bewitching woman.

On the eve of World War II, from Mexico City and Paris, Augusto Solís and Jules Daumier set off in
search of Loreleï Lüger, who is in turns a Nazi spy, an angelic Snow White, and the mastermind of an act of
political sabotage.
Mexico City, 1935: Augusto writes to his beloved Loreleï, a German Madonna who has left without a
word of farewell. Jules, a young Frenchman who is living in Loreleï’s old apartment, answers the letter, and
offers to help Augusto track down his mysterious love. A Nazi spy, the elusive Loreleï leads our heroes from the
smoky backrooms of Franco-German political relations in the 1930s to the Disney studios in Los Angeles, where
she sabotages Snow White, then on to the Canary Islands, where she betrays the German army. Two generations
later, Jules’ and Augusto’s grandchildren will also begin a correspondence, in hopes of solving the mystery of
the friendship between their grandfathers, from whom they inherited only a perpetual search for self-discovery.
Written in tandem by Juan Hernàndez Luna and Sébastien Rutés, Monarques is a lush novel, blending
eras, places and literary genres. A baroque, multi-facetted book, yet easy-to-read book that scrambles the lines
between reality and fiction.
Juan Hernàndez Luna was a Mexican bookstore owner, journalist, scenarist and poet who had also
written eight novels. He died in 2010, at age 48.
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Born in 1976, Sébastien Rutés, a French academic, has published several books about Latin American
literature, detective novels and intertextuality. He is the author of three novels, including MÉLANCOLIE DES
CORBEAUX (CROWS’ MELANCHOLY, Actes Sud)
“Dramatic, magical, historical, epistolary, knowledgeable and witty!” Page
“A picaresque, truculent novel, full of red herrings and knowledgeable winks and nods.” Le Point.fr
“A real gem, a tale told with grace and power that is both exhilarating and poignant.” Encore du noir –
Blog littéraire

Binet, Laurent: LA SEPTIÈME FONCTION DU LANGAGE (THE SEVENTH
FUNCTION OF LANGUAGE)
(Grasset, August 2015, 496 pages)
!

With the tension and structure of a crime novel, La Septième fonction du langage packs amusing and
dramatic situations, immersing the reader in this watershed period of the early 80s – a period that was
pivotal politically, intellectually, and culturally.

!

Laurent Binet questioned the novelist’s capacity and difficulty not to betray History, he brings reality and
fiction together in a more playful mode, allowing him to take poetic license with historical facts.

After the worldwide success of HHhH, selected as one of the 100 best books of 2012 by the New York
Times, Laurent Binet returns with a new fast-paced novel that takes on the form of a philosophical investigation
starring the great figures of 1980s French theory. In it, he imagines Roland Barthes had not died after a road
accident but instead was... murdered!
On February 25th 1980, Roland Barthes was run over by a truck after having lunch with François
Mitterrand. He died from his injuries one month later. The official version maintains it was an accident... but
what if it were actually murder? That day, Barthes was carrying a yet-to-be published document by Jakobson
about the seventh function of language. A function so powerful it gives whoever masters it the ability to
convince anyone in any situation to do anything. In other words, it can coerce any individual or group through
speech, offering absolute power simply through the Word.
Throughout the story, the Captain Bayard discovers an unexpected interest in French theory, and the
young PhD candidate Simon Herzog shows the skills of a Sherlock Holmes, with a hint of James Bond. But
Herzog slowly becomes gripped with paranoia as he begins to wonder about his ontological status, as described
by Umberto Eco’s writings. What if he were ultimately nothing more than a character in a novel?
Laurent Binet is a professor of literature, and the author behind HHhH, which won the 2010 Prix
Goncourt for a First Novel. It has been translated into nearly 40 languages and was a bestseller in several
countries. It is currently being adapted both for the screen and as a documentary TV series.
Foreign rights sold: Czech (Argo), Catalan (Edicions 1984), Croatian (Fractura), Dutch (Meulenhoff),
English (UK: Harvill Secker; USA: FSG), German (Rowohlt), Hungarian (Europa Konvykiado), Norwegian
(Gyldendal Norsk), Portuguese (Brazil: Companhia das letras), Slovenian (Mladinska Knjiga Zalozba).

Khadra, Yasmina: LA DERNIÈRE NUIT DU RAÏS LE RÉCIT DES DERNIÈRES
HEURES DE MOUAMMAR KADHAFI (THE DICTATOR’S LAST NIGHT THE LAST
HOURS OF GADDAFI’S LIFE)
(Robert Laffont, August 2015, 216 pages)
“When I was a boy, my uncle – my mother’s brother – sometimes took me with him into the desert. For
him it was a journey that meant more than going back to his roots. It was a cleansing of his spirit. I was too
young to understand the things he was trying to instil in me, but I loved to listen to him. My uncle swore that I
was the ghous clan’s chosen one, the child who would restore to the Kadhafa tribe all its legends and former
lustre. I am Muammar gaddafi. That should be enough for faith not to waver. I am him through whom salvation
will come”.
And so commences the new powerful novel by Yasmina Khadra which will be simultaneously
published around the world in October 2015.
Yasmina Khadra is the author of LES HIRONDELLES DE KABOUL (The Swallows of Kabul) and
L’ATTENTAT (The Attack). his work has been translated in 42 countries.
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Rights sold: Italy (Sellerio), UK/US (Gallic Books), Spain (Alianza), Poland (Sonia Draga), Portugal
(Bizancio), Turkey ( Affectum Libris), Germany (Osburg Verlag), Arabic (Dar Al-Saqi)

Pigani, Paola: VENUS D’AILLEURS (FROM ELSEWHERE)
(Liana Lévi, September 2015, 224 pages)
!

A necessary novel that resonates painfully accurately with the fates of thousands of migrants fleeing the
war-torn regions of today’s world.

!

A reserved style that manages to recreate the different stages in learning a new language and a radically
different culture, the hardships of integration, and the open wound of exile.

!

By choosing to have not just one, but two main characters, the author explores differing perceptions that
converge, conflict and in the end, manage to break free of each other.

The author of N’ENTRE PAS DANS MON AME AVEC TES CHAUSSURES, selected for the 2014
Goncourt First-Novel Prize and winner of seven literary prizes, is a back with a second, timely novel about
emigrants being uprooted, then coping with integration in their new land.
In the spring of 1999, Mirko and his sister Simona, twenty-something Albanians from Kosovo, flee
their war-torn country. The road to exile leads them for a time to Italy, then to a transit camp in the Loire region
of France. In 2001, they decide to try their luck in Lyon. Enthusiastic Simona is a fighter. She quickly finds
work, makes friends, and learns French with astonishing determination. She deliberately chooses integration,
while her more-reserved brother has more nostalgia for what he left behind in Kosovo. For him, French is the
language of his foremen, and of the street. During the day, he works on construction sites. At night, he sleeps in
a shelter. In his free time, he heads for the outskirts of town, where he tags the walls with angry graffiti. And that
is how he meets Agathe, begins to stroll around the city with her, and, in the face of the still raw after-effects of
war, manages to share a fragile kind of love.
With great restraint, this novel recounts the stages in the life of refugees in the city that has been the
preferred home for Kosovar exiles in France since 1999. Along the way, the beauty of the city, art, immigration,
difference, liberty, and faith in humanity.
Paola Pigani grew up in France’s Charente region, in a family of Italian immigrants. Today she lives in
Lyon, where she divides her time between her work as an educator and writing. Her critically acclaimed first
novel, N’ENTRE PAS DANS MON ÂME AVEC TES CHAUSSURES (Liana Levi, 2013), which won seven
literary prizes, traces the story of a gypsy family interned in Alliers from 1940 to 1946. VENUS D’AILLEURS
is her second novel.
“Ce roman tout en retenue raconte les étapes du parcours des réfugiés dans une métropole devenue dès
1999 un point d'accueil privilégié des réfugiés kosovars en France. En filigrane : la beauté de la ville, l'art,
l'exil, la différence, la liberté, la foi en l'humain.” Le Figaro
“Ces deux trajectoires opposées traduisent une empathie profonde de l'auteure envers les migrants.
Elle explore ce monde méconnu et trop souvent déshumanisé. Avec VENUS D'AILLEURS, c'est une histoire
pleine d'humanité que nous conte Paola Pigani, servie par des personnages poignants, subtils, torturés. C'est
également une thématique du déracinement traité sans pathos.” Page
“Chronique magnifique et terrible d’une vie laissée derrière soi pour des raisons politiques, VENUS
D’AILLEURS suit avec précision et tendresse l’adaptation des deux personnages principaux, dont le sort
s’améliore doucement au gré du travail et de bonnes rencontres.” Toutlaculture.com

Puértolas, Romain: RE-VIVE L’EMPEREUR (RE-LIVE THE EMPEROR)
(Le Dilettante, October 2015, 350 pages)
!

Romain Puértolas latest novel, a politically whimsical and solemny fanciful novel.

!

The author resuscitates Napoleon. This latter tackles stubbornly against our modern world’s radicalism
and intolerance and shows there is a way to all live together in peace.

!

The author shares his very own catharsis of dramatic events like the Charlie Hebdo attacks by doing what
he does best: using his unrestrained imagination and hilarious touch to bring (back) to life offbeat
characters and take the reader through his world.
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After the international best-sellers, FAKIR and LA PETITE FILLE QUI AVAIT AVALÉ UN NUAGE
GRAND COMME LA TOUR EIFFEL, Romain Puértolas is back with a new novel that displays his sense of
humour and over-flowing imagination, this time with a strong politically committed background.
Napoleon Bonaparte is back in business to save the world against the Jihadists. In present-day Europe, a
Norwegian Findus trawler catches in its nets Napoleon Bonaparte and his horse, Vizir, perfectly preserved by the
North Sea's icy waters. The return of the Emperor of France coincides with a wave of Jihadist attacks that has
been sweeping over the country in recent months. Invited by a secret Corsican fraternity to retire in the sun,
Napoleon, jacked up by the Diet Coke he drank to relieve his heartburn, and on a stopover in Paris, can but be
concerned by the plight of his people. He therefore decides to launch a war against these Islamic fanatics.
Evicted by Hollande's government, he determines to build up another Grand Army, which turns out to be far
different from the one he imagined.
The reader will be drawn into the author’s madcap story and strongly moved by the author’s very
personal way to honour the victims of the recent Charlie Hebdo attacks and his vivid attack on jihadism and all
sorts of radicalism.
Romain Puértolas is the author of worldwide bestselling literary phenomenon L'EXTRAORDINAIRE
VOYAGE DU FAKIR QUI ETAIT RESTE COINCE DANS UNE ARMOIRE IKEA (2013), 300.000 copies
sold in France, published in 36 countries, translated into 33 languages, soon to be adapted into a movie by
Marjana Satrapi. His second novel LA PETITE FILLE QUI AVAIT AVALÉ UN NUAGE GRAND COMME
LA TOUR EIFFEL has been translated into 20 languages.

Bleys, Olivier: DISCOURS D’UN ARBRE SUR LA FRAGILITÉ DES HOMMES (A
TREE’S DISCOURSE ON THE FRAGILITY OF HUMANS)
(Albin Michel, August 2015, 304 pages)
!

Behind a façade of dark realism, Bleys’ airy, luminous style makes this novel read like a fable.

!

A clumsy but touching anti-hero, who will do anything to respect his ancestors’ vows and to protect his
family.

!

A hopeful portrait of the Chines working class in a society undergoing major upheaval.

In an abandoned neighborhood, Shenyang, Wei, an unemployed Chinese laborer, is fighting to save the
old tree in his garden, whose roots are intertwined with the bones of his ancestors. The tree becomes the witness
to Wei’s love for his family, to his struggle against the authorities and the indifference that is the sole response
he gets from Chinese society.
The Wei family has been living in the same house in a decrepit part of Shenyang for generations. Wei’s
goal is the same as his parents’ was before him: come up with enough money to own the house instead of renting
it. When Wei’s dream finally comes true and he is able to buy it from the rich Mr. Fan, he finds out that the
presence of a rare metal in the neighborhoods sub-soil means that it is about to be demolished. But Wei refuses
to kowtow to the mining company, nor to the former owner, and his family resists. When the old house and its
tree are the only things left standing in the whole neighborhood, the scheduled demolition is cancelled by the
authorities.
A fable about the meaning of family and of cultural heritage in present-day China, which is going
through major upheaval, DISCOURS D’UN ARBRE SUR LA FRAGILITÉ DES HOMMES offers appealing
philosophical musings on individuals’ precarious place in society and on humans’ relationship to nature.
Olivier Bleys, 41, has written nearly a dozen novels, including PASTEL (Gallimard, 2000), LE
MAÎTRE DE CAFÉ and CONCERTO POUR LA MAIN MORTE (Albin Michel, 2013), which have garnered
numerous literary prizes. He has been translated into 10 languages, and has also written essays, travel narratives,
comic strips and social-science novels.
In July, 2010, he began an-around-the-world hike, which he is doing in segments, year after year.
“We won’t reveal all the trials and tribulations leading up to the surprise ending that was dreamt up by
a writer at the height of his powers for this philosophical tale for our times.” Livres Hebdo
“A brilliantly written and crafted fable about poor people’s unequal struggle against the nouveaux
capitalists in contemporary China.” Télé Z
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Oster, Christian: LE COEUR DU PROBLÈME (THE HEART OF THE PROBLEM)
(L’Olivier, August 2015, 200 pages)
!

Musing about notions of seduction, desire and guilt, Christian Oster uses the excuse of an unusual police
investigation to tie a surprising story.

!

A detached, detailed style that avoids psychologizing to focus on describing “just the facts”, giving such
reality to the read that you will wonder if there is a dead corpse in your neighbour’s garden!

!

A disconcerting main character, anti-hero, endearing in its nonchalance and that will still surprise the
reader by the vivacity of its mind.

Simon’s wife is leaving him and the dead body of her lover in the living room… Unable to denounce
Diane, what else could he do other than bury the body in the garden?
Simon is a jaded man that lives life how it goes. Trying not to face any accusation or suspicions of
murder, he declares to the police office the disappearance of its wife. A retired detective will take pity of him
and between them starts an ambiguous, and still very friendly, relationship as the police investigation gradually
closes in on an elusive accidental murder that might lead to Simon.
So begins a game of hide-and-seek with the policeman… and a game of seduction with his sister-in-law,
Raphaëlle. But he’s a bad loser, and everything will be exposed.
LE CŒUR DU PROBLEME draws us into a tale that avoids psychologizing and allows the author to
explore the ambiguities of human relations.
Christian Oster was born in Paris in 1949. He won the Prix Médicis for MON GRAND
APPARTEMENT (Minuit, 1999). LE CŒUR DU PROBLEME is his third novel published by Éditions de
l’Olivier.
“The improbable adventures are savoured, woven together by beautifully rythmic narration, in this
book crime fiction-like, evocative of Ionesco and Queneau.” Le Point

Desarthe, Agnès: CE COEUR CHANGEANT (THIS EVER-CHANGING HEART)
(Editions de L'Olivier, August 2015, 336 pages)
Winner of the Prix Littéraire du Monde 2015
Shortlisted for Prix Roman Fnac 2015
!

A surprising and captivating novel that takes us from Denmark to the shores of Africa and then to 1920s
high society Paris.

!

A lush but flowing writing style that addresses the question of women’s condition at the turn of the
century with great finesse. From the poverty-stricken slums to the affluent interiors of the best
neighborhoods, the tale is set over a backdrop of the Great War and the Dreyfus, without turning into a
history lesson.

!

An endearing and thoughtful heroine who lives a turbulent existence, and whose “ever-changing heart”
is both her curse and her greatest strength.

In this moving new novel, best-selling French writer Agnès Desarthe brings to life a young woman left
to her own devices in 19S0s Paris. Torn between hope and disappointment, she will eventually resolve to
embrace her fate as a woman.
The novel opens in late 19th-century Denmark, in the ancestral home of the Matthisens, a noble old
Danish family. René, a young French captain who has spent years in Africa, is in love with Kristina, a Danish
girl from a good family. The couple is wed, and they have a daughter, Rose. Twenty years later, we meet up with
Rose in Paris, where she is alone and on her own, after having spent several years in Africa. In Roaring 20s
Paris, lurching from hope to disappointment, Rose discovers everything from poverty and abandonment to
marriage with young Emile, to homosexuality and high society in the company of a charismatic woman named
Louise. Rose lets herself get carried along by the flow of events and encounters until the death of her distant
cousin Eva, when Eva’s newborn daughter Ida is confided to Rose’s care. Becoming a mother in such a sudden,
unexpected way offers Rose a chance to take stock, and to get her life back under control.
Agnès Desarthe has written nine novels published by Editions de l'Olivier. She is also the translator for
Lois Lowry, Anne Fine, Cynthia Ozick, Jay McInerney and Virginia Woolf. She won the 1996 Prix du Livre
Inter for UN SECRET SANS IMPORTANCE (L'Olivier, 1996), a novel that brought her international fame, and
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the Prix Renaudot des Lycéens for DANS LA NUIT BRUNE (L'Olivier, 2010). CE COEUR CHANGEANT is
her eleventh novel.

Delaflotte Mehdevi, Anne: LE PORTEFEUILLE ROUGE (THE RED PORTFOLIO)
(Gaïa, May 2015, 288 pages)
!

The theatre makes cameo appearances in the book, through quotes, situations, actors and characters

!

An endearing group of friends and shopkeepers who care deeply about artisans and their craft

!

The fictitious story of the astounding discovery of documents hand-written by Shakespeare. So little is
actually known about his life that his handwriting – and even his very existence – are the subject of
endless scholarly debate.

After LA RELIEUSE DU GUÉ (The Bookbinder by the Ford), here is the latest adventure of Anne
Delaflotte Medhevi’s character Mathilde Berger, a young bookbinder in the town of Montlaudun. Readers will
enjoy catching up with the young woman as she finds herself drawn into a fascinating plot: discovering a
mysterious diary written by Shakespeare’s brother.
One ordinary day, Mathilde Berger is hard at work in her studio when a prestigious visitor bursts in on
her unexpectedly: the famous bookbinder-gilder Astride Malinger. Both frightening and fascinating, Astride has
a tempting offer for Mathilde: she wants the younger woman’s help in restoring an original copy of
Shakespeare’s First Folio, one of the rarest of rare books. When Mathilde accepts the offer, she doesn’t know
how much trouble it will cause, or that it will lead to the discovery of a lifetime: Astride has invested her entire
fortune in an ordinary-looking diary inside a red portfolio. The book is actually the diary of one of Shakespeare’s
little brothers, and it contains the playwright’s own writing.
Anne Delaflotte’s masterfully written plot has two main strands: our heroine, Mathilde, not only gets
caught up in gripping research into a hitherto unknown manuscript, but also gradually comes to grasp the true
past and personality of her colleague and competitor, who is actually a dangerous murderer.
Having studied diplomacy and international law, Anne Delaflotte Medhevi is now a bookbinder and a
writer. Her previous books: LA RELIEUSE DU GUÉ (Gaïa, 2008), FUGUE (Gaïa, 2010) and SANDERLING
(Gaïa, 2013). LE PORTEFEUILLE ROUGE is her fourth novel.

Blondel, Jean-Philippe: UN HIVER À PARIS (ONE WINTER IN PARIS)
(Libella, January 2015, 288 pages)
!

A modern coming-of-age novel in which a young man comes to Paris to start his adult life but winds up
choosing to go back to his home town in order to be himself

!

Readers will find the fast-talking, sharp-witted narrator very endearing

!

The relation that grows between the narrator and the father of the young man who committed suicide is
complex, unhealthy and artificial: they act out an idealized father-son relationship rather than being who
they really are

A young man from the provinces decides to go to school in Paris to escape his milieu. In his latest book,
Jean-Philippe Blondel revisits the coming-of-age story.
Victor, a young provincial who is passionate about literature, decides to go to a prestigious school in
Paris. Alone in a social and cultural environment that is totally unfamiliar to him, he is under constant pressure.
Then he meets Mathieu, another provincial, who is a year younger than he is, and the two seem destined to
become close friends. But a tragic event shatters the boys’ blossoming friendship: in the middle of French class,
Mathieu leaves the room and jumps to his death. Victor takes on a role that is not really his, but which he
accepts. Suddenly everyone sees him as that poor boy’s best friend, and Victor’s life changes dramatically: he
becomes popular, and Mathieu’s father begins to confide in him.
Jean-Philippe Blondel shows how a tragic event can disrupt a tight-knit social milieu. He describes a
young man’s suicide as an event that affects people’s relationships and changes how they see their place in the
world.
An English teacher in Troyes, Jean-Philippe Blondel writes novels for adults and for young adults
(Actes Sud Junior). This is his fifth novel published by Buchet Chastel after THE BABY-SITTER, G229 (Virgin
Prize - Version Fémina), ET RESTER VIVANT and 06H41. Translation rights for 06h41 were sold to the US
(New Vessel Press), Germany (Deuticke Verlag), Italy (Einaudi) and Spain (La Esfera de los Libros).
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“Un livre à la fois sensible et tendre” Livres Hebdo
“Cruel et Lucide” Femina
“Un récit qui a du corps et une âme, du caractère et un héros attachant. ” Télé Z
“Un ton tout en finesse avec la juste dose d'humour qui permet d'effectuer une pirouette du cœur pour
mieux contrebalancer les zones de grandes turbulences émotionnelles. ” Psychologie magazine
“un roman très émouvant qui sonne juste et laisse son empreinte une fois refermé. ” Page
Translation rights of 06h41 were sold to the US (New Vessel Press), Germany (Deuticke Verlag), Italy
(Einaudi) and Spain (La Esfera de los Libros).
Rights sold to: Espagne (La Esfera de los Libros), Germany (Deuticke (Hanser Verlag), Italy (Einaudi)
Reviews for 06H41: “Habile récit à deux voix sur la destinée et les hasards qui parfois en décident,
ludique, piquant, romanesque et vivant, 06H41 ouvre grand le champ des possibles.” L’Hebdo
“Jean-Philippe Blondel dévoile avec humour et bienveillance les failles de ses personnages terriblement
normaux. Et confirme que la vie se charge toujours de redistribuer les cartes.” Point de Vue
“L’auteur de ET RESTER VIVANT revient avec un roman sensible et des personnages toute en sobriété,
que l’on quitte à regret au terminus.” Télé 7 Jours

DISCOVERED WRITER
Perec, Georges: THINGS: A STORY OF THE SIXTIES
50th Anniversary Edition
(Robert Laffont, September 2015, 176 pages)

Julliard is reprinting the indispensable first novel of one of the most important French authors of the
second half of the 20th century.
Sylvie and Jérôme live on their meager salaries as market researchers. But they yearn for the luxury of
beautiful things: tailor-fitted clothing, elegant furniture, and a life of idleness in a setting where every detail
would be considered. But this dream opposes the triviality of their actual life: a tiny two-bedroom with
haphazard piles of books, records, and secondhand clothing. They are incapable of adding value to their
existence. Why does happiness seem inaccessible to them? is it because they cannot escape the condition of
possessing “things”?
Georges Perec is one of the most prominent writers of the second half of the 20th century. Awarded the
Renaudot prize in 1965 and the Médicis prize in 1978, his work is recognized for its great originality.
Rights sold to English by David Bellos; published by David R. Godine in the U.S. and HarperCollins in
the U.K.

Georges Perec: QUEL PETIT VÉLO À GUIDON CHROMÉ AU FOND DE LA COUR?
(Denoel, New Edition January 2014, 90 pages)
!

A brilliant literary fantasy by Georges Perec, exceptional language explorer.

This short novel is set in France during the Algerian War. Between Invalides and Montparnasse, the
narrator tells the story of his friend Henri Pollack, and how he dragged his friends into a crazy adventure. By
day, Henri Pollak is a sergeant, and a bohemian artist by night. Whenever he is away from the barracks, he rides
his small bike with a chrome handlebar dressed in civilian clothes, and meets up with his friends to have a few
drinks and speak about life, literature and poetry. One evening, Henri asks his friends to help one of his
comrades get out of military service. The guy in question, who bears the name of Kara-something (throughout
the story, his name is constantly mispronounced, to the extent that his actual name remains a mystery) was
drafted to go to Algeria to fight. After giving the matter a good thinking, they decide that Kara-something had
better pretend to suffer from psychiatric problems. All he has to do is stage a mock-suicide, and leave a note so
crazy that he will be considered a lunatic when he wakes up. Kara is so happy about the plan that he celebrates
and drinks all night, and only wakes up the morning after to the sound of the fanfare, just in time to leave for
Algeria.
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Georges Perec (1936-1982) needs no introduction. This lover of the French language experimented with
it, and pushed its boundaries as a writer, and as a member of the Oulipo (Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle).
Quel petit vélo à guidon chromé au fond de la cour ? (1966) is the second novel published by Perec, right after
Les Choses (1965, winner of the Renaudot Prize). His stellar career also includes instant classics such as La
Disparition (1969), W ou le souvenir d’enfance (1975) and La Vie mode d’emploi (1978, winner of the Médicis
Prize).
QUEL PETIT VÉLO... has previously been translated into Greek, Dutch, Japanese and Korean. All
these rights have reverted to Denoël and are currently available.
Rights sold: UK (Harvill Press), USA/Canada (Godine), Germany (Diaphanes), Spain (Alpha Decay) /
World Castilian, Italy (Baldini & Castoldi), Israel (Babel), Turkey (Metis), Czech Republic (Rubato), Sweden
(Modernista), Norway (Solum forlag)
“A short story brimming with figures of speech, as always with Perec, to be read in one go like a prose
poem.” Midi Libre
“One never ceases to rediscover the works of Perec, and that is how it should be.” Le Figaro Littéraire

Cendrars, Blaise LA MAIN COUPÉE ET AUTRES RÉCITS DE GUERRE (THE
SEVERED HAND AND OTHER WAR STORIES)
(Denoel, New Edition October 2013, 250 pages)
!

In August 1914, a young Swiss poet living in Paris volunteers to join the French army.

After being transferred to the Foreign Legion, Blaise Cendrars (1887-1961) fights on the front at the
Somme, and then participates in the considerable offensive in the Champagne district. Severely wounded whilst
assaulting German trenches on September 28, 1915, his right arm, the very one he uses to fight and write, is
amputated, making him the most famous armless writer in French literature.
During his extensive and versatile career, Cendrars wrote about that life-turning year spent at the Front,
and his many memories of the Great War. The Former caporal condemns the ideologies that unleashed and
exploited violence, and sides with the men who fought and suffered like he did. With cold clarity, he
demonstrates how European civilization betrayed its values and turned into a bloodthirsty monster. A great
figure of modern poetry, a close friend of Apollinaire, Chagall and Léger, the author of La Prose du
Transsibérien (Prose of the Trans-Siberian), Moravagine and L’Homme foudroyé (A Man Struck by Lightning)
also stands as a major witness of WWI, the conflict that damaged the contemporary world beyond repair, and
wreaked havoc on his life as a man and writer.
This volume compiles for the very first time Cendrars’ most important war stories: LA MAIN COUPÉE
(The Severed Hand), L’ÉGOUTIER DE LONDRES (The Sewer worker of London), DANS LE SILENCE DE
LA NUIT (In the Silence of the night), J’AI TUÉ (I killed) and J’AI SAIGNÉ (I bled).
LA MAIN COUPÉE has previously been translated into English (under the title Lice), Portuguese
(Brazil), Czech and German. The rights have reverted to Denoël, and are currently available.
“La Main coupée pays tribute to fallen or missing comrades by restoring their identities and casting a
humane light onto the inhumanity of the front.” Le Magazine Littéraire

Pagnol, Marcel and Nicolas: J’AI ECRIT LE ROLE DE TA VIE (I WROTE THE ROLE
OF YOUR LIFE LETTERS TO RAIMU, FERNANDEL, COCTEAU, AND OTHERS)
(Robert Laffont, October 2015, 280 pages)
One hundred and twenty years after Marcel Pagnol was born, the letters of one of France’s most
beloved authors are finally published.
To read Pagnol’s letters is to travel back through time and discover the true meaning of friendship: be it
between childhood friends or compatriots, grouped around a pot of bouillabaisse in saint- Tropez (with René
Clair), in Bandol (with Raimu), or in Carry-le-Rouet (with Fernandel). From homeric quips, to near- romantic
reconciliations, to comforting reassurances when critics were particularly cruel, an entire life in the world of film
plays before our eyes. These letters, which start in 1928 and end in 1974, possess a vitality and an authenticity
unaffected by time.
Marcel Pagnol is one of France’s great 20th century writers. he excelled in almost all genres - memoir,
novel, play, and film - and was the first filmmaker to be elected to the Académie française. his most famous
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novels include Jean de Florette and Manon des sources and the adaptation of his play, Marius, was one of the
first successful French-language talking films.

Triolet, Elsa foreword by Méril, Macha: MILLE REGRETS (A THOUSAND REGRETS)
(Denoel, New Edition, January 2015, 180 pages)
!

Mille regrets by Elsa Triolet features four short stories initially published in the 1940s. They are all set
during WWII.

“These are the stories that restored my faith in literature, they are the quiet braveness that gave me the
strength to give what was to be Aurélien a try.” Louis Aragon about Mille regrets (Excerpt from Elsa Triolet
choisie par Aragon, Gallimard 1960).
The first story, whose title is also that of the volume, tells the story of a refugee woman in Nice who
believes the man she loves is dead. Since this love is gone, it seems like everything is over. But there might be
more to live for: she has to fight for survival, and there are new encounters to make... The twist is tragic and
gripping.
“Henri Castellat” depicts a man in his prime. A spoiled child with a successful career as a writer and a
handsome face, a man adored by the women... But depicted by Elsa Triolet, this man who seems to have
everything turns out to be a cowardly and disgusting human being in every imaginable way.
“Le Destin personnel” takes place in the countryside during the Occupation, and depicts the drama
experienced by a trio of lovers who uncover the false appearance of happiness.
“La Belle Épicière” tells the story of a woman grocer who is married to a frequently absent man. This
pretty woman with an uneventful life will get trapped in dead-end affairs, drawn into prostitution and finally end
up in the gutter.
Russian-born Elsa Triolet (1896-1970) is the author of numerous novels and translations, including LE
CHEVAL BLANC (1943), LES AMANTS D’AVIGNON (published under the pen name of Laurent Daniel,
1943), LE PREMIER ACCROC COÛTE 200 FRANCS (Prix Goncourt, 1944) or ROSES À CREDIT (1949).
She joined the French Resistance during WWII, was a devout communist all her life, and proved a quintessential
muse to Louis Aragon’s novels and poems.

Magda Szabó: THE DOOR
(Viviane Hamy, 2003, 286 pages)
150,000 copies sold in France
!

Prix Fémina Étranger 2003

!

Adapted into a movie starring Helen Mirren in 2012

THE DOOR: A duel between two very different women : an explosion of the mistress-servant
relationship. Emerence is a servant, generous as only a queen without a kingdom can be. Naturally unselfi sh, she
is deeply preoccupied by every living thing around her, but she has a strong nature and keeps her fl at as a
sanctuary where no one ever enters. The mistress is an intellectual, awkward with everyday things and basic
feelings. They share their universe amidst tension and misunderstanding, and their relationship smoothly turns
upside down, until it reaches crisis point.
Magda Szabó is considered in Hungary as “a national treasure”. She was born in 1917 and started
writing early. Her novels were immediately widely translated. In 1978, she was given her country’s highest
honors.
“Magda Szabó (…) shows us the sulfurous conflict that exists between two women, the ‘mistress’ and
the ‘servant’, making the latter into a kind of queen without a kingdom.” Le Canard enchaîné
“A demonic female version of Jeeves, Emerence not only clears the knots from the writer’s life but also
acts as the unofficial administrator for the neighbourhood, all-seeing and as fi rmly interventionist as the Old
Testament God.” The Telegraph
“There is much in this story that will bewilder and perplex, but The Door is a document of a vital
relationship.” The Guardian
Rights sold to: Italy (Einaudi), Spain (Random House Mondadori), Portugal (Dom Quixote), Norway
(Aschehoug), Israel (Keter), Greece (Psichogois), Turkey (Kanat Kitap), Netherlands (Houtekiet), Germany
(Suhrkamp), Hungary (Europa), Poland (Piw), UK (Harvill Press), USA (EEM)
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Fermine, Maxence: ZEN
(Michel Lafon, October 2015, 138 pages)
!

A story that reads like a traditional legend, both universal and timeless, and leads us straight to the heart
of Japanese culture.

!

Stunningly simple writing that describes the Nippon lifestyle with the graceful beauty of Japanese haiku

!

Subtly-drawn, sincere characters, who discover love with restraint and innocence

With the delicacy of a poet and the musicality of a story-teller, Maxence Fermine helps us discover the
beauty of traditional Japan through a tale of a great calligrapher passionate love for his student.
Master Kuro, renowned as the most eminent Japanese calligrapher, lives a simple and solitary life. One
day he receives a letter from Yuna, a magnificent young woman who wants to pursue her apprenticeship in
traditional calligraphy at his side. Her grace and talent gradually begin to trouble the older man’s spirit,
threatening the exquisite balance of his peaceful existence. Upset to find himself in such a vulnerable state, he
decides to stop teaching, and to distance himself from Yuna by retreating to a monastery. Assailed by doubt,
Master Kuro will have to face the throes of love. A simple and spontaneous novel that alights like a breath of
fresh air.
Maxence Fermine, the author of the best-selling SNOW, has composed a singular book combining
poetry and fiction. After an incursion into children’s literature with the LA PETITE MARCHANDE DES
RÊVES (The Little Dream-Seller) trilogy, he returns to adult literature with an ambitious saga borne by the wind
of history and the melody of words.

Azoulai, Nathalie: TITUS N'AIMAIT PAS BÉRÉNICE (TITUS DIDN’T LOVE
BERENICE)
(P.O.L, August 2015, 320 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix Goncourt, Prix Médicis and Prix Femina 2015
!

Heartbreak is a timeless theme, its intensity and expression span the centuries, from Antiquity to the
present day

!

The setting: Paris, Versailles and Port Royal des Champs during the reign of Louis XIV were places of
intense intellectual activity, as well as centers of political and religious power

!

A book that will make readers want to rediscover both Racine’s work and the Greek and Roman tragedies
that inspired it.

Bérénice, abandoned by Titus, burrows into Racine’s plays to try to understand how the playwright
could have portray abandoned women’s passion and pain so accurately, so long ago. A fascinating book that
draws a parallel between a contemporary love story and timeless literature.
Titus is going back to his wife, Roma. Which means he’s leaving his mistress, Bérénice. Everyone has
advice for how Bérénice should get over her heartbreak, but no one can actually ease her sorrow. She realizes
that her pain is comparable to the classic tragic, abandoned heroines’. So she burrows into Racine’s plays in
order to try to understand how the playwright was able to portray heartbreak, especially from a women’s point of
view, so lucidly and so timelessly. Thus begins the true story of the playwright’s life, interwoven with the
emotions and existence of Bérénice, who is present at Titus’s deathbed.
Racine wrote stunning tragedies in a precise, chiseled style that is still studied and admired today.
Although his work is well-known, his life is much less so. Nathalie Azoulai draws readers into the heart of the
17th century, and into the private life of this respected writer.
Nathalie Azoulai is a professor of literature, a publisher and a writer. TITUS N'AIMAIT PAS
BÉRÉNICE is her sixth novel.
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Nathan, Tobie: CE PAYS QUI TE RESSEMBLE (A COUNTRY LIKE YOU)
(Stock, August 2015 540 pages)
20 000 copies already sold in France, Under option in Israel
Loglisted for Goncourt Prize
Born in Cairo in 1948, the author has seen a whole world fall apart. Not only the Jews leaving Egypt
when Gamal Abdel Nasser came to power in 1956, not only the rise of the Muslim brotherhood and an
increasingly Islamised Egypt (which sadly reminds us of today’s world), not only the decadence of the last
pharaoh, the likeable, ever fatter despot King Farouk who was adored by his people but unable to assert his
authority; but most significantly the fall of the old world, the one descended from the rites and superstitions, the
magic and curses of ancient Egypt, where the characters of this epic novel seem to come from. What a saga,
from 1925 to the present day! What an adventure, from filthy backstreets to political conflict against a backdrop
of world war!
Here in the Jewish ghetto, Zohar is born to a beautiful young mother and a blind father, and this child of
the ghetto will become almost a prince. His foster sister Masreya, a pure Egyptian with a dancer’s body and
beguiling ways, takes him to the gates of power. Here too we find the beggars and the proud, the street swindlers
and the gossip-mongers, the poor and the affluent, the whole population of a shouting, rebelling, suffering and
hoping Egypt in a colourful saga illuminated by a millennial sun.
The ethno-psychiatrist, disciple of Georges Devereux, professor of psychology and sometime diplomat
Tobie Nathan is also an essayist and novelist. Amongst other works, he has published LA NOUVELLE
INTERPRÉTATION DES RÊVES (Odile Jacob, 2011) and ETHNO-ROMAN (Grasset), winner of the 2012
Prix Femina for an essay.

Confiant, Raphaël: MADAME SAINT CLAIR REINE DE HARLEM (MADAME SAINT
CLAIRE: QUEEN OF HARLEM)
(Mercure de France, August 2015, 326 pages)
!

A poignant tribute to a black woman who, like Josephine Baker, left her mark on American history.

!

Literary writing that doesn’t pull its punches, drawing us into the multi-cultural world of 1920s New
York, washed by waves of immigration from Western Europe.

!

The main character is so tough, yet so human and moving, too, that every woman will be able to identify
with her.

Martiniquais author Raphaël Confiant’s masterful plume introduces readers to the fascinating life of
Stéphanie Saint-Clair, known as "Queenie", a 1920s Harlem gang leader, and an early figure of Black Power.
After a hectic childhood in Martinique, Stéphanie Saint-Clair would emigrate, like so many others, to the East
Coast of the U.S.A. Thanks to her tough character, she made a sensational entry into the tightly closed world of
the Italian and Irish mafias. By dint of daring and bravery, she ran one of the leading numbers games in the city.
It brought her great wealth, at a time when Prohibition had turned the sale of smuggled alcohol into a flourishing
business. Throughout her life, Queenie enjoyed the company of the black intelligentsia of the Harlem
Renaissance: poet Countee Cullen, musician Duke Ellington, political leader Marcus Garvey, activist Sufi Abdul
Hamid and others. The extremely moving true story of a courageous black woman who faced racism, sexism and
violence, and never backed down.
Raphaël Confiant was born in Martinique. As a militant for the Creole cause in the 1970s, he
participated in the founding of the Mouvement de la créolité (the Creolitude Movement). Renowned as a writer
in both Creole and French, between the two languages, he has written over 20 books. Among those published by
Mercure de France: LE MEURTRE DU SAMEDI-GLORIA (The Gloria-Saturday Murder, Prix RFO
1997), BRIN D’AMOUR (Slip of Love, and L’HÔTEL DU BON PLAISIR (Mercy Hotel, Prix AFD 2010).

Chalandon, Sorj: PROFESSION DU PÈRE (FATHER’S PROFESSION)
(Grasset, August 2015, 320 pages)
This is the story of a devastated but resilient childhood – that of Emile, whose father recruits him for an
insane plan: assassinate De Gaulle, who has just given up on French Algeria. What can a child possibly
understand about a mad father who takes his family hostage? With PROFESSION DU PÈRE, Sorj Chalandon
has written a novel that is full of restraint and yet deeply moving. One of his most beautiful.
It is the early 1960s. As a supporter of the Organisation Armée Secrète, which was illegally created in
1961 to defend France’s continued presence in Algeria, Emile’s father decides to assassinate Charles De Gaulle.
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But killing the Général is a two-man job, and he enrols his son. Emile, whose only relationship to his father is
when the man is beating him, is anxious to please and proud of the role entrusted to him. But pride is no defense
against fear, and even less of a defense against insanity. He therefore asks Luca, the new kid in his class who has
just been repatriated from Algeria, to join him in this outrageous undertaking. But, how can a 13 year-old know
what death is, what it means to cause it... and to risk doing it?
As for Emile’s mother, she does nothing to protect him: "You know your father... all that stuff is
nonsense," she whispers to him. Emile cannot understand this man who, one day, claims he is a parachutist, the
next, he’s a pastor, forcing his son to get on his knees and be exorcised, confessing to him that same night that
he’s a secret agent for the US government...
Sorj Chalandon was a journalist for the newspaper Libération before joining the staff of the satirical
review Le Canard Enchaîné. For his investigative reports on Northern Ireland and the Klaus Barbie trial, he was
awarded the Prix Albert-Londres in 1988. For Grasset, he has published LE PETIT BONZI (2005), UNE
PROMESSE (2006, Prix Médicis), MY TRAITOR (2008), LA LÉGENDE DE NOS PÈRES (2009), RETURN
TO KILLYBEGS (2011, Grand Novel Prize by the Académie Française), and LE QUATRIÈME MUR (2013,
Prix Goncourt des Lycéens). His work is largely translated abroad.
Foreign rights sold for LE QUATRIÈME MUR: German (DTV), Arabic (Lebanon: Dar Al Farabi),
Castilian (Edicions 1984), Catalan (Edicions 1984), Greek (Hestia), Italian (Keller), Polish (Sonia Draga),
Romanian (Humanitas), Czech (Argo), Serbian (Geopoetika)
Foreign rights sold for previous works: English (Lilliput Press), German (DTV), Castilian (Alianza),
Chinese (complex: Global Group, Ten Points; simplified: Shanghai 99), Korean (Agora), Italian (Mondadori),
Lithuanian (Tyto Alba), Polish (Sic), Czech (Argo), Ukrainian (ECEM), Vietnamese (Savina)

Ferrari, Jérôme: LE PRINCIPE (THE PRINCIPLE)
(Actes Sud, March 2015, 176 pages)
!

The controversial and highly contrasted career of Werner Heisenberg, the brilliant founder of quantum
mechanics who nearly gave nuclear weapons to the Nazis.

!

An atypical biographical novel that addresses the issues of scientific responsibility and collective guilt.

!

The eighth novel by Jérôme Ferrari, winner of the 2012 Goncourt Prier, the 2010 Poncetton Grand Pize
and the 2009 Prix Landerneau Prize.

A novel in the shape of a long letter to the 20th-century scientist Werner Heisenberg, a pioneer of
quantum mechanics and key member of the Nazis’ nuclear energy project. The character who writes the letter is
an aspiring, but disenchanted modern-day philosopher who is struggling to make sense of the material world.
An unnamed man – failed physicist or aspiring philosopher – writes a long letter to the late Werner
Heisenberg, Nobel Prize-winning physicist and pioneer in quantum mechanics.
Drawing readers into the world of 1920s research laboratories – where legendary scientists like
Einstein, Planck and Schrödinger are making the most important discoveries of the century – as he looks backs
over the career of this genius who has always fascinated him, the letter-writer tries to establish a connection
between himself and the great scientist.
Jérôme Ferrari brings out parallels between the two eras, thanks to characters who are neither all good
nor all bad. Heisenberg’s creativity contrasts with the narrator’s mediocre school results. But while Heisenberg
chooses to stay in Germany when the Nazis come to power, the author abandons his family, which has joined the
Corsican independence movement. Two idealists aspiring to focus on abstraction are compromised by the
material world and caught up in the violence of their times. An inspiring text that is well served by an elegant
tone with a certain reserve, like an invitation to introspection.
Born in Paris in 1968, Jérôme Ferrari, who has taught in Algeria, Corsica and Dubai is now living in
Paris. He won the 2012 Goncourt Prize for THE SERMON ON THE FALL OF ROME.
Rights sold in USA/UK (Europa Editions), Germany (Secession Verlag), Italy (Edizioni E/O), Serbia
(Carobna Knjiga).
“Ici, l’enchantement du style, dense, percutant, presque incantatoire, l’exaltation de se sentir, soudain,
un peu moins ignorant, signent l’alliance rare du fond et de la forme. Ce court roman confirme Jérôme Ferrari
comme l’un de nos écrivains les plus brillants.” Lire
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“Un curieux roman, bref et énigmatique, très beau, consacré au physicien allemand Werner
Heisenberg.” Libération
“Le nouveau roman, bref et magistral, de Jérôme Ferrari. Précise et lyrique, l’écriture de Jérôme
Ferrari cherche à restituer la complexité et le mystère d’un génie s’efforçant de regarder « par-dessus l’épaule
de Dieu ». Dans une construction aussi précise qu’un théorème, Le principe dépasse la simple évocation d’une
vie et ses zones de flou, pour mieux interroger les fondements de toute vérité.” L'Express

Nicolas Fargues: LE PAYS DU P’TIT (THE COUNTRY OF DIMINUTIVES)
(P.O.L., September 2015, 240 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix Goncourt 2015
In this novel, Nicolas Fargues amplifies the critical assessment of ideas and values with all the more
cruelty and devastating effect because he hits where it hurts.
Romain Ruyssen is a 44 year-old teacher of sociology at the university. He has just published a
violently anti-French essay. This has led to his being invited abroad to put forward his arguments and pursue a
tranquil career as an offbeat playboy. He has reached the age, or the moment, when certain men, like him,
couldn’t give a damn about anything. Except, maybe, about women and travel. Although… as far as women are
concerned, is it really about love when he plays with their feelings for exclusively predatory reasons? As for
travel, what’s the point if it’s all about hating his own country?
Stated plainly, his hero is extremely unsympathetic. Not only because he engages in an authentic
festival of French bashing, that newly founded international sport in which he could be declared champion, but
because his cynicism towards women reaches unknown heights.
Finally, a sense of morality comes forth, a strange form of morality that matches today’s world,
contaminated by the person subjected to it.
Born in 1972 in France, Nicolas Fargues lived abroad until age 11. He studied literature and worked
alternately for television and press and for the Alliance Française in Madagascar and for the French Cultural
Services in the Cameroon. Nicolas Fargues published ten novels with P.O.L, including J’ÉTAIS DERRIÈRE
TOI (2006) that sold 95,000 copies in France in trade and 230,000 copies in paperback, and translated into 14
languages. He was awarded the Prix Vaudeville in 2008 for BEAU RÔLE and the Prix France Culture /
Télérama for TU VERRAS in 2011.
“As always with Nicolas Fargues, the interest of his new novel (calibrated, mastered, elegant) lies
between lines. […] Casually, with an inimitable talent for fiction, Fargues x-rays our society to calmly reveal its
contrasts and brilliancies. “ Le Figaro
“In this tenth novel by Nicolas Fargues, we recognize his clinical style and this distanced look which
makes the narrator an eminently cynical, disenchanted, weary guy. […] Nicolas Fargues moves forward, sabre
rattling, against his fellow countrymen. “ L’Express

Rostain, Michel: JULES ETC
(Editions Kero, August 2015, 270 pages)
!

A serious and moving novel about family ties, in a similar vein to the author’s first novel, THE SON,
which addressed father-son relationships with great charm and affection.

!

The passages written from the innocently wise point of view of a child are an exceptional achievement,
reminiscent of Eric Fottorino in LE DOS CRAWLÉ (“Backstroke” Gallimard, 2011).

!

Fascinating characters, who like the life-and-death performances played out in the arena, refuse to
submit to fate.

Through the story of a family from Nimes, in the south of France, the 2011 Goncourt First Novel Prizewinning author now takes us on an exciting and exalted ride with this story of a family in which a passion for
both bullfighting and opera is transmitted from father to son for five generations.
Eugène, 10, is the son of a confectioner in Nimes. Meeting his uncle Jules, the head of the Nimes
Arena, is a revelation for him. The mysterious man, who seems to be hiding a secret, will transmit to the young
boy his love of bull-fighting and of opera – as well as a small bronze bull called "Generoso", which he says will
protect Eugène from danger of any kind. Decades later, it is Eugène’s turn to transmit those passions to his
grandson Claude. Over the course of almost a century, in the spell-bindingly torrid atmosphere of France’s
Mediterranean region, every man in the family will honor the family’s heavy cultural inheritance with his love
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and devotion, by introducing someone he holds dear to the savage beauty of the corrida. Torn between shared
values and refusing violence, this novel offers profound musings on life and death.
Michel Rostain lives in Arles. Born in 1942, this opera director was the artistic director of the Scène
Nationale de Quimper, Théâtre de Cornouaille from 1995 to 2008. His first book, THE SON, won the 2011
Goncourt First Novel Prize and was a best-seller both in France and abroad.

Liberati, Simon: EVA
(Stock, Novel August 2015 288 pages)
Long-listed for Prix Décembre
!

A novel reminiscent of André Breton’s Nadja, Lewis Carroll stories and Nerval’s work.

“One winter’s evening in 1979, somewhere in Paris, I came across a thirteen-year-old ‘woman’ who
already had a terrible reputation. Twenty-five years later she inspired my first novel, even though I knew nothing
more about her than a paparazzi photo. Much later still she happened to find me when I was lost in the
meanders of life. And she, this little fairy who popped up from a shady underworld, saved me from the labyrinth
and gave me the urge to love again. Unbelievably, her name is Eva, this book is a testament to her.”
When the narrator meets Eva he sees in her a siren, an adorable monster, a soul-sister, a unicorn dressed
up for show, an sensual schoolgirl, a de Sade Justine and an old- fashioned child. If she’s so many women at
once, isn’t that precisely because her childhood ended in front of her own mother’s eyes? Her mother, the
photographer Irina Ionesco who photographed her naked aged six or seven. They’d both lost hope of it, but a
quirk of fate brought them together in midlife... and together they would discover wild love.
Simon Liberati is the author of five books, among them: ANTHOLOGIE DES APPARITIONS
(Flammarion, 2004) and JAYNE MANSFIELD 1967 (Grasset, winner of the 2011 Prix Femina).

Rahimi, Atiq: LA BALLADE DU CALAME (STROLL WITH A KAMISH)
(Les Arènes/L'iconoclaste, August 2015, 188 pages)
Ongoing offers from Brazil and Spain!
!

A nostalgic text in which Atiq Rahimi weaves together childhood memories and musings about
calligraphy.

!

A poetic and graphic account of exile, the loss of childhood innocence, and the call of writing. A unique
first-person account, blending narrative, illustrations and poems.

!

An author whose work has been translated around the world, winner of the Prix Goncourt in 2008.

Atiq Rahimi talks to us for the first time about himself – about his life story, his roots and his family. A
poignant book about the rupture of exile and the redemptive powers of the creative process.
It begins with his childhood in Kabul at the end of the 1960s. It is a paradise lost, a time when his
family was happy before the wars, before the Taliban arrived... At school, the young Atiq learnt how to write
under the tutorship of his calligraphy teacher. At home, his mother was an enlightened woman who had once
taught fine arts at a school for girls.
In 1973, everything was suddenly turned upside down. The monarchy was overthrown in a coup d’état
and Atiq’s father was arrested and spent three years in prison. On his release, with a sense of humiliation, he
decided to flee to India. This was to be the first land of exile for Atiq. The start of a long period of rootlessness...
And now he is looking back on his life and searching for the words to describe his exile. How to speak
of this pain, of being torn away from one’s country of birth, one’s language and the culture of one’s ancestors?
So Atiq Rahimi has turned to drawing too. In silence, he traces out the contours of his doubts, his anxieties and
his nostalgia; and he manifests his faith in the powers of art and beauty. A personal account which is highly
moving and powerfully poetic.
Extract
“I was eleven years old when my father was arrested. I had just won a school competition for the best
portrait of the president who had just dethroned the king and taken power. My father, who was a monarchist,
said that with the coup d’état Afghanistan had lost the first letter of its name, Alef, and had become Fghanistan,
which in my mother tongue means: land of cries and laments! The disappearance of Alef cost him three years in
prison!”
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A writer and film maker, an Afghan in exile in France for over thirty years and the winner of the Prix
Goncourt in 2008 for SYNGUÉ SABOUR, Atiq rahimi is also the author of four books published by P.O.L. He
adapted his book SYNGUÉ SABOUR for the cinema, and the film was a huge success in France and around
Rights sold in Germany (Ullstein).

Gaudé, Laurent: DANSER LES OMBRES (DANCE THE SHADOWS)
(Actes Sud, January 2015, 256 pages)
!

After “The House of Scorta”, Laurent Gaudé once again draws us, with the same exceptional skill, into a
disconcerting world.

!

A tale that is lush with the social, historical and cultural realities of Haiti.

!

A book that portrays, in the chiaroscuro of its style and of voodoo magic, both the fragility and the beauty
of the human condition.

With a huge array of characters, Laurent Gaudé, winner of the 2004 Goncourt Prize, allows us to feel
the atmosphere and the very character of Haiti through a universal and accessible tale.
Lucine has come back to Port-au-Prince to announce the death of her sister Nine. She had left the
capital five years before. Almost as soon as she arrives, she realizes that she won’t leave again. Through her, we
meet the book’s other characters: Saul – both a doctor and the illegitimate offspring of a bigwig and a
housemaid, who becomes her lover; Lily, a rich girl with an incurable disease who has come back to Haiti to die;
Matrak, a former tonton macoute (paramilitary militiaman) who is now a taxi driver… They all dance through
their memories of the past and the dramas of the present.
Then, just as everything seems to be resolved, the earthquake strikes.
Everything is overturned once again: the dead rise up from under the ground, fraternizing with the
living and offering a unique chance to heal old wounds and reestablish friendships before they sink back into
their graves, because the world belongs to the future, and only the living have one.
But Lucine gets stuck between the two worlds, a voodoo spirit who comes out every night, wandering in
Matrak’s taxi, searching for Saul.
Laurent Gaudé was born in Paris in 1972 à Paris. In 2004, he won the Goncourt Prize for LE SOLEIL
DES SCORTA, which has since been translated in 34 countires. DANSER LES OMBRES is his eighth novel.

Déon, Michel: LES GENS DE LA NUIT (NIGHT PEOPLE)
(La Table ronde, May 2015, 192 pages)
!

The frank, unblinkered writing strikes just the right tone, grabbing the reader’s attention and allowing
the author to describe his characters’ feelings with subtle perceptiveness.

!

An accurate portrayal of how a man can feel after a breakup: withdrawn, alienated, unable to sleep...

!

Fascinating 1950s Saint Germain des Prés makes the perfect setting: the wild side of the city was also the
place to be for artists and writers

Michel Déon, of the Académie française, presents a new edition of one of his most striking works. LES
GENS DE LA NUIT is a captivating novel that draws readers into the legendary and fascinating atmosphere of
New Wave Paris.
Paris 1950, Jean Dumont, a young man who works for an ad agency, is going through a particularly
hard time. After a break-up, he can’t sleep or shake off the depression that’s haunting him. So he wanders the
streets of Paris by night, hanging out in the bars, clubs and bistros of Saint Germain des Près. He discovers a
strange society – as fascinating as it can be dangerous –and gravitates around its fringes. Jean becomes friends
with Michel, a former SS officer and painter who is looking for a new career, and has an affair with Gisèle, a
surprisingly intelligent young drug addict. These strange new companions enable Jean to overcome his grief.
Michel Déon strikes just the right tone in describing the shady nightlife of Paris’s Saint Germain des
Près area, where characters who keep bumping into each other hang out together more by chance than by choice.
Although the narrator spends time with them, he doesn’t really belong, and eventually realizes that he has no real
ties to them.
Michel Déon was born in Paris in 1919. He won the 1970 Prix Interallié for LES PONEYS
SAUVAGES and the 1973 Grand Prix du roman de l'Académie française for UN TAXI MAUVE.
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He has been a member of the Académie française since 1978.
“A novel that is at once a tribute to a kind of Parisian nightlife that has disappeared, a tale of
melancholy and one of redemption.” Zone Critique
“A sort of coming-of-age story set in the seedy bohemian 1950s. A must-read.” Blog des Arts
Grace blooms in a style that enables the author to explore human emotions with timeless elegance.” Le
Figaro Littéraire

Ravey, Yves: SANS ÉTAT D’ÂME (WITH NO QUALMS)
(Éditions de Minuit, September 2015, 128 pages)
!

As ever, Ravey offers his readers a perfectly dosed blend of emotional distance, subtle psychology and
humor, with a concise writing style that creates constant tension.

!

The background is more serious than you realize at first glance, touching on social and historical issues
and involving characters who are not simple caricatures.

!

A seemingly unassuming whodunit that actually grabs readers’ interest and doesn’t let go, maintaining
just the right amount of mystery.

In his latest novel, Yves Ravey is back with another one of his misleadingly light-hearted police
investigations that are actually a chance to paint a chiaroscuro portrait of rural France.
Deeply in debt, about to be evicted, Gustave agrees to look into the disappearance of John Lloyd, the
American fiancé of his childhood love, Stéphanie. In fact, Gustave is the culprit: he murdered John out of both
jealousy and financial interest: he’s planning to use John’s credit card to pay off his own debts. Unfortunately for
Gustave, when John’s brother Mike comes to France – on a trip that was meant to honor his grandfather who
died as a soldier in France during World War II – it throws a monkey wrench into his plans. After a game of catand-mouse between Mike and Gustave, the killer will be unmasked. To avenge his brother’s death, the American
will shoot the Frenchman point-blank in the head. SANS ETAT D’AME has an unsettling, equivocal
atmosphere. Spooling out over a background intertwining rural social issues and the history of World War II, the
characters’ motivations are alternately concealed and revealed by Ravey’s always pitch-perfect plume.
Yves Ravey, born in 1953, lives in Besançon, where he teaches literature and art at Collège Stendhal. A
novelist and playwright, most of his work has been published by Les Editions de Minuit. His novels have been
translated in several countries.

Stoléru, Lionel: LES IRIS JAUNES (THE YELLOW IRISES)
(Anne Carrière, March 2015, 300 pages)
!

A reader-friendly way to explore the world of psychiatry and the complexity of both our brains and our
memories

!

The dialogues make the story very lively, the ending is totally unexpected,

!

A book strongly inspired by the work of Stefan Zweig.

When a stranger starts sending Madame de Saint Fulgent yellow irises, she doesn’t realize that she’s
only half crazy. Her doctor enlists the help of a psychiatrist to try to recover the repressed memories that are at
the root of her problems.
Madame de Saint Fulgent is receiving flowers from a stranger, but she’s actually delivering them to
herself; a man rings her doorbell to assess her paintings, but she never called for an appointment; then one day,
she confesses: she is the culprit in her boss’s murder! Her doctor and a psychiatrist are keeping close tabs on
Madame de Saint Fulgent. They even hire an actor in an attempt to help her recover the traumatic events from
her past that are wreaking havoc on her now. She hasn’t actually killed any one, but her memory is playing tricks
on her to distract her from deeper wounds: her husband’s suicide after his publishing house failed; her father,
who turned Jews in during the Nazi occupation of France in order to steal their possessions; and above all, her
mother, who murdered her sister in front of her eyes.
Told by the doctor, this patient’s story makes us consider our memory’s potential, its secrets, and what
it may be hiding from us even now.
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Lionel Stoléru is best known for his writing about the economy and about music. Although the doctor, a
classical-music buff, will be familiar to the author’s faithful readers, with its colorful characters and its focus on
psychoanalysis and memory, this book is a radical departure.
Rights sold in Estonia (Eesti Raamat).

Tillinac, Denis: RETIENS MA NUIT (HOLD BACK THE NIGHT)
(Plon, August 2015, 176 pages)
Long-listed for the Prix Goncourt!
!

A touching novel that shows us that love can strike at any age and not only platonically.

!

An original narrative voice shared between both the man and the woman, who express their feelings of
confusion, missing the other and expressing thire desire to indulge in true happiness.

!

An intimate novel in the tone of confession and nostalgia.

Through the prism of a passionate affair between two bourgeois provincials in their 60s, the sweetly
cruel story of a generation – the lost children of the Baby Boom.
This is the story of a youthful affair between two aging lovers. François and Hélène are both in their
sixties. They’re both married and have children, a senior-discount card and parents in either elder- care or the
ground. Indolent, absent-minded François is a doctor with an office in a village by the Loire River, with a view
of Chaumont Castle, and a blue-blood spouse named Claire. Bored Hélène, the disappointed wife of a nouveauriche ad man, is the mother of a social-climbing 40-something on the verge of his first divorce.
Love – the real thing – takes them both by surprise. At first, they have a hard time believing it’s true.
They dedicate their lives, body and soul, to this burning passion whose secrecy both protects and imprisons
them. The tight little social circle of their provincial town will carry them far away, with both crazy happiness
and deep sadness.
This is the sweetly cruel story of a generation – the lost children of the Baby Boom. This is the
miraculous and truthful tale of the search for eternal youth. This is a timeless love story in a romantic country
setting that is perfect for pinnacles of passion. This is a very French tale, told with the gently mischievous plume
of an expert in nostalgia.
Author of over 40 books – fiction, non-fiction and poetry – that have earned him many accolades, Denis
Tillinac’s work includes JE NOUS REVOIS... (I Can Still See Us... Gallimard, 2006, Folio, 2008), LE
DICTIONNAIRE AMOUREUX DE LA FRANCE (A France Lover’s Dictionary, Plon, 2008) and LA NUIT
ÉTOILÉE (The Starry Night, Plon, 2013).
“A novel about a pair of sixty-something baby boomers who fall in love on the banks of the Loire
River.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“Borne aloft with a whiff of Flaubert, this story of senior citizens who fall madly in love is filled with
both grace and nostalgia.” Télé 7 Jours

Arditi, Metin: JULIETTE DANS SON BAIN (JULIETTE IN HER BATH)
(Grasset, January 2015, 336 pages)
Brilliantly mixing police investigation and sociale satire, Metin Arditi paints the portrait of a man with
an ambiguous life, torn between success and isolation, talent and ambition, cynicism and humanity.
Millionaires don’t always make friends. And renowned art-collector Ronald Kandiotis is about to find
out the hard way. After his daughter is kidnapped, he watches his private life suddenly become public... With its
backdrop of two famous paintings that share the same name, Juliette dans son bain lures the reader into a
riveting investigation that also raises serious questions about generosity, paternity, and the power of the media.
Ronald Kandiotis, wealthy magnate and patron of the arts, is invited to appear on the evening news to
announce he is donating two paintings to the French state, one by Picasso, the other by Braque, and both bearing
the same name: Juliette dans son bain.
Immediately after his televised appearance, his daughter Lara is kidnapped. A group named the
“Association for the Victims of Ronald Arkady Kandiotis” claims responsibility. Every mysterious message they
publish brings with it another real or supposed depraved act he has committed.
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Two officers investigate the affair. Kandiotis, aka RAK, will have to confront his past, the key to which
may be hidden in the two cubist paintings both representing a woman named Juliette. The same goes for his
beloved daughter Lara. Is one’s career always built up to the detriment of family and friends? And, perhaps, even
of love itself?
Born in Turkey in 1958, Metin Arditi lives in Geneva where he was the President of the Orchestre de
Suisse Romande from 2000 to 2013. He is the author of several novels: VICTORIA HALL (2004, winner of the
Sablet First Novel Prize), LE TURQUETTO (2011, awarded many prizes, including the Prix Jean Giono), LA
CONFRÉRIE DES MOINES VOLANTS (2012). Since 2012, he has been a UNESCO Goodwill Ambassador.
Foreign rights previously sold for LA CONFRÉRIE DES MOINES VOLANTS: Greek (Patakis)

Azzeddine, Saphia: BILQISS
(Stock March 2015, 216 papes)
!

Azzeddine highlights the paradoxes between sacred texts and current law, and of an impossible love
between a fundamentalist judge and the woman he must sentence.

With this book Saphia Azzeddine brings us the eternal story of life under Islamic law. She allows us to
hear very different voices: the defendant, the judges and the young American woman reporting on the case who
thinks she can change people’s mindsets because she’s a westerner.
She has already been judged and sentenced: Bilqiss will be stoned. So why this never-ending farce of a
trial? Everyone thinks she is guilty, she has denied nothing. She loves poetry, reading and music, she likes
cooking and choosing vegetables, she puts on make-up and wears pretty underwear beneath her burqa. And
plenty of other things that these men don’t know. She even adds a few when she is given the right to speak in her
defence, she blasphemes and demonstrates a freedom of thought that needs muzzling once and for all.
But the judge can’t reach a final verdict. Something is stopping him. The defendant’s fanciful ideas
perhaps?
Saphia Azzeddine was born in 1979, and her most acclaimed books to date include CONFIDENCES À
ALLAH (Léo Sheer, 2008) and COMBIEN VEUX-TU M’ÉPOUSER? (Grasset, 2013).
Rights sold in Germany (Wagenbach); under Option in Spain
“A mind-blowing novel, both in its writing and its passion” Elle

NON-FRANCOPHONE AUTHORS
Katri Lipson: THE ICE CREAM MAN
(Amazon Crossing, 2014, 244 pagesж original ed. TAMMI, 2012)
!

An unusual novel with a singular literary structure

!

The personality of Esther, whose different facets we come to know, and that make her a profound, fully
alive personage

!

The city of Olomouc is the geographical center around which all of the character’s lives revolve, and as
such, is what brings all the different characters together.

From 1940s Czechoslovakia to today’s Czech Republic, via Sweden, THE ICE CREAM MAN, winner of
the 2013 European Union Prize for Literature, draws readers into a disconcerting story where the border
between reality and fiction is quite porous.
Esther and Tomáš Vorszda, characters on the run from the film THE ICE CREAM MAN, find shelter at
the home of a Mrs Němcová, in the Moravian countryside. Their personality is gradually built up into they turn
into actual flesh-and-blood people. Esther has a son, Jan, who left Czechoslovakia to live in Sweden. Several
years later, Jan’s daughter, Gunilla, goes to live in the Czech Republic, in Olomouc, her father’s home town.
There she stumbles across a cache of love between a young woman and a soldier… who will become film
characters in turn.
Katri Lipson plays skillfully with the codes of narration, turning film characters into real people whose
story she tells, turning fiction into reality. Characters step out of a screenplay and live their own lives, to the
reader’s great surprise.
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Katri Lipson is both a doctor and a writer. She has written numerous short stories, tales, poems and
plays. THE COSMONAUT, her first novel, published in 2008, won the Helsingin Sanomat First Novel Prize.
THE ICE CREAM MAN, her second novel, won the 2013 European Union Prize for Literature.
Rights sold to: Estonia (Varrak), Albania (Fan Noli), Bulgaria (Perseus), Czech (Argo), Denmark
(Jensen & Dalgaard), Georgia (Elf), Hungary,(Typotex), Macedonia (Bata Press), Serbia (Kontrast Izdavaštvo),
Turkey (Nemesis), World English (Amazoncrossing).

Groen, Hendrik: ATTEMPTS TO MAKE SOMETHING OF LIFE. THE SECRET
DIARY OF HENDRIK GROEN, 83 1/4 YEARS OLD
(Meulenhoff/2 Seas Agency, Original Language: Dutch, June 2014, 328 pages)
Over 25,000 copies sold in Holland, TV rights sold
English sample and detailed synopsis available!
One of the most successful debut novels of 2014, on a very topical subject. The Dutch publisher
Meulenhoff has never received so many heart-warming emails and letters from readers throughout the
Netherlands! Also published in large print and audio editions, as requested by many.
Hendrik Groen may be old, but he’s certainly not dead yet and not messing about this year. Granted, his
daily walks become shorter and shorter because the legs are protesting and he certainly frequents his GP’s office;
he’s an elderly, technically speaking. But why would that mean that life’s only about hiding out in a retirement
home, drinking coffee and waiting for death to come?
In short and honest, seemingly light-hearted diary entries Hendrik Groen takes the reader along for
a year full of ups and downs in a retirement home in the north of Amsterdam. On the last day of the year it will
be hard to say goodbye to this charming character…
Hendrik Groen is a pseudonym. The author doesn’t live in a retirement home himself, but he does write
from his own experience. As he always says: ‘Not a sentence is dishonest, but notvvevery word is true.’
Rights sold: Italy (Longanesi, pre-empt), Germany (Piper, pre-empt), Spain (Roca, pre-empt), France
(Presses de la Cité, pre-empt), Catalan (Amsterdam), Greece (Patakis), UK & Commonwealth (Michael
Joseph/Penguin Randomhouse UK, at auction), Sweden (Wahlström & Widstrand, at auction), Korea (Moonhak
Soochup, at auction).
“Funny, tragic and sometimes heart rending.” Het Parool
“Hendrik Groen is a heart-warming hero.” Trouw
“With pungent phrasing Groen takes down life in a retirement home. Both charming and hilarious.”
Leeuwarder Courant
“Hendrik Groen is king. My mother (78) suffers from dementia. Doesn’t read a newspaper or magazine
anymore, only old photo albums can grab her attention for longer than 5 min. Hendrik Groen made her laugh
out loud and she was reading for a good half hour in his book.” Ray Kluun, author of Love Life
“The tears came streaming down my face. From laughing so hard. I couldn’t stop grinning for
three days.” Ouderenjournaal

DEBUT NOVEL
Fel, Jérémy: LES LOUPS À LEUR PORTE (THE WOLVES AT THEIR DOOR)
(Editions Payot-Rivages, August 2015, 448 pages)
!

This dark, fast-paced page-turned is like a cross between Stephen King’s dark vision and the violence of
family relations in Joyce Carol Oates’s work.

!

A startlingly realistic writing style that portrays with both precision and subtlety just how far violence and
monstrosity can go.

!

Ambiguous characters, who all have at least a touch of humanity; the serial killer’s psychology is
reminiscent of MY FRIEND DAHMER (Abrams, 2012).
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In a fast-paced and Machiavellian first novel, Jérémy Fel explores the limits of human cruelty. The
author weaves several dark and violent tales into the story of a serial killer who changes his identity after killing
his parents, taking us through the American mid-west from the 1970s to the present day.
This is the story of Daryl Greer, an ordinary young American who turns into a serial killer by the name
of Walter after burning his parent’s house down when he was still a teen. A few years later, Walter has a son
with a young woman named Mary Beth, who leaves the boy with a couple she knows, for his own safety. The
son, Scott, is raised by the Lambs until he turns 16, when Walter kidnaps him and sets off to find Mary Beth.
After a terrifying chase scene, Mary Beth manages to rescue her son from his ultra-violent father’s clutches.
Sub-plots also tell the story of a serial killer on the loose in the region of Nantes, France; of a childabusing camp counselor; and of a man who, after a crime of passion, saves a young woman by helping her fly to
the USA... All these disparate strands come together into a single narrative of man’s barbarity, but also of hope
for redemption.
Jérémy Fel has been a scriptwriter for short films. He has also opened a bookstore in Rouen. LES
LOUPS À LEUR PORTE is his first novel.
“A talented new novelist has popped up on the literary landscape.” L’Express
“This debut novel about the monstrous face of American self-made men has a fascinatingly Faulkneresque construction.” L’Obs
“A tribute to the resources of sotry-telling that is also a demonstration of narrative structure.” Le
Monde des livres

Pigeat, Jean-François: À L’ENSEIGNE DU CŒUR ÉPRIS (A LOVING HEART)
(Le Dilettante, August 2015, 224 pages)
!

It is a novel in the romantic vein of Antoine Laurain’s latest novel, successfully published in Germany by
Hoffmann & Campe / Atlantik.

Stéphane and Geneviève meet, they really like each other. In no time, they’re in love. But can romantic
love surmount the unexpected return of Geneviève’s grown-up son?
They are both aware of the frailty of things. They coddle their love. They use it with caution. It’s a
romantic relationship they inhale. They travel to Venice of course, and also to Greece where they dream of
retiring when the time comes. Life is smiling at them. They’ve got it right. But can romantic love surmount the
unexpected return of Geneviève’s grown-up son, whom Stéphane didn’t even know existed, and who humbly
asks if he can move back into his old room until he gets back on his feet after enduring adversity. It is a request,
it would seem, a mother cannot refuse. ORIGINAL.
This is the story about a guy. And a woman. Life has left its mark on them, as did their marriages. Tired
of being alone but more demanding due to past experiences, they meet via a dating site. They meet up, try to get
to know each other, go out for meals, see films, go to the theatre and exhibitions. They both know what they’re
looking for but does the other correspond? In a society that is reconsidering its family values, Pigeat revisits the
sappy romance genre and delivers a credible storyline. It is touching and well written, the style is efficient.
The author was born in the middle of the 20th century in the Paris region. À L'ENSEIGNE DU CŒUR
ÉPRIS is his first novel. He lives in Paris.
“A first novel. The theme is not new: a love story. The narrator is the male character and his
deceptively relaxed way of telling his tale, together with the amusing, witty dialogues, make for a delightful
read.” Expression Booksop
“Of all the debut novels published this season, this one has three advantages: first, it brings a smile to
our face, then it remains natural, and finally it is credible from the first to the last page. The portrayal of the
obnoxious son is just perfect. We get caught up in this story that illustrates how love is all about learning to
constantly adapt. We fall for this “loving heart”. Le Parisien

Barnett, Emily: MARY
(Editions Payot-Rivages, August 2015, 192 pages)
!

A disturbing first novel that leads us deep into the nooks and crannies of the human psyche, via the
hallucinations of a teenager who is haunted by her family’s past.

!

Poetic and image-filled writing that portrays madness with striking verisimilitude.
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!

The women characters fall prey to their own demons, overwhelmed by the darkest aspects of motherhood
and filiation.

In this strange and fascinating novel about madness, Emily Barnett explores the world of Mary, a
teenager who has been interned on a psychiatric ward. Imprisoned in her schizophrenic delirium, she traces her
family’s history with interwoven narratives ranging from 1950s New York to post-war Paris.
In McCarthy-era America, Mary is married to Jim, a painter who can’t make a living from his art.
Unable to make ends meet, Mary is forced to look for work. She finds a job as an assistant to a woman
psychologist. At work she meets Stan Rosen, a charismatic and manipulative man who is on the Soviet payroll.
The two soon become lovers. But when Mary gets pregnant, she and her husband move to France. There she
gives birth to a little girl who bears a curse that will be passed down from mother to daughter. When that girl
grows up, she will have a daughter called Mary, like her grandmother. Suffering from epilepsy and serious
mental problems, the younger Mary describes daily life in a mental hospital. In her madness, she sometimes
believes she is the elder Mary, and sometimes her own mother, who continues to haunt her dreams. Reading this
first novel will make you question your own sanity.
Emily Barnett is a journalist for print, radio and television. Alongside her work for Canal +, France
Culture, Les Inrocks, Grazia and more, she published a book of photos, HIROSHIMA GROUND ZERO 1945
(Steidl/Interart, 2011), about the post-war period, which fascinates her. MARY is her first novel.

Manfredi, Astrid: LA PETITE BARBARE (THE LITTLE BARBARIAN)
(Belfond, August 2015, 160 pages)
An astonishing debut novel, carried along on a wave of fury and uncompromising writing.
The other prisoners call her the Barbarian. She is twenty years old and grew up in the concrete abattoir
of the suburbs. She committed her irreparable crime by looking the other way. She is beautiful and has a
penchant for high heels and shiny dresses, as well as for shots of vodka and books to escape from the boredom.
Men used to fall her at her feet and money came easily to her.
While in prison, she writes the story of her social exclusion and of her furious desire to survive. By
unleashing her tale of inner and social chaos on the world, she is seeking to move on. How can she liberate
herself from the endless vista of violence which has turned her into a monster? How can she dream of new
encounters and project herself into the future?
Through this arresting portrait of a girl from the suburbs, LA PETITE BARBARE points up the
mechanisms which lead to ultra-violence and barbarity in areas of social and cultural exclusion.
Astrid Manfredi is the founder of the literary review blog Laisse parler les filles. She contributes
occasional articles to the Huffington Post. LA PETITE BARBARE is her first novel.

Côte, Nathalie: LE RENVERSEMENT DES PÔLES (THE OVERTHROW OF THE
POLES)
(Flammarion, August 2015, 192 pages)
!

A ruthless novel on the splendour and misery of the middle-class.

!

A criticism of our contemporary society reminiscent of Houellebecq.

!

A fully-mastered, punchy writing talent.

Two forty-something couples have rented adjoining apartments in a 'complex with its own
swimming pool' on the French Riviera. Ah yes, those all-important holidays.... you count on them to take
a well-deserved rest, spend time with the children, make plans. But there's a problem: summer also means
that there is nothing to keep us busy or constrain us; a moment frozen in time, just what we need to let
problems, hard feelings, the things usually left unspoken and, above all, boredom emerge. Unfortunately,
this is exactly what will happen to Claire and Arnaud as well as Virginie and Vincent that summer.
This brief novel talks about men and women whose momentum is undermined by weakness,
cowardice, despondency. The power of habit, the need for illusion, the fear of the unknown quickly put an
end to the vague desire of change expressed by the four main characters. But between the lines, the author
also blames the modern world.
With acid humour and the astounding talent of a playwright, Nathalie Côte studies her novel's two
couples as specimens of our contemporary society.
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Nathalie Côte (1971) is a musicologist and composer of jingles and electro-acoustic music. LE
RENVERSEMENT DES PÔLES is her debut novel.

Moine, Alice: FAITS D’HIVER (A WINTER'S TALE)
(Kero, September 2015, 216 pages)
!

A first novel with an unusual composition, focused on a tragic event

!

A kaleidoscope of complementary characters that we follow throughout the novel, from different angles
and points of view

!

The author' works in film and has been inspired by it to write short, interlocking scenes that create a
dynamic reading experience.

The author has created a kaleidoscope-like tale with the interlocking stories of 10 men and women who
are affected by an explosion caused by a gas leak.
Somewhere in the city, an apartment building at a precise moment... It's like how everyone who was
alive then remembers what they were doing when Armstrong stepped onto the moon: how they felt, what was
going on around them. You can't remember what happened before or what happened next... Readers enter the
characters' live at that precise moment, and leave them again soon after. The building's residents bump into each
other, are at home or no, survive or don't, depending on random factors out of their control.
Alice Moine has written an elegant novel, which, with the slam of a door or the tapping of high heels,
paints a precise portrait of the microcosm of an apartment building, its joys and tribulations.
Alice Moine is a film editor for movies and advertising. FAITS D’HIVER is her first novel.

Seurat, Alexandre: LA MALADROITE (CLUMSY GIRL)
(Le Rouergue, August 2015, 128 pages)
10,000 copies sold!
Long-listed for the Prix Femina, was shortlisted for the Prix du roman FNAC.
!

The publisher chose to publish this debut novel by a complete stranger because they were convinced
about the strength and necessity to address the difficult subject of child abuse.

!

In a docu-fiction way, the author chose to give voice to all the witnesses: teachers, family, police, social
services; all left powerless and horrified as they only speak up after the final tragedy. An efficient, fact
oriented, straight-to-the-point read that opens to debate and discussion.

Based on a true event, this first novel is written in a style utterly free of artifice and has a breath-taking
authenticity. It is a compulsive read, leaving us reeling. An extraordinarily necessary book.
It all starts with a “Missing persons” announcement for an eight-year-old girl. Her former teacher
realises immediately that she hasn’t been kidnapped but that her parents are responsible for her “disappearance”.
One by one the powerless witnesses to this drama have their say, teachers, grandmother and aunt, doctors, halfbrother, social workers, policemen. This chorus of voices lays out the events and gradually fills in the story’s
blanks. They all anticipated this imminent crisis but could do nothing to stop it.
Born in 1979, Alexandre Seurat teaches French literature in Angers. He wrote a thesis on general and
comparative literature in 2010.
Rights sold in the Netherlands (Meridiaan).

Pujol, Pascale:
RESISTANCE)

PETITS

PLATS

DE

RÉSISTANCE (SMALL

RECIPES

OF

(Le Dilettante, August 2015, 256 pages)
!

With its abrasive sense of humour, it feels good to make fun of our fellow men, of society, of ourselves.

!

A gallery of endearing characters with an assortment of off-the-wall adventures and humour on every
page keeps us going till we can get back to our book in the evening

!

A caustically hilarious novel, which uncovers the unembellished but delightful quirks of our world.
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In contemporary Paris, Sandrine, who works for an employment agency, decides to reduce the
unemployment figures in her own way! A wonderful cook, she has a flair for finding skivers, especially men! She
never runs out of energy and has a talent for coming up with new ideas to activate idlers.
Sandrine wanted to be a cook? She’s a consultant in an unemployment agency in the 18th district in
Paris, and she hunts down the "winners of the first stage of the Unemployment Tour de France". For example
Antoine Lacuenta, an ultra-qualified antiglobalist who lives in a workers’ hostel. In the evening, she cooks up
little dishes for her husband, an ex-rugbyman who rips off newspaper kiosks, her fashion-victim daughter, and
her mother-in-law, a former Pigalle celeb. Then there’s Marcel, a press magnate, together with his hopeless son
and his wheeler-dealing right-hand man, who is doing all he can not to go out of business. From blackmail
thanks to family secrets and a hearing at a commercial court which turns into a boxing match, this multi-voiced
novel plays with the worst clichés and preconceived ideas to better ridicule them.
With caustic humour, invigorating characters and an unbridled pace, Pascale Pujol turns the
unemployment curve around, settles the illegal immigrant problem and solves the press crisis. À must-read for
our politicians at the Élysée!
After frenetically buying books for several decades, Pascale Pujol decided to reverse the trend and sell
them until her dying day. For added security, she has now chosen to slip under the covers and write them
herself”.
Rights sold in Italy (E/O)
“Love, family secrets, economic and social hardship, employment benefit frauds, […] you’ll devour this
colourful, tantalizing first novel with relish.” Le Télégramme
“It’s intelligent and original, funny and fiery but, beyond the artful, facetious exercise, it is also the
observation of a society in crisis and the ability of those who suffer the consequences to invent new solutions,
driven by a principle based on ingenuity and solidarity that this unconventional bunch cooks up in its own
special way. Realism and fantasy seamlessly intertwine by relying on the observation of the little things that
make up our daily lives, on credible protagonists even if they do go overboard at times, a well-crafted tale and a
very plastic style that sleekly adapts to all the different spheres and contexts, not to mention her Audiard-style
witticism, all for a show worthy of a clown who laughs at everything for fear of crying.” Encres vagabondes

Werba, Séverine: APPARTENIR (BELONGING)
(Fayard, August 2015, 260 pages)
!

A personal family investigation, genuine with its little victories and moments of doubt and also obsessive
in finding the truth on those who are gone.

!

From a Ukrainian village to Poland and an empty apartment in Paris the author keeps on questioning
how much one life can be worth among the many lives and the many departed history has known.

By digging into the past, asking questions, taking trips and encountering death, the narrator attempts to
resuscitate past ghosts. It is a senseless quest, perhaps even a fool’s errand, but nonetheless a fundamental
journey: to no longer be at odds with herself, to discover an identity.
Boris, the narrator’s grandfather, never talked about the war, about the deportation and deaths of the
people he loved. Though everyone knew about his past, the subject was never mentioned. Then Boris died. Ten
years later, after becoming a mother, the narrator feels the need to fill the void, to take up the family story where
it had left off, with Boris. For her, it is not a question of putting together the pieces of a tragedy: It is about
reinventing the lives of people gone missing; to rediscover the former working class streets of Paris where Rosa,
Boris’s sister, had lived with her daughter Lena, deported in 1942; to see the remote village her grandfather had
left in hopes of a better future; to hear the rushing water of the Ukrainian river where he had ice skated as a
child. To get a feel for the places where her relatives had lived – and been murdered.
Journalist and documentary producer Séverine Werba currently writes for the Canal + crime series,
Engrenages. APPARTENIR is her first novel.
“APPARTENIR fits perfectly and with remarkable elegance into this quest for memory, meaning that it
maintains an ideal empathetic distance from its subject.” Livres Hebdo
“A troubling tale that forces us to ask ourselves the same question as the narrator asks herself. What
does one life represent within the onslaught of history? What good can it do? What trace can it leave? Séverine
Werba has managed to weave a strong and striking first novel out of these dizzying questions.” Libération
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“This quest will lead to a difficult investigation, a journey to the land of spirits that will enhance her
own life with the lives of those who preceded her and those she precedes. This is how identity is forged; and a
remarkable book as well.” Marie Claire
“Haunted and obsessed, the author gives the disappeared their identities back. And is irrevocably one
of them. It’s incredibly moving.” Psychologies magazine

Calbérac, Ivan: VENISE N’EST PAS EN ITALIE (VENICE IS NOT ITALY)
(Flammarion, March 2015, 250 pages)
The first novel of the author of L'Étudiante et monsieur Henri, the revelation of the 2012/2013 winter.
This comedy is still performed across France and Germany.
When you are fifteen, living in the outskirts of Montargis, your parents a father who is sweetly
eccentric and a mother who has been dying your hair blond ever since you can remember, because,
apparently, one is more attractive that way, falling in love with the daughter of a conductor seems like a
really bad idea. When the damsel in question invites you to come to Venice because she is giving a
performance there during the Easter holidays, Italy seems somewhat… distant.
This is the story of a child born into an unpredictable, hard-to-pin-down family. This is the story
of a first love faced with the absurdities of the adult world. This is the story of an outlandish journey of
initiation in which life often catches you off guard, and in which Venice herself, brings everything to a
head.
Ivan Calbérac is a director (of Irène in particular, which was nominated for the César Award for
best first film). A playwright and dramatist, he is also the author of the play L'Étudiante et monsieur
Henri which was a major success in Paris and across France (about 200,000 spectators), before receiving
the Grand Prix of the French Theatre Academy and being made into a film.

Mougin, Véronique: POUR VOUS SERVER. LES TRIBULATIONS D'UNE
GOUVERNANTE CHEZ LES ULTRA-RICHES (TO SERVE YOU. THE
TRIBULATIONS OF A GOVERNESS FOR THE ULTRA-RICH)
(Flammarion, May 2015, 360 pages)
!

A topic that stirs up passion: the intimate world of rich people.

!

A contemporary comedy of manners delivered with talent and caustic humour.

!

A contemporary rendering of Octave Mirbeau’s The Chambermaid.

It is alongside an art-loving, outrageously snobbish Scottish couple in a huge Lubéron mansion in
Provence that Françoise took her first steps among ‘the super-rich’. Her profession: governess. Over the
years, one house has succeeded another… and so have the personalities that come along with them. As
mischievous as she is observant, Françoise recounts how she served all the rich and powerful that France
has to offer: refined aristocrats, a hysterical heiress, a fundamentalist one, a polygamous Arab prince, an
over-excited businessmen, an epicurean senator…
In doing so, she casts a light on the hilarious misfortunes and wide-ranging psychodramas which
punctuate the daily humdrum of prestigious families, whether upstairs or downstairs. In this tale of the
masters of the world and those who serve them, there is clear evidence that, as the author puts it: “a
governess exerts in secret another profession than her official one. Hidden in the background, she
observes the rarest specimens of human nature”.
As enjoyable as it is informative…
Véronique Mougin was born in 1977. Journalist, she has published several essays, including
FEMMES EN GALÈRE, ENQUÊTE SUR CELLES QUI VIVENT AVEC MOINS DE 600 EUROS PAR
MOIS (Éditions de la Martinière, 2005) and LES SDF / IDÉES REÇUES (Éditions du Cavalier bleu,
2006) as well as a testimony, J'HABITE EN BAS DE CHEZ VOUS (avec Brigitte, Oh Éditions, 2007).
POUR VOUS SERVIR is her first novel.
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Castillon, Claire: LES PÊCHERS (THE SINS OF THE MOTHERS)
(Éditions de l’Olivier, August 2015, 208 pages)
!

The author looks at family relations from an unusual angle, following in the same vein as her short-story
collection LES COUPLETS (Grasset, 2013) and EUX (Editions de l'Olivier, 2014), while delivering a
universal message about women’s status.

!

The writing holds onto a certain lightness in the tone, which blends hope and cynicism.

!

Three terribly endearing female characters, like three faces of the same woman, animated by a desire for
freedom and independence, yet who can’t give up on men.

Thanks to her uniquely powerful style, Claire Castillon strikes home once again, with this story of three
women looking for both love and independence. Fate has tied all three women to two men who are absolute
opposites, for a striking family drama.
Broken-hearted after the end of her relationship with Quick, Tamara rebounds into the arms of Claude,
a possessive and judgmental doctor. Feeling oppressed by Claude’s demands, all Tamara can think about is
getting back together with her erstwhile boyfriend. Unfortunately, he is now living with Aimée, Claude’s exwife. Although she wants to try to make a fresh start, Aimée feels adrift, and is finding it hard to be a good
mother to Esther, 13, who is confused by the whole situation that she has somehow wound up in the middle of.
When Esther’s falls in love, it is her turn to experience pain and humiliation. Intertwining dark humor and
psychological violence, the story of these three women is first and foremost an exploration of how hard it can be
to express desire and femininity in a male-dominated world.
Claire Castillon has published 12 novels and short-story collections. She won the Marie Claire women’s
novel prize for EUX (Editions de l'Olivier, 2014). Carried by a singular gaze and tone, she is earning a reputation
for having one of the most singular voices of her generation.
“A cruel lucidity and an extremely beautiful language.” Lire
“We don’t escape unharmed after reading this powerful book.” Le Nouvel Observateur

Frèche, Émilie: UN HOMME DANGEREUX (A DANGEROUS MAN)
(Stock, August 2015, 288 pages)
Long-listed for Prix de Flore
“Now you’ve really left your husband, we can talk. I want you to be my wife. I love you, I want to live
with you, but first, you have to leave your children.”
“Excuse me?”
“I’m serious. You have to leave them with their father, I’m saying this for their own good. They’ll be
very happy with him; they can go and live in Israel, it’ll be much easier, and you can visit them in the holidays.”
“You’re completely sick.”
“You know I’m not, because that’s how things will end up for French Jews. Seven thousand Jews have
left this year alone, am I inventing this stuff? Soon there won’t be any Jews left in France. Not one Jew left. Can
you believe it? The big Vichy dream actually realised by Merahs, Nemmouches and Kouachis. Just the
grandchildren of a few simple North African Arabs, brought here from their villages to make nuts and bolts, but
who’ll do a better job than the Third Reich, without even needing to put you people in trains. And all by playing
on your fear. How clever! And how very cheaply done. France cleaned up without spending a cent.”
An apparently happy woman, married with two daughters, leaves everything for a man who’s not her
type and with whom nothing will actually happen. But his type is to be destructive and debasing. Especially with
a woman, and especially if she’s Jewish.
Émilie Frèche is a novelist. Her previous books include DEUX ÉTRANGERS (winner of the 2013 Prix
Orange and the 2013 Île-de-France Prix des Lycéens young readers’ prize).
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Corenblit, Rachel: QUARANTE TENTATIVES POUR TROUVER L’HOMME DE SA
VIE (FORTY ATTEMPTS TO FIND THE LOVE OF HER LIFE)
(Le Rouergue, April 2015, 208 pages)
!

A novel like a mirror held up to a generation that is re-considering the whole notion of being single: a
choice, an imposition, or a phase?

!

The 40 shades of solitude of Lucie, who will soon turn 40 in a mix of hope, disillusionment and sociobiological pressure.

!

A scathing style, that is both terribly clear-eyed and truthful.

The portrait of a woman looking for love powdered with humour and devastating truths out of every
situation. The author successfully reworked the common aspects of contemporary loneliness and man-woman
relationships, and tell it with comedy, cynicism and sometimes despair.
Lucie, a primary school teacher from Toulouse, has lived alone for three years, since deciding to leave
her partner. Loneliness weighs heavy on her and, as she nears forty, she tries to find a new partner by taking
every possible opportunity to meet men. We follow her on her forty attempts from the most traditional to the online: Lucie looks for a man at the supermarket, at the swimming pool, on the bus, at the doctor’s, on a special
singles holiday in Tunisia, etc. Lucie tries it on with her best friend’s ex, tests the theory that men with children
are “good in bed”
This portrait of a woman looking for love could be depressingly predictable, but Rachel Corenblit
knows how to tease fierce humour and devastating truths out of every situation. This “extension of chatuplocations”, and its reworking of the common aspects of contemporary loneliness and man-woman
relationships, is told with comedy, cynicism and sometimes despair.
Rachel Corenblit teaches literature in Toulouse. She is the author of numerous novels for young adults.
QUARANTE TENTATIVES POUR TROUVER L’HOMME DE SA VIE is her first novel for general
readership.
Rights sold in Germany (Deutsche Verlags-Anstalt)

Nohant, Gaëlle: LA PART DES FLAMMES (THE FLAMES’ SHARE)
(Héloïse d'Ormesson, March 2015, 560 pages)
Nominated for 5 prizes: BFM TV, Palatine roman historique, Maison de la presse, Prix Horizon,
Prix de la Closerie des Lilas
!

An author who skillfully intertwines fiction and reality, in a style reminiscent of Alexandre Dumas.

!

Female characters struggling to find a way to find their place and to make something of themselves,
despite the codes of high society at that time.

!

A novel based on actual historical events and real characters: the Charity Bazaar Fire, the early days of
psychoanalysis, and the Duchess of Alençon

Inspired by an actual historical event, the Charity Bazaar Fire of 1897, Gaëlle Nohant has written a
novel that draws readers into the lives of three women of the Parisian aristocracy whose lives are overturned by
the tragedy.
Paris, 1897: All the high-society ladies are getting ready for THE spring event: the Charity Bazaar.
Everyone wants to volunteer at a stand and be seen. Among them are two high-ranking women who don’t
usually participate in the social whirl: Violaine de Raezel, who has been rejected by the society ladies since the
death of her husband, and Constance d'Estingel, a pious and altruistic young woman. When a fire breaks out in
the bazaar, the catastrophe will seal the two women’s fates. Constance, deeply affected by the accident and
physically marked by the fire, will gradually emerge from her traumatized state thanks to Violaine’s friendship
and determination.
Gaëlle Nohant has written a well-documented and well-written historical novel with something for
everyone. A clever and enjoyable blend of history and romance that provides fascinating information about the
era.
Gaëlle Nohant is a scholar and a writer. LA PART DES FLAMMES is her second novel.
Paperback rights sold to: Le Livre de Poche
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Roy, Suzanne: APRES L’ORAGE (AFTER THE STORM)
(Bragelonne, July 2015, 299 pages)
!

Charlotte’s story is very touching: can you find happiness after a terrible loss?

!

A happy ending that women readers will love.

!

A feel-good book in the same vein as Agnès Ledig, Agnès Martin-Lugand and Anna Gavalda.

When her fiancé dies suddenly and his family invades Charlotte’s life, she doesn’t realize that they will
help her find the happiness she thought she’d lost forever.
Charlotte had just found out that she was pregnant when her fiancé, Alex, is killed in a motorcycle
accident. Alex’s mother and brother, Carl, recently arrived in Montreal from London, suggest an arrangement
that would make it easier for her to keep the baby and for them to be a part of the child’s life: she should marry
Carl. Charlotte very quickly comes to feel like part of the family and even falls in love with Carl. Happiness is
within her reach.
Then she loses the baby, is overwhelmed with guilt and cuts off all contact with Alex’s family. But after
a few months of the blues, Carl’s mother has a heart attack and Charlotte realizes that her happiness lies with
them. By reconnecting with them and helping Alex and Carl’s mother get back on her feet, Charlotte comes to
understand that life is short, and you have to grasp at every chance to find happiness that comes your way. A
very touching story that you won’t want to put down.
Suzanne Roy is a professor of digital media and a novelist. She lives in Quebec.

Kalengula, Catherine: KEEP CALM AND LOVE ME
(Bragelonne, 30 October 2015, 208 pages)
!

An endearing heroine who women readers will identify with, and a dreamboat of a male character.

!

The erotic dimension makes this novel somewhat daring.

!

Smoothly written and bursting with humor, in a similar vein to Lauren Weisberger and Sophie Kinsella.

A young novelist goes to nurse her broken heart in London. There she meets a diabolically sexy
Irishman who initiates her into eroticism.
When Lina heads to London, she’s hoping to get back together with her first boyfriend, Jaimee, who
now runs a small theatre. But she hadn’t counted on her handsome new neighbor, Swann, who she enlists to help
her write an erotic novel.
It doesn’t take long for the writing to turn into reality, and their relation helps heal their wounds, even if
they seem like an odd couple. Their love takes them to the top of the best-seller lists. Catherine Kalengula has
written a novel inspired by the best Anglo-American chick lit.
After several years in London, Catherine Kalengula came back to France to dedicate herself to her first
love: writing. She is a fan of Ango-American fiction, which inspires her own modern and dynamic tales. She has
published a large number of children’s books and YA novels at Hachette Jeunesse

Michau, Marion: LES CREVETTES ONT LE COEUR DANS LA TÊTE (SHRIMP HAVE
THE HEART IN THE HEAD)
(Albin Michel, June 2015, 280 pages)
!

A hilarious and upbeat novel about the trials and tribulations of a thirty-something young woman who
could be Bridget Jones’s cousin.

!

Lively, endearing and totally credible characters that we’d all love to have as friends – or perhaps already
do.

!

Singles, take note! This book is truly cathartic, with its tales of people who are even unluckier than you
when it comes to finding true love.

“My name is Marion, I am 1.70m (in my heels) and 52 kilos (in my dreams). I was born in 1980 – a
horrible year for Bordeaux wine – and I’m single, but pay no mind to that detail, it shouldn’t last. I am finally
determined to finding the One… The only problem is that good guys are not like subways, they don’t come
around every 4 minutes.”
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The sexual tribulations of a thirty-something free-spirited parisienne who is set on finding true love no
matter what.
Marion Michau writes a weekly column called “Sexy Blog” in Voici magazine. This is her first novel.

Lemieux, Anne: LES RETRANCHÉES (THE HOME FRONT)
(Serge Safran, February 2015, 281 pages)
!

A brilliant family saga that looks at heredity and the deliquescence of male identity.

!

Five generations of women who make radically different choices but who are all marked by the absence
of one elusive man.

!

A novel that draws readers into the flow of time, with a century of weddings, births, wars and
disappearances.

At the time of his death, in 1919, Captain Vernet knows he’ll never really die. Because back in the
provincial city of Angers, his wife and daughters will enter into an endless period of mourning that will keep his
memory alive for generations...`
Spring 1919, Jeanne and her three daughters beging mourning their husband and father, Captain Vernet.
Deprived of a normal childhood and youth by a period of mourning that lasts 7 years, as was the custom then,
Louise, Elisabeth and Mathilde are also deprived of normal mourning, because of their mother’s unspoken belief
that her husband will someday return. And so the house of women will gradually create a fictional male figure
composed of absence and presence, life and death.
The girls will all get an education; one will use hers, the others won’t. They will marry for love, for the
sake of propriety or out of despair. And they will have children to whom they will unconsciously transmit the
curse of the fictional man. Their sons won’t know how to become men, finding no support from the fathers their
mothers chose for them; while their daughters will find it hard to strike a balance between women’s emerging
liberation and their expectation of a virile hero.
In this family that is haunted by the events of the century, the same pattern seems destined to repeat
itself endlessly, until a woman of the fourth generation finally decides to break the pattern, to lay her ancestors to
rest so that the younger generations can finally live their lives fully.
Anne Lemieux, now a professor at ENS Lyon, has written several books about different literary
legacies, particularly the legacy of romanticism in contemporary Germany. She has translated numerous art
books and edited LA MODE AU XXE SIÈCLE for Somogy. After ONLY YOU, in 2004, THE HOME FRONT
is her second novel.
Rights sold in: Estonia (Eesti Rammat).

Bertholon, Delphine: LES CORPS INUTILES (USELESS BODIES)
(JC Lattes, February 2015, 360 pages)
!

How do you survive when you cannot feel the touch of a raindrop on your skin or the warmth of a caress
on your body?

!

Clémence has just turned 15 when she is the victim of an assault in the middle of a street by a man with a
knife. This traumatic incident will have long term repercussions on her life. To start with, she begins to
lose the sense of touch...

At age 30, Clémence is a confirmed bachelorette, solitary and withdrawn. After working as a makeup
artist for the cinema, she finds a job with a very particular type of factory that makes life-size, hyper-realistic
dolls.
The novel alternates between the voices of Clémence adolescent, haunted by the assault that she never
dared speak of to her family, and that of Clémence adult, trying to work through the physical and psychological
consequences of her past. But life, as always, is full of surprises...
Delphine Bertholon is the author of TWIST, L’EFFET LARSEN, of the critically acclaimed Grâce
(translated in Russian, Spanish, German and Dutch) and, more recently, of LE SOLEIL À MES PIEDS, all
published with Lattès.
“A striking, heart-stopper of a book. [...] A pen sharpened by talent and a highly sensitive way with
words.” Version Femina
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“Delphine Bertholon signs an engrossing and absolutely essential novel.” Elle “A story that will hit
you in the gut.” Marie-Claire
Coulon,

Cécile: LE COEUR DU PELICAN (THE HEART OF THE PELICAN)

(Viviane Hamy, January 2015, 250 pages)
15,000 copies sold up-to-date-on the bestsellers' list of L'Express
Shortlisted for the Françoise Sagan award and the RTL-Lire award 2015
An injured champion will have to give his all to win the race against mediocrity.
Anthime and Helena are an inseparable brother and sister. When their family moves to a small town,
they have to find their place in the community. One day at the village fair, while taking part in a game, Anthime
beats all the children his own age when he runs with lightning speed, so becoming part of the group. From that
moment on, it is his racing that will set him apart. Under the heel of Brice, his personal trainer and a roundbellied chap, he becomes a champion, named “the Pelican” and admired by all, including Joanna, a neighbour
who loves him from afar, and by the inaccessible Béatrice...
Pélican is about glory and its fragility, about sport and its pain. It is the story of courage and the life,
both banal and extraordinary, of a man who becomes great, falls and picks himself up again.
Cécile Coulon was born in 1990. She is studying and working on a Phd on Sport and Literature. She has
already published three novels at Viviane Hamy and is considered as one of the raising talent of contemporary
French fiction. She has a keen interest in running and rock n’ roll music.
“A sharp, intense novel: as heart-stopping as crime fiction and as heart-stirring as a road movie.”
L'Express
“Cécile Coulon writes like a boxer fights. (...) the Antigone of literature.” ELLE
“A delicate, cruel and physical novel.” Lire
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Sabolo, Monica: CRANS-MONTANA (CRANS-MONTANA)
(JC Lattes, August 2015, 240 pages)
After her phenomenal and highly original Tout cela n’a rien à voir avec moi, Monica sabolo continues
her investigations into the past.
In the 1960s, a group of adolescent boys at a Swiss ski resort, Crans-Montana, observe from afar three
girls their age: Chris, Charlie and Claudia. For the boys, these girls are as fascinating as they are unattainable.
They follow their every move during winter and summer vacations, on the slopes, in the pool or at nightclubs,
never mustering up the courage to talk to them. The years go by and yet they are haunted by the memories of the
girls...like the ghosts of a love past.
The boys and then the girls recount their destinies. They are young and privileged, but beneath the
glitter and their facades, they carry the secrets, mistakes and indifference of the generations before them. Over
the course of thirty years, they all will strive to find something larger than themselves, love, truth, or simply
validation of their existence. But from the romantic dreams of their youth to the glacial opulence of the 1980s,
life slips through their fingers.
“Crans-Montana emerges as one of the most wondrous novels of the Fall. An absolute triumph.” EllE
“Monica Sabolo describes young girls like Sofia Coppola films them. With much grace.” Les
Incrockuptibles
“Monica Sabolo’s books, not unlike Modiano or Sophie call, are deceptively simple: the writing
appears innocuous, intimate and shy, but you have to read her sentences twice to feel the blade, the stabbing
pain, the importance.” Grazia

Desjours, Ingrid: WILD ANIMALS LES FAUVES: WILD ANIMALS
(Robert Laffont, October 2015, 446 pages)
Your most dangerous predator is the one who has tamed you...
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Haiko is a young woman at the head of an Ngo battling the recruitment of young people by isis. its
ultra-radical methods and taste for the spotlight have made it a choice prey for all kinds of extremists. As a
veteran of Afghanistan, Lars has been to hell and back. When he returns to Paris and becomes a bodyguard, he
finds he is lost in a society he no longer understands. As the number of deaths among haiko’s associates rises,
she calls on Lars to protect her. imprisoned by the traumas of their pasts, haiko and Lars are like caged wild
animals. Wild animals much more ferocious than they appear.
Ingrid Desjours has published four thrillers, the most recent one being TOUT POUR PLAIRE in 2014.
The series KALEB that she wrote under a pseudonym was a resounding success selling 65.000 copies.

Claudel, Philippe: DE QUELQUES AMOUREUX DES LIVRES, (OF A FEW
BOOKLOVERS)
(Finitude, November 2015, 120 pages)
!

A surprising and unclassifiable book that will have you laughing out loud from the first page to the last.

!

A universal declaration of love of Literature and of Writers, and above all, of those who will never be
writers.

!

Ranging from serious to surreal, each of these stories is both incredibly funny and terribly moving.

In just 120 pages, Philippe Claudel humorously paints the portrait of some hundred writers who either
never wrote anything, or never got their work read.
The author meanders from country to country – from England to Turkey, via Japan, Germany and
Portugal – enumerating the sad fates of these magnificent potential writers. The reasons for their failure are
many: from the woefully prosaic to the dramatic, hilarious or even completely ludicrous. These micro-fictions
sketch the stories of these literary outcasts with both humor and unlimited fantasy.
Philippe Claudel is a filmmaker and a playwright as well as being an author whose work has been
translated around the world, including, most notably: LES AMES GRISES (Stock, 2003; Anchor Books/Random
House: By a Slow River, 2007), LA PETITE FILLE DE MONSIEUR LINH (Stock, 2005), BRODECK’S
REPORT (Stock, 2007, MacLehose Press, 2009), L’ENQUÊTE (Stock, 2010), all successful novels that won
many prizes. Claudel was born in 1962 in Lorraine, France, where he still lives. He has been a member of the
Académie Goncourt since 2012.
Rights sold in: The Netherlands (Bezige Bij).

Monnin, Isabelle: LES GENS DANS L’ENVELOPPE (THE PEOPLE IN THE
ENVELOPE)
(JC Lattes, September 2015, 370 pages)
A book, a novel, a photo album and a CD.
“In June 2012, I bought a batch of 250 photographs of a family I knew nothing about for 4 euros
online. A few days later, the photos arrived in a big white envelope. The people pictured struck a chord with me
but there was no way I could imagine the adven- ture they would inspire. I planned to invent the lives of these
people and then try to find them in real life. One evening, when I showed the envelope to my best friend Alex
Beaupain, he had the crazy idea of writing songs about them too.”
THE PEOPLE IN THE ENVELOPE is a unique, modern literary object. Using the lives of ordinary
people, it analyses the relationship between the novelist and her characters.
Isabelle Monnin is a journalist. She is the author of the highly acclaimed novels LES VIES
EXTRAORDINAIRES D’EUGÈNE, SECOND TOUR ou LES BONS SENTIMENTS, DAFFODIL SILVER
and the co-author of ILS SONT DEVENUS FRANÇAIS.
“A crazy project and a splendid book! Which is stronger fiction or reality? The reader discovers how
fascinating these two forces can be when they overlap.” l’Express
“An astonishing assembly. Proof that literature is a living art form.” Lire
“Fascinating and magnificent like a delightfully unexpected encounter.” Livres Hebdo
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Guay de Bellissen, Héloïse: LES ENFANTS DE CHOEUR DE L’AMÉRIQUE
(AMERICAN CHOIR BOYS)
(Anne Carrière, August 2015, 230 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix de Flore 2015
!

A quixotic interpretation of the lives of two modern hero-worshippers with vibrant but tortured souls. The
main characters are tormented, but at the same time so endearing that readers will want to forgive them
their folly.

!

Brimming with dark, satirical deadpan humour, the novel also paints a portrait of American society while
critiquing some of its foundations.

!

The writing is so light-hearted, intertwining reality and the author’s imagination, that the pages fly by
and you’ll have finished it before you know it.

!

A book that will make you want to read, or re-read, Salinger’s CATCHER IN THE RYE.

In 1980, Mark David Chapman assassinated John Lennon; just four months later, John Hinckley shot
Ronald Reagan. Nothing connected the two gunmen besides an obsession with J.D Salinger’s THE CATCHER
IN THE RYE.
Chapman and Hinckley are lost souls in an America fascinated by new faces, money and fame. These
rosy-cheeked young men with their choirboy looks describe their childhoods: Chapman, the fat little kid who had
only imaginary friends; and Hinckley, the solitary student who was obsessed with Jodie Foster.
As for Holden Caulfield, he’s fed up with being stuck inside the heads of these nutcases who latched
onto his life while reading The Catcher in the Rye. He’s also fed up with Salinger, the reclusive, egotistical
genius, for keeping him permanently stuck in his youthful rage. He wants Salinger to write what comes next.
Both young men say they drew their weapons out of love: one for the Beatles, the other for Jodie Foster.
Too much love, clearly: a pathological kind of love, which would lead them into destructive madness.
LES ENFANTS DE CHŒUR DE L’AMÉRIQUE is Héloïse Guay de Bellissen’s second novel. In the
first, LE ROMAN DE BODDAH (Fayard 2014, Pocket 2016), she looked at another pair of out-of-control
children: Kurt Cobain and Courtney Love.

Bichet, Yves: L’ETE CONTRAIRE (THE CONTRARY SUMMER)
(Mercure de France, August 2015, 180 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix Renaudot 2015
!

The madcap characters are reminiscent of Pennac and his “little old men” in THE SCAPEGOAT

!

A novel that is both funny and sad, and that will stay with readers long after the last page has been turned

!

A life lesson from this ordinary hero: small gestures can change a person’s life, why do we stay where
we’re hemmed in?

The wild ride of a band of colorful senior citizens who refuse their fate, in a similar vein to THE 100YEAR-OLD MAN WHO CLIMBED OUT THE WINDOW AND DISAPPEARED.
Yves Bichet’s new novel tells how three residents escape from a senior-citizens’ home, led on the run
by Clémence, their nurse, and Douss, the janitor. To get by, this incredible gang of five robs supermarkets with
fake weapons. Since it is a scorching hot summer, they also stock up with bottles of water and misters that they
hand out for free in all the retirement homes they come across on their route.
Overwhelmed by the heatwave, the authorities let these modern Robin Hoods do as they please… With
its fast-paced rhythm and zany and endearing characters, this epically outrageous tale has multiple twists and
surprises. Yves Bichet leads us on an affectionate intergenerational voyage, which also gives a voice to outrage
of all kinds.
Yves Bichet started out as a farmhand, and then worked in construction for some 20 years. He now
devotes his time entirely to his writing. He has had several books of poetry published as well as his many novels.
L’ETE CONTRAIRE is his tenth novel.
“A surprising blend of fantasy and sadness hovers over these pages. Like a desire to take off and touch
the sky.” Livres Hebdo
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“In this, his tenth novel, the writer pays tribute to the tremendous potential that lies in intergenerational solidarity.” Pèlerin

Beaulieu, Baptiste: ALORS VOUS NE SEREZ PLUS JAMAIS TRISTE (AND YOU WILL
NEVER BE SAD AGAIN)
(Fayard, February 2015, 300 pages)
!

Appealing characters: an antihero hurt by life and an old eccentric lady trying to fix him.

!

A humorous and elegant writing that manages to discuss a delicate and universal theme, death.

!

A burst of enthusiasm, a pray for life and the livings.

A former doctor devastated by his wife’s death decides to end his life, but still has to live seven more
days after making a pact with Sarah, an old and extravagant taxi driver.
Sarah is a full of life millionaire who will drag Mark into strange adventures. From making him chose
his own coffin to giving away all his belongings, she manages to mess up with Mark’s head. Is he going crazy or
learning how to live again? At the end of the week we discover that Mark’s wife had all this planned out with
Sarah before she died. The two women had met in a hospital where none of them was supposed to survive. But
Sarah did, at least a little longer.
Sarah’s death arms Mark with a new strength, he starts over with a new identity somewhere far away to
help his fellow being.`
Baptiste Beaulieu is a junior doctor writing a blog to tell us with humour small stories about life in a
hospital. His goal: to reconcile people with the medical world. He already published a novel with Fayard in
2013, THE 1001 LIVES OF THE EMERGENCIES.
In his second novel we rediscover some of his medical experience with the theme of imminent life and
death.
Rights sold to: Spain (Grijalbo Mondadori), Poland (Amber) and Korea (Book21). Russian rights are
under option
“L’ écrit, soigne et réussit a nous embarquer sans barguigner” Revue Hospitalière de France
“Un conte poétique et émouvant, rythmé comme un troublant compte à rebours” Page

Benameur, Jeanne: OTAGES INTIMES (INTIMATE HOSTAGES)
(Actes Sud, August 2015, 208 pages)
Was long-listed for the Prix du roman FNAC.
25,000 copies sold in France
Was long-listed for the Prix du roman FNAC.
!

A novel that draws on a current topic, hostages, exploring the physical and psychological trauma of
violence in today's world.

!

The reader is moved both on the intimate and the universal aspects as the main character encourages us
to reflection, questioning and introspection.

!

The author manages to write about contemporary and serious subjects through an emotional, delicate
style that sound genuine.

Based on the story of Stephen, war photographer kidnapped, released in the first pages, Jeanne
Benameur weaves the return to life of a damaged person and his slow mental and physical reconstruction.
War photographer Étienne has always gone as close as possible to danger, to bear witness. While
reporting from a war-torn village he is taken hostage. When he is eventually freed, the full scope of what he has
to relearn plunges him into a different dizzying torment, another kind of danger.
Back with his mother in the village where he grew up, he tries to rebuild the cocoon he once knew. It is
the familiar but uncompromising wildness of nature that allows him to revisit the images of chaos at last. And as
he progressively finds peace, a longstanding trio reconvenes with his quiet, woodworking, cello-playing friend
Enzo, and Jofranka, now a lawyer in The Hague, who helps female victims of war put into words what they have
suffered. The three of them meet up and relive a friendship suspended in the past as they address the urgent
fundamental question: how much of a hostage is there in each of us?
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Benameur explores, from its fury to its silence, the loneliness of liberated hostages. She traces the path
to true freedom that no one can find without reaching his or her most intimate self.
Jeanne Benameur lives in La Rochelle and devotes most of her time to writing. She has written eight
novels, first published by Denoël, then by Actes Sud. LES INSURRECTIONS SINGULIÈRES (2011) and
PROFANES (2013, prix RTL-Lire) enjoyed remarkable critical acclaim and success.
"L'écriture cristalline de Jeanne Benameur fait paradoxalement de la lecture de ce roman intense
et tendu une expérience apaisante et pleine de douceur" Le Monde des Livres
“La finesse de l'écriture, la force de ses phrases ciselées, les personnages attachants et la sensibilité de
cette histoire nous épatent.” Version Fémina
“Jeanne Benameur a le don de traduire les sensations et sentiments les plus intimes. Sujets profonds,
récits lumineux, elle touche ce qu'il y a de plus pur en chaque lecteur.” Ouest France
“Dans ce roman à la fois sombre et lumineux, elle porte un regard sur notre monde contemporain, sa
violence et nos tourments intérieurs.” Le Parisien Magazine

Cavalier, Philippe: HOBBOES
(Anne Carrière, October 2015, 320 pages)
After LES AVENTURES DU MARQUIS D’ORGÈVES, Philippe Cavalier returns to the supernatural
with HOBBOES, a visionary, labyrinthine novel infused with epic grandeur.
The world’s mechanism starts to go haywire and no-one can be sure of any- thing anymore. For many,
it’s the end of affluence and ease. With no work and no prospects, millions of newly-impoverished folks are cast
out into the street, confusedly seeking new hope, a new guide. These are times of forgers and liars, oracles and
saviours. Perhaps... On the Canadian coast, the inhabitants of a small fishing village hurl themselves from the
cliff tops into the sea. In Mexican shanty towns, the illiterate express themselves in a language whose origins are
unknown. In the mountains of Dakota, an army of down-and-outs flock to a stranger, some claiming he’s a god,
others fearing he might be the Devil.
Far outside the cities, whose dwellers refuse to accept that things are no longer as they used to be, saints
and corruptors desperately seek the child-prophet who will separate the wheat from the chaff. Passive and
sheltered, Professor Raphael Banes is still blithely unaware that these events are already part of his destiny. A
destiny that will demand sacrifices he couldn’t even imagine...
A Road book, a terror-laden adventure novel, a reflection on the future of our society, a personal drama
and a path to redemption... HOBBOES blends a palette of genres and references to depict the epic fresco of our
world’s ordeal of re-enchantment. From the depths of chaos the legends that forge our future are born; but for
every hero there is a monster, and for every Grail there is an indelible Stain. Philippe Cavalier’s talent lies in
keeping his hero perilously suspended between these two extremes right up to the last page...
Philippe Cavalier is the author of the 4-volume LE SIÈCLE DES CHIMÈRES (2005-2008), UNE
PROMENADE MAGIQUE DANS PARIS (Anne Carrière 2010) and LE MARQUIS D’ORGÈVES (3 volumes
and complete story, 2011). He lives in Paris.

de Turckheim, Émilie: POPCORN MELODY
(Héloïse d’Ormesson, August 2015, 208 pages)
!

A timeless tale that offers readers a new perspective on our consumer society, and alerts us to the
disappearance of Native American culture.

!

A precise, modern writing style that offers pride of place to the characters and their experiences.

!

Madcap characters whose quirks will make you laugh.

In a small Midwestern town in the middle of nowhere, Tom, a sensitive, atypical hero, tries to escape
his fate, and will manage to win out through his writing.
Everyone in Shellawick aspires to the same thing: getting a job at the local popcorn factory, the only
employer around. Everyone but Tom, the narrator, who runs the town’s grocery store. He’s not like everybody
else: he writes a haiku for every client who enters his store, and they pour their hearts out to him. Which is how
an Indian comes to ask him to write a song called POPCORN MELODY, which will be a hit. It is also how Tom
winds up writing a novel set in his store, which he knows won’t survive once a huge supermarket opens across
the street.
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The chronicle of a sunbaked town where everyone meekly accepts their fate. Having created an
atmosphere comparable to ONE HUNDRED YEARS OF SOLITUDE, the author highlights the emotional and
material poverty that Tom manages to escape thanks to his sensitive feelings.
POPCORN MELODY is prize-winning novelist Emilie de Turckheim’s fifth novel published by
Héloïse d’Ormesson. Earlier ones include CHUTE LIBRE (Prix de la Vocation, 2009) and HELOISE EST
CHAUVE (Prix Bel Ami, 2012).

Garat, Anne-Marie: LA SOURCE (THE SOURCE)
(Actes Sud, August 2015, 384 pages)
!

A write to the rich and detailed phrases that espouse the thoughts and feelings of the characters and
translate the details and atmosphere of the place

!

A work in which intertwine reality and the world of fairy tales and fantastic stories that are told in the
evening, the fire

!

The intermingling of lives associated with a place, the Mauduit, which collects and divides, a true
breeding ground of their destinies

The narrator, a woman haunted by a dark enigma in her family’s past, travels to a small village to
consult the archives of this non-descript French backwater. She doesn’t know that she will have a fateful meeting
with the tough, intimidating nonagenarian Lottie, now the sole occupant of the Ardenne family’s huge house,
built on a bend in the river down below the village.
With no hotel in the village, the old woman agrees to host the visitor and regales her with the history of
the estate where she arrived as a child maid at the dawn of the Twentieth Century. But can she really, as she
claims, be speaking for the ghosts who once lived here, or left for Africa, Tonkin or the forests of the Yukon?
And what should we make of these tales delivered by this assiduous storyteller who has never left the area and
may simply be dreaming up the secrets of an exotic parentage which she forcibly entrusts to the narrator?
Where do stories start and where do they go once they’ve been told? And as the narrator listens to old
Lottie, does she know what light will be shed on her own destiny?
Anne-Marie Garat is a very high-profile author and winner of the 1992 Prix Femina for her novel aden
(Le Seuil). She is most known, in recent years, for her substantial trilogy – DANS LA MAIN DU DIABLE
(2006), L’ENFANT DES TÉNÈBRES (2008) and PENSE À DEMAIN (2010) – published by Actes Sud.
Rights sold: World – Spanish (Navona Editorial)

Guéreau, Étienne: LA SONATE DE L'ANARCHISTE (THE ANARCHIST’S SONATA)
(Denoël, October 2015, 368 pages)
!

A fascinating portrayal of Paris’s artistic circles and the inner workings of the Third Republic.

!

A lush, well-handled plot with characters that are actually subtler and more complex than they seem at
first glance.

!

A novel that draws you into its world, with both philosophical and political aspects.

Paris, late 19th century. In a Third Republic riddled with scandals, corruption and terrorist attacks,
Fédor, who is entirely devoted to his piano playing, wonders despairingly if he will ever become a famous
soloist. Although he is well-known, audiences don’t love him for his interpretations of classical pieces, but for
his own compositions, which have a strangely hypnotic power over those who hear them.
This power has caught the attention of several people who want to use it for their own purposes: a
boorish corrupt cop who wants to use Fédor as a double agent; an ageing musician’s agent who sees Fédor as his
own last chance for fame and fortune; a young woman anarchist who wants truth to triumph – through bombs if
need be.
As Fédor finds himself caught in a violent plot in which everyone is trying to manipulate him, he
gradually realizes the extent of his own power: he can read and influence people’s inner feelings. In a sort of
adult coming-of-age story, this naïve, selfish man must come to see his role in a complex world and take
responsibility for his own actions.
A well-known musician, Etienne Guéreau, 38, has a degree in philosophy and his own blog. APRÈS LE
CLAN SUSPENDU (2014), LA SONATE DE L'ANARCHISTE is his second novel.
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Guitton, René: MÉMOIRES FAUVES (FAUVES’ MEMORIES)
(Calmann-Levy, August 2015, 270 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix Interallié 2015
!

A mystical main character whose life story addresses issues like being uprooted and other childhood
traumas.

!

The love triangle set in Paris and Beirut, Jerusalem and Alexandria, offers a chance for the author to
address current East-West relations, a burning issue.

!

The novel strikes a perfect balance between exciting adventures and intimate diary entries, blurring the
borders between reality and fiction.

Rene Guitton intertwines exciting adventures and diary entries to portray the heartbreak of a love
triangle between Fauves, an activist rock star; Aurélie, a mischievous reporter, and Michel, a Parisian talent
scout for a major music label.
Franco-Lebanese Michel spends more time with books than music, his profession. He meets Fauves, a
world-famous rock star who was raised in Alexandria and Beirut. Fauves lives with Aurélie, a journalist. When
Michel starts to work with the couple on a record project, he and Aurélie start an idyll that moves from Paris to
Jerusalem. He and Fauves share a deep concern for the conflicts in the Middle East, where they both spent their
childhoods. In Egypt, the rock star has to ward off memories of sexual abuse in his childhood that he pours out
into his diary, before being assassinated upon his return to Paris.
An ode to literature with musings about the conflicts in the Middle East, MEMOIRES FAUVES is a
sophisticated novel with complex characters who are as high-strung as the big cats that inhabit the imagination of
the singer, whose stage name pays tribute to them.
René Guitton is an activist, prize-winning author whose books include: SI NOUS NOUS TAISONS (If
We Keep Quiet, Calmann-Levy: Prix Montyon de l’Academie Française, Prix Liberté and Prix Lyautey de
l’Academie des Sciences) and CES CHRETIENS QU’ON ASSASSINE (The Christians Who Are Being
Assassinated, Flammarion: Human Rights Prize). He was made a Chevalier of the French Order of Arts and
Letters in 2013.
“An ardent tale, and an immersion into the secrets of some revolting practices.” L’impartial de la
Drôme

Saliba, Garillon Éliane: LE JOURNAL IMPUBLIABLE DE GEORGE PEARL (THE
UNPUBLISHABLE DIARY OF GEORGE PEARL)
(Arléa, February 2015, 224 pages)
!

A voyage through the thoughts of a cynical character with a ruthless sense of humour, who manages to
be endearing in spite of his own best efforts.

!

Eliane Saliba-Garillon has written a ferociously funny novel in which a faux-misanthrope’s friends and
family force him to reconnect with humanity.

!

This text is both funny and profound and offers thoughtful reflections on human nature and the value of
our lives. A warm and affectionate novel whose message of love and hope is all the more powerful in that
it is fiercely lucid, without being the least bit pretentious.

George Pearl, a famous New York-based architect whose bluntness earned the unenviable nickname
“Pearl Harbor,” has just sold his firm. He is rich, single and determined not to let anyone disturb him in his
Roman retreat.
At age 63, George Pearl decides to sell his NY-based architecture firm and move to Rome in order to
put as much distance as possible between himself and the idiotic people he knows.
But he hadn’t planned on his lonely sister’s incessant phone calls, his invasive cleaning lady’s daily
indiscretions or the endless e-mails from his tenant in Massachusetts, an academic known for his work on the
philosopher Henry David Thoreau.
George Pearl’s hilariously, ‘unpublishably’, cynical diary – which is filled with uncompromising
comments about his fellow human beings – inadvertently reveals a benevolence towards them that is
incompatible with his carefully tended image as a misanthropist. The diary also contains his descriptions of the
only events that really disturb him: the frequent visits he receives from an angel who wants him to reconsider his
lifestyle...
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The tale of a plain-speaking, decent and demanding man, who is inevitably disappointed by the foibles
of his nearest and dearest, but who still has great affection for them, despite his grouchiness.
Eliane Saliba-Garillon was born in Lebanon, where she still lives. LE JOURNAL IMPUBLIABLE DE
GEORGE PEARL is her second novel.

Teodorescu, Irina: LES ETRANGERES (FOREIGN WOMEN)
(Gaia, October 2015, 140 pages)
!

A book that takes us back to a not-so-distant turning point in European history, offering a different vision
of Romania.

!

The story of two passionate and endearing young woman, two artists with a single goal: freedom.

The story of Joséphine, a young photographer in post-Communist Romania and 1990s France, and her
passionate love for Nadia, a dancer who will give herself entirely to Joséphine.
In the 1980s, Joséphine Zandana is a Franco-Romanian teenager living in Romania. Her enthusiasm for
photography makes her famous at age 18, when she slips some photos into her national final exam papers. A
free-thinking artist who follows her intuition is born.
A few years later, at age 22, she meets Nadia, a budding choreographer. The two women fall
passionately in love and move to Paris together. But they break up a few years later, and Nadia goes back to
Kalior to lick her wounds. There she meets Kahj, a mysterious young man who reveals nothing about himself,
but who helps Nadia pull herself back together. When Josephine asks Nadia for help when her mother dies,
Nadia knows that she must go back to her true love, without abandoning her other passion: dance.
Irina Teodorescu was born in Bucharest in 1979 and has lived in France since 1998. LES
ETRANGERES is her second novel.

Zocchetti, Vanessa: LES CRIRES (WRY TINGS)
(Calmann Lévy, March 2015, 184 pages)
!

The unfettered and off-beat imagination of an author who has created a sordid fantasy world

!

The narrative is full of symbolical flying beasts, like flies and birds, which assault the narrator,
hampering her movements and wounding her

!

In the manner of Amélie Nothomb, this is a disturbing, provocative author whose books are anything but
feel-good novels.

In her latest novel, LES CRIRES, Vanessa Zocchetti flaunts her signature fierce style and
phantasmagorical images that readers were introduced to in CROC-EN-JAMBE. In this new book, Zochetti
proves that she’s as unique and bold as ever!
A woman novelist hasn’t written anything for several years. Her editor convinces her to leave Paris to
find the peace and quiet she needs to write. So she moves into her family’s isolated country house, where she
tries to concentrate on her work and forget the complications of her life in Paris. But nature and the people in the
closest village gradually come to seem threatening, as if they mean to do her harm. A wicked, ogre-like neighbor
holds her captive, and makes her pregnant. She will write non-stop for nine months, throughout her pregnancy,
before giving birth to a work that disappears, in the shape of a baby who dies of malnutrition.
Vanessa Zocchetti is a journalist and a writer. Her novels CROC-EN-JAMBE and EQUARISTIE were
published by Editions Julliard.

Peyrin, Laurence: LA DRÔLE DE VIE DE ZELDA ZONK (THE SURPRISING LIFE OF
ZELDA ZONK)
(Kero, May 2015, 400 pages)
!

You’ll laugh and you’ll cry with these charismatic, lively characters.

!

Thoughts about the meaning of life, and about getting a second chance that will appeal to women of all
ages and will make them want to breathe a bit of magic into their own lives.

Hanna’s encounter with Zelda, who is 85, has a profound effect on the younger woman, after a terrible
accident, gets a chance to step back and think about what she really wants out of life.
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Hanna lives in a village in Ireland with her husband Jeffrey and her niece. A car accident puts her in the
hospital, where she realizes that she is lucky to be alive. In the convalescence home, Hanna gets to know Zelda
Zonk, her roommate, an upbeat and cheerful old woman of 85, who spends most of her time doing embroidery.
As time goes by and they talk about their lives, a deep friendship gradually grows between the two women,
leading Hanna to think about what she really wants out of life. Is she truly happy with the life she lives? Hanna
eventually becomes convinced that Zelda is actually Marilyn Monroe, since Zelda Zonk was one of the movie
star’s pseudonyms.
As she explores Zelda’s life story, she’s really looking for herself. An affair with Michael, Zelda’s sexy and
unfettered son, will change her convictions. What kind of life does she really want? Hanna winds up moving to
New York with Jeffrey and giving birth to Michael’s daughter, while respecting his need for freedom. Zelda dies
before Hanna can figure out her secret… but in the end, does it really matter?
Laurence Peyrin wrote for the press for 20 ans. With six mostly teenaged children, she now devotes her
time to fiction, isolating herself daily to write.

Van Cauwelaert, Didier: JULES
(Albin Michel, April 2015, 285 pages)
!

A moving story that portrays all sorts of emotions – both human and canine!

!

An unusual way of looking at the world – through the eyes of a blind woman who gets her sight back.

!

A highly successful writer who knows what he’s doing.

Alice is going to get her eyesight back, and it will change her life: on the one hand, she falls in love “at
first sight” with a man who sells pastry, but on the other, she’s going to have to give back her seeing-eye dog,
Jules.
For Jules, his beloved owner’s recovery is a nightmare. He feels useless, and becomes depressed. Alice
has no choice but to give him up. But Jules’ new owner beats him, and the dog runs away, making his way back
to the last person who was good to him, Zibal, the pastry vendor.
With Jules guiding him, Zibal, who is in love with Alice, will travel to Normandy to find her and to bring Jules
back.
But once the excitement of being reunited has passed, the cycle begins again – Jules feels useless and
starts to become depressed again. Then one morning, as they are out for a walk on the beach, Jules saves an
epileptic child from drowning. The child’s health improves thanks to Jules’ companionship, and Zibal and Alice
go off to enjoy their blossoming love.
A story about the intensity of the connection between a human being and a seeing-eye dog.
Didier van Cauwelaert’s writing has achieved huge popular and critical success. Winner of the Del
Duca, Nimier and Goncourt Prizes, his most recent books, LES TÉMOINS DE LA MARIÉE and LA FEMME
DE NOS VIES, won the 2013 Romancières Prize and the Messardière Best Beach Book Prize. His novels have
been translated around the world.

Lœvenbruck, Henri: NOUS REVIONS JUSTE DE LIBERTE (WE JUST DREAMED OF
FREEDOM)
(Flammarion, April 2015, 450 pages)
!

A great novel which reminds us of The Body by Stephen King, a novella which resulted in the film Stand
by me

!

L'APOTHICAIRE (2011) sold 30,000 copies; LE MYSTÈRE FULCANELLI (2013), 15,000 copies.

In Providence, life was hard for Hugo, a.k.a. Bohem. Expelled from his former high school, he
reluctantly moved on to another school where he met Freddy, Chinaman and Snoop. This inseparable trio
would soon be reinforced by his arrival. Thanks to those who he, at once, considered as his brothers,
Bohem invented an alternative family for himself. Freddy, his ideal twin brother, showed him how to ride
a motorbike. After a few unruly antics and a jail sentence, Bohem decided to set out on a bike trip: the
gang followed suit. Along the way, they founded a biker’s club of their own and lived out all sorts of
adventures, one of which would cost the Chinaman’s life. Years went by, the club got bigger and Bohem
was back on the road, but this time by himself.
When he returned, everything had changed. Bohem would understand that freedom comes at a
high price. A lesson that tragically, he would learn not from society but from his own friends.
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A coming-of-age story inspired by American literature and road movies, this book paints the
portrait of a young man, Bohem, a champion of youth enthused by freedom, justice and brotherhood.
Henri Loevenbruck puts all the vitality of his writing at the service of this ‘American-flavoured’ novel,
both fraternal and thrilling.
Henri Loevenbruck was born in 1972. He is the author of numerous crime stories and esoteric
novels which have won wide acclaim in France and abroad, including LES CATHÉDRALES DU VIDE
(Flammarion, 2010) and L'APOTHICAIRE (Flammarion, 2011). He has long studied American literature
and understands the United States as an insider.

BIOGRAPHICAL & HISTORICAL NOVEL
Benmalek, Anouar: FILS DU SHÉOL (SON OF SHEOL)
(Calmann-Lévy, August 2015, 414 pages)
Shorlisted for Prix Roman Fnac2015
!

An unusual and gripping novel from the Franco-Algerian author whom critics have compared to both
William Faulkner and Albert Camus.

!

The sincerity in the writing, which never turns away from horror, and manages to create almost
unbearable tension.

!

Poignant and realistic characters that will have to choose between love and loyalty, betraying their people
and saving their own lives.

Anouar Benmalek’s heart-breaking novel takes readers on a journey back through time, involving three
generations, three love stories and two genocides. The story of one German-Jewish family allows the author to
denounce man’s cruelty to his fellow man over a span of several decades, from the conquest of West Africa to
Nazi Germany.
During the Nazi era, Karl, a 13-year-old Jewish boy from Berlin, is deported to Poland where he is
gassed to death upon arrival. Sent to Sheol, the abode of the dead, Karl will wander through the world of
memory, accompanied by his invisible “double”.
Throughout this journey through time, Karl helplessly observes the past: first his parents’ lives, as they
fall prey to the tide of hatred that washed over Germany in the late 1930s; and then his grandfather Ludwig’s,
who is a soldier in Africa during the Herero genocide. Through his own family’s history, Karl becomes an
eyewitness to the extermination of two peoples; two histories whose parallels reverberate like a warning for
future generations.
Anouar Benmalek was born in Casablanca in 1956. A writer, poet and journalist who teaches random
models as applied to biology in a Parisian University, he was one of the founders of the Algerian Committee
Against Torture. His books, including AMANTS DESUNIS (“The Lovers of Algeria” Calmann-Lévy, 1998),
LE RAPT (“Abduction,” Fayard, 2009) and TU NE MOURRAS JAMAIS DEMAIN (Fayard, 2011) have won
many awards.
Rights sold to: Algeria (Casbah Editions)
“Looking back over the 20th century and allowing a dead person to speak, Anouar Benmalek’s novel
weaves ties between two genocides.” L’Avenir
“Anouar Benmalek has written an edgy and wonderfully well-documented historical novel that reads
like a thriller. A real page-turner that keeps the suspense going all the way to the very end.” Jeune Afrique
“Three generations, three tales of love over a backdrop of war and genocide. An unusual and surprising
novel that will leave no one indifferent.” Lire Supplément

Roegiers, Patrick: L'AUTRE SIMENON (THE OTHER SIMENON)
(Grasset, August 2015, 304 pages)
!

Patrick Roegiers continues his literary anthropology of Belgium with this new opus, resuscitating the
obscure and little-known figure of Christian Simenon, Georges’ brother.

This is the story of a man without qualities, whose activism at the heart of a Belgian extreme right
movement could have marred his brother’s glorious and high- society literary career – which Georges did
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everything in his power to avoid. Through this double portrait, Patrick Roegiers also offers us a chance to revisit
literary history and the rise of Fascism in Belgium. A powerful and fascinating novel.
Untalented, but far more adored by their mother than Georges ever was, Christian becomes an active
member of the pre-WWII Rexist movement founded by Léon Degrelle (the Belgian Jacques Doriot, who plays a
central role in Jonathan Littell’s The Kindly Ones). A sort of Belgian “Lacombe Lucien”, but far more horrible
and tragically stupid, Christian Simenon eventually became the instigator of the “Courcelles Massacre” where a
great many Belgians were savagely executed. From this point on, his downward spiral continued... until his
terrible end.
Meanwhile, his brother Georges would dine at the Tour d’Argent in Paris and collect one amorous and
literary triumph after another. Despite also being somewhat of an adept of Rexist ideology, he never let it show –
on the contrary. Georges did everything he could so that the fall of this brother (he so bitterly hated) never
affected his reputation.
Born in 1947 in Brussels, Patrick Roegiers is the author of a vast body of work. Among his novels are:
LE BONHEUR DES BELGES (2012) and LA TRAVERSÉE DES PLAISIRS (2014) both published by Grasset.

Michaux, Agnès: CODEX BOTTICELLI (THE BOTTICELLI CODEX)
(Belfond, November 2015, 336 pages)
Blending the riches of fiction with the enchantment of the Quattrocento, Agnès Michaux conjures up the
fascinating encounter between two legendary figures of the Italian Renaissance (Leonardo da Vinci and Sandro
Botticelli), centred around a mysterious manuscript which is as controversial as it is captivating: the Voynich.
Florence, 1497 – Bonfire of the Vanities. On this morning, mobs of children terrorised the streets,
confiscating any object which embodied wealth or indulgence in pleasure. The impending bonfire, intended to
consume all trace of paganism and impiety, was to be its crowning triumph.
Lost in thought, Sandro Botticelli is looking on as one of his finest works is devoured by the flames,
when suddenly he feels a hand on his shoulder. Leonardo da Vinci, his old friend, has returned to Florence! But
the artist is the bearer of bad tidings - his mother Caterina has died and bequeathed him nothing more than a
strange and indecipherable letter...
Sandro and Leonardo are thereupon drawn into an incredible odyssey as they attempt to seek out this
manuscript which threatens danger as much as it promises power. A manuscript which still to this day haunts
scientists and other curious minds: the Voynich…
Agnès Michaux is a writer and translator. She is the author of several novels, including LE SUAIRE
(Calmann-Lévy, 2002), ZELDA (Flammarion, 2006), LE TÉMOIN (Flammarion-J’ai lu, 2009), and LES
SENTIMENTS (Flammarion-J’ai lu, 2010).

Barilier, Etienne: LES CHEVEUX DE LUCRÈCE (LUCRETIA’S HAIR)
(Libella/ Buchet Chastel, August 2015, 240 pages)
Lucrezia Borgia isn’t dead. Or rather, she has been reincarnated. And just like in the Renaissance, she
is the object of violent passions under the Italian sun.
This novel was inspired by the long blond lock of Lucrezia Borgia’s hair that can be viewed in Milan,
where it is presented in a sheer reliquary. Two friends, Clément and Arnaud, as alike as brothers, are equally
fascinated by that lock of hair. They will soon meet a real live Lucrezia in whom they want to recognize – each
in his own way – the Renaissance woman. They can only accomplish their own destiny by joining her, by gain
her recognition by love or by force.
Under the hot sun, first of Florence, then of Capri, bravery and cowardice, the sordid and the splendid
will face off in battle. Impalpable and light-hearted at first, then gradually growing implacable and violent, this
brief tragedy is not unlike the tales of love and death that inspired Stendhal’s Italian Chronicles. But the
characters its features – with their hopes, their passions, and their darkness –undoubtedly belong to today’s
world.
Etienne Barilier is a novelist, an essayist and a translator. He lives in Lausanne. Art plays a leading role
in his work, which includes some fifty books. Buchet/Chastel has published his latest novel, RUIZ DOIT
MOURIR (Ruiz Must Die) in 2014.
“Refined and witty, written in a biting tone” Le Nouvel Observateur
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“Spinning off brilliantly from the idea of Musset meets Visconti, Etienne Barilier offers up another
chiseled gem with casual elegance” Marie-Claire

Jacq, Christian: J’AI CONSTRUIT LA GRANDE PYRAMIDE (I BUILT THE GREAT
PYRAMIDE)
(XO Editions, October 2015, 320 pages)
1st print run 80,000 copies
Cheops: 7th Wonder of the World. Its secret is finally unveiled.
!

For his latest novel Christian Jacq delved into the most recent research done on the Great Pyramid.

Christian Jacq invites us to share the extraordinary adventure of the construction of the Great Pyramid
of Cheops, the last of the Seven Wonders of the World that is still visible, by following in the footsteps of a young
stonemason who becomes a genius constructor.
Twenty years of adventure transfused with danger, during which the narrator encounters the most
arduous of challenges, but also indestructible friendship and passionate love.
Born 5000 years ago in the South of Egypt, the young man should have remained a peasant. After
fighting against a local tyrant he flees to escape prison. He was lucky enough to be hired on the construction site
of the Great Pyramid of Cheops on the Giza plateau. He allows us to follow each step of this prodigious
architectural epic, he tells us the technical secrets of its construction, the daily lives of the 2000 workers present
on the site and his love for a mysterious woman…
“An outstanding storyteller, the Egyptologist continues to bring us into his world through this
passionate new novel.” Le Figaro Magazine

Calmel, Mireille: ELEONOR, ONE LAST KISS BEFORE THE SILENCE (ALIÉNOR,
UN DERNIER BAISER AVANT LE SILENCE)
(XO Editions, October 2015, 350 pages)
1st print-run 30.000 copies
1 Million copies sold of the series!
Sold in 14 languages!
!

The last and final volume that masterfully ends Mireille Calmel’s saga about Eleanor of Aquitaine and
Richard the Lionheart.

1204: John Lackland, who holds absolute rule over England, decides to erase every memory of his
brother, the illustrious and deceased Richard the Lionheart.
One woman, however, remembers. Eloin Rudel, the high priestess of Avalon, who was his hidden
companion and the mother of his children. Concealed in the heart of the Broceliande Forest with her daughter
and hounded by John as a witch, she is determined to reveal the truth about her dealings with Saladin, the legend
of the Holy Grail, her encounter with Merlin, John’s plots and the death of Richard. A testimony that brings new
and unexpected light to the events as written by her mother, Loanna of Grimwald.
A testimony that might just be her last chance of survival against John, at a time when, in Fontevalt, the
great Eleanor is trying to perpetuate Plantagenet rule by marrying her granddaughter Blanche de Castile to the
French heir.

Bernard, Michel: LES FORÊTS DE RAVEL (RAVEL’S FORESTS)
(La Table Ronde, January 2015, 176 pages)
Winner of Prix de Littérature de Deauville & Prix des Lecteurs de Deauville !
Winner of Prix Littéraire du Festival Livres et Musique 2015!
!

An immersion in the artist’s creative process, his precise and sensible observation of the world around
him.

Maurice Ravel is famous for his music but we know very little about what did inspire him. In this novel,
Michel Bertrand goes back to the role played by the musician, carried by a delicate writing, which shows the
reserved man and genius composer in the context of the First World War and the Golden Twenties.
In March 1916, not long after having composed his Trio en la majeur, Maurice Ravel joins the army as
a volunteer and goes to Bar-le-Duc, then to Verdun, near the fighting area. He is 41 years old. As an ambulance
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driver, he is in charge of transfering the soldiers crushed by the German offensive to the field hospitals. Michel
Bernard captures him at this turn of his life and follows him diring his difficult return to the civilian life.
Through a vibrant description of the man and of the artist, he imagines how « the enormous front’s concerto »
never stopped echoing in the Maurice Ravel’s soul.
Michel Bernard is the author of MES TOURS DE FRANCE (L’Âge d’Homme, 1999, La Petite
Vermillon, 2014), LA TRANCHÉE DE CALONNE in 2007, awarded the Prix Erckmann-Chatrian, he has
published at La Table Ronde LA MAISON DU DOCTEUR LAHEURTE (2008, Prix Maurice Genevoix), LE
CORPS DE LA FRANCE (2010, Prix Erwan Bergot de l’Armée de Terre) and POUR GENEVOIX (2011, Prix
Grand Témoin de la France Mutualiste 2013).
“A superb, rich and generous prose.” Le Figaro Littéraire
“There is something eminently classical and delicate in the style of this discreet author who
magnificently conjures the reclusive figure of Maurice Ravel.” Livres Hebdo
“Beautiful French prose that competes with music and towers above contemporary trends.” Télérama
“An extremely rare and musical style. Magical.” Le Nouvel Observateur
“With immense skill, Michel Bernard has given us a kind of sheet music that is sensitive and moving,
and over the course of its pages gives life to this man of the past who has a rightful place in the world to- day
and beyond.” L’ardennais

Hughes, Pascale: LA ROBE DE HANNAH - BERLIN 1904-2014 (HANNAH'S DRESS BERLIN 1904-2014)
(Les Arènes, April 2014, 336 pages)
English samples are available; Already published in Germany (Rowohlt)
Awarded the European Union Book Prize as well as the Prix Simone Veil in 2014.
Short-listed for Grand Prix des lectrices de Elle 2015.
!

Half novel, half document, a thrilling book, which does not pass judgment and which is incredibly
involving.

The investigation of journalist Pascale Hughes on a tiny street in Berlin. Her original approach brings
back to life the people who actually lived on the street 20, 50 or 100 years ago, showing the amazingly rich
history of Berlin over a century.
From 1904, when the first families of entrepreneurs, bankers and lawyers settled in to 1918 and the
rising of nazism. Then, the heart of the novel presents Hannah and other Jewish families, confronted to exile and
the horror of deportation. We survive with those who stayed, dreading the Allies’ bombings. The street was
almost destroyed in 1945, but still occupied by a very small amount of people willing to rebuild everything, in
order to forget and erase the past. And then comes the Berlin Wall, that places the always surprising street in the
West part of the city. Grey and sad, the street nevertheless hosts some 1970s celebrities like, among others,
David Bowie.
Rights sold to Serbia (Sezam) and World English (Polity Press)

Lépée: Denis: LE LOUP ET LE LION (THE WOLF AND THE LION)
(Plon, February 2015, 408 pages)
!

Somewhere between Robert Merle for its historical substance and Game of Thrones for its power games
and violent intrigues

!

A classic and effective style, a well-documented narrative, a suspenseful plot, likeable characters and the
imaginative twists Denis Lépée is known for

!

A troubled period in the history of France. We meet its main protagonists (Henry III, Henry of Navarre,
Catherine de Medici, the Duke of Guise, etc.), the kind of characters who have come back into fashion
with the success of Game of Thrones and the French mini-series Les Rois Maudits (“A Cursed
Monarchy”)

1588. The crown worn by Henry III is about to topple and with it the kingdom of France: the next king
could be a Protestant, Henry of Navarre. The Duke of Guise, head of the Catholic League, is fighting to avert
this intolerable prospect and to prevent another civil war from engulfing towns and countryside. Meanwhile the
queen mother, Catherine de Medici, is scheming to protect both her son and the kingdom, relying on the
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influential sorcerer Cosimo Ruggieri. Not to mention the strange Naussac, a mysterious adventurer whose
influence seems limitless.
In these troubled times, the young squire from the province of Auvergne, Gabriel Lespéron, has only
one dream ̶ to leave his family’s estate, ride to the capital and take part in shaping the future of France. By
chance, along the road, he meets the children of the Duke of Guise, Marie and François, and saves their lives. He
is engaged as master of arms to François, a close friend of the Guise family. In the turmoil of Paris, Gabriel
finds himself propelled to the center of the power struggle.
An exciting coming-of-age novel along with a gripping reflection on power, somewhere between
Robert Merle for its historical substance and Game of Thrones for its power games and violent intrigues.
Denis Lépée has published four novels, reissued in paperback and translated in more than ten countries,
as well as several biographical essays. His previous novel, LE CHEMIN DES FAUX-SERMENTS (The Way of
False Oaths) was published in 2010.
Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Brana).

Quint, Michel: FOX-TROT
(Héloïse d'Ormesson, October 2015, 336 pages)
!

The dialogues accord each character their own phrasing and style of speaking .

!

The plot intertwines actual historical events – the Stravisky Affair; the rioting and violence in 1934 Paris,
Roger Salengro’s suicide etc. – with fictional characters and investigations.

!

A portrayal of 1930s Lille’s small but heterogeneous society, in which people from all different walks of
life interact and connect with each other.

In a similar vein to EFFROYABLES JARDINS (In Our Strange Gardens), Michel Quint is back with a
new novel that reprises his favorite themes: history, politics and police investigations. It all adds up to a noir
tale that will immerse readers in 1930s France.
Paris, February 1934. In the midst of the Stavisky Affair, Lisa Kaiser, a cabaret dancer, ducks into the
Hotel Crillon to get away from a riot. A man dies right before her eyes. On the body, she finds two mysterious
envelopes addressed to a man in Lille. She goes to that city, and is killed a few days later. That murder is added
to the long list of violent acts perpetrated in the city, where an atmosphere of criminality is maintained by farright political leagues. Charles Bertin, a young left-wing school-teacher, gets roped into infiltrating the Croix-deFeu, a particularly virulent league, by his police commissioner cousin. Bertin investigates all of the league’s
crimes, but especially the murder of Lisa, the woman he loved. The various plot lines are gradually resolved, and
some league members get caught during a faked terrorist attack.
Michel Quint blends genres, offering readers a book that is a historical and political novel, a coming-ofage tale and a detective story, all at once. The cleverly composed plot is a real page-turner, with a touch of subtle
humor as well.
Michel Quint, who was born in 1949 in the Pas-de-Calais region, lives in Lille. He has written over 30
books, which have been published by Fleuve Noir, Joëlle Losfeld, Rivages, Gallimard, Stock and Perrin, among
others. He won the Grand Prix de la littérature policière in 1989. His novel EFFROYABLES JARDINS (In Our
Strange Gardens), published by Joëlle Losfeld in 2000, was a huge success and was adapted for the cinema by
Jean Becker in 2003.

COMMERCIAL FICTION
Stéphanie Hochet: UN ROMAN ANGLAIS (AN ENGLISH NOVEL)
(Rivages, May 2015, 170 pages)
Longlisted for the Prix Décembre 2015
!

A love story about self-restraint and an unspoken passion that offers a very moving portrayal of
human emotions.

!

Readers step into the world of the British bourgeoisie during World War I, through a balanced
description of the lifestyle and the changes it was undergoing at that time.

!
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A portrait of a father’s love and the instinct

that men also have to care for children.
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A beguiling narrative style, at once reserved and tormented, allows Stéphanie Hochet to subtly address
the theme of sexual ambiguity, its paradoxes and what it leaves unspoken, while also recreating the atmosphere
of reluctance to change that reigned in troubled post-Victorian England.
Inspired by the life of Virginia Woolf, this novel subtly and superbly portrays the very particular
atmosphere that reigned in England during the First World War. This novel of women’s emancipation is also a
story of motherhood.
We
see
Anna, a bourgeois
and very literary woman from Sussex,
and the mother of a two-year-old son named Jack, convince her husband, Edward, to hire one George (like
George Eliot, she thinks) as a nanny. The day she goes to pick George up at the station, she realises that he is in
fact a man. He will display true maternal instincts towards the child, eventually causing jealousy in Edward, who
senses the growing love between George and Anna.
Stéphanie Hochet was born in 1975. She spent many years in Great Britain, where she taught literature.
She has written several novels, including COMBAT DE L’AMOUR ET DE LA FAIM (Prix Lilas, 2009) and
LES ÉPHÉMÉRIDES (Rivages, 2012).
“You’ll recognize Stéphanie Hochet’s troubling strangeness in this novel that explores women’s role in
a society in the midst of upheaval.” Lire
“Stephanie Hochet has painted a complex yet delicate portrait of tormented femininity in search of
freedom.” Stylist
“This troubling tale with its restrained intensity is actually a very beautiful text about life in the
shadows.” Le Monde des Livres
“A very English, very successful novel.” Le Populaire du Centre

Bourdin, Françoise: AU NOM DU PÈRE (IN THE NAME OF THE FATHER)
(Belfond, September 2015, 308 pages)
France’s #7 bestselling author of 2014
130,000 copies sold by France Loisirs Book Club before publication
The Larchers seem to be a happy and close-knit family. But unspoken feelings and secrets are festering,
prone at any moment to erupt to the surface. The new family saga from Françoise Bourdin, France's leading
exponent of the women’s fiction.
Gabriel Larcher lords it over his family, profoundly shaping the destinies of his two sons and his
daughter. While Dan and Valentine have followed in the footsteps of this former Formula 1 champion, the
young, sensitive and nature-loving Nicolas has chosen to become a doctor in the small town where they live.
As adults, the three Larcher children are concealing their scars. Can Dan and Valentine find their own
place in a world where their father insists on the starring role? And what dark secret is their mother Albane
harbouring, who on the surface appears to be so sweet-natured and perfect? As tensions mount within the
Larcher family, a dramatic event is about to turn their world upside down…
Françoise Bourdin has published 35 novels with Belfond in 20 years. In 2014, she was ranked as
France’s #7 bestselling author. Her books have been translated into English, German, Italian, Portugese, Dutch,
Spanish, Turkish, Polish, Bulgarian.

Bois, Ariane: LE GARDIEN DE NOS FRÈRES (OUR BROTHERS' GUARDIAN)
(Belfond, January 2016, 384 pages)
!

An adventure novel and a love story set between Paris, the south-west of France, Israel and New York,
which brings to light a little-known period of history…

This is the story of a young man and woman whose paths, in 1945, should never have crossed - Simon
is a member of the Parisian Jewish bourgeoisie, while Lena is from Poland and the daughter of lowly
tradespeople. But the war robs them of everyone they had loved. Simon was injured while fighting in the
Resistance. Lena managed to survive the Warsaw Ghetto.
In 1945, in a France in total chaos and bled dry, they live out a grand love affair as they engage in a dual
quest: to find Elie, Simon's younger brother, who disappeared in mysterious circumstances, and to take on the
unusual task of seeking out Jewish children hidden with other families or in orphanages or convents during the
war, once it becomes clear that their parents will not be returning from the camps…
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Ariane Bois is a journalist for the Marie-Claire group and literary critic. She has already published three
novels: ET LE JOUR POUR EUX SERA COMME LA NUIT (Ramsay, 2009), LE MONDE D'HANNAH
(Robert Laffont, 2011) and SANS OUBLIER (Belfond, 2014).

Blanvillain, Luc: NOS ÂMES SEULES (OUR SOLITARY SOULS)
(Plon, August 2015, 336 pages)
!

A novel that effectively portrays the fears of today’s youth: not finding a job, or losing it. As unlikeable as
Clément seems to be at times, he is a reflection of the fear that has become ingrained in today’s young
adults.

!

An exploration of the psychology of a typical young man of our times, torn between losing out at work
and losing out on love; a character with depth, who we soon become quite attached to.

!

An easy-to-read book with a story that keeps you wondering how it is all going to turn out right to the last
page.

At Vogal Software, a high-tech company on the thirteenth floor of a skyscraper overlooking Paris,
ambitious Clément has been managing his career skillfully. But everything is overturned the day he meets Meryl,
the boss’s daughter.
Hyper-adaptable, hyper-connected, Clément analyzes, stocks, sorts and takes advantage of the slightest
sign of weakness to surge past his rivals. His girlfriend, Myriam, is the perfect ally in his struggle for power, but
their relationship has been on the rocks lately. She wants more – a child – and he isn’t ready.
That’s when Clément meets Meryl, a strange and sensitive young woman. She has been damaged by life
but has incalculable power. A strange new alliance is created between them. It is a Faustian contract: she is the
boss’s daughter, and her father wants her to be happy and in love. Clément gradually changes without realizing
it; he gives up his freedom and sacrifices everything to become a big man in the skyscraper.
A realistic novel about the sacrifices young people make to cope with the endless hardship of the world
of work.
Luc Blanvillain has written several well-received YA novels. He is a professor of French and literature,
and lives in Morlaix, Brittany.

Ruiz, Gavin’s Clemente: COMMENT PAPA EST DEVENU DANSEUSE ÉTOILE
DADDY IS A PRIMA BALLERINA
(Fayard/Mazarine, January 2016, 160 pages)
!

A hilarious and heartfelt family comedy.

Gavin’s Clemente Ruiz was born in 1978. He travels and writes for the Guide du Routard. Comment
papa est devenu danseuse étoile is his first novel.
Welcome to the Minchellis! Ever since he has lost his job, Lucien, 47, has remained slouched on his
couch. His wife Sophie can’t take it anymore. He suddenly gets up – in hyperactive mode, and starts to run. He
even signs up for his daughter Sarah’s ballet class. The teenager is mortified. Paul, the youngest, takes refuge at
his grandmother’s, a for- mer lead dancer with the Bolshoi Theater abandoned by her husband when she had
announced she was pregnant. Lucien finally explains that he has spotted his long-lost father, Luigi, on a reality
TV show. Luigi is a ballet producer famous for staging performances with pot-bellied dan- cers. And he is in
Paris holding auditions for his new show!
Lucien would do anything to get to know him, even if it means slipping on a pair of ballet slippers. But
will Lucien and Luigi’s father- son bonding moment upset the balance of Lucien’s own family? Who exactly is
this man? Will Lucien be able to win his father’s affection by getting the lead role?

Morel, François: MEUH! (CATTLE CALL!)
(Denoël, September 2015, 200 pages)
Moo! is the moving and dignified, and also wacky at times, story of a young cow who dared to stand up
to find her way, even if it meant parting with the past. It is a struggle to find a patch of green grass in the sun,
but Blanchette has made it.
“The cow I have become is impulsive and dreamy, and I now spend my nights counting the stars in the
sky, and my days looking for four-leaf clovers, making sure I don’t swallow any.”
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With his trademark verve and sense of humour, François Morel delivers a most funny and enlightening
tale. Who has never been tempted, when walking by a field where peaceful cows graze and gaze, to become a
bovine? That’s precisely the trick of fate sensitive teen-ager Philippe Bonneval is faced with. Holy Cow! The
only son of Monsieur and Madame Bonneval, the owners of a fine clothing store in Rochebrune, Normandy, is
quite literally turning into a cow. Once over the initial surprise, Philippe, or rather Blanchette, quits smoking,
puts on 200 kilos and ruminates on his sudden change. Rejected by his family, and fully aware of the fact he is
doomed to be a pariah among humans, he decides to leave it all behind and move to the meadow. Thankfully,
love awaits him there, and the coquettish Blanchette soon falls for a proud Spanish bull, the love of her life and
the father of her calf.
François Morel is a jack of many trades as he is an actor, a director, a singer and a radio columnist. He
goes back to his Normand roots in this oddball tale at once moving and funny.
“Moo! is a sensational account, somebody else’s autobiography. Just like Joyce’s Dedalus, Moo!
should have a subtitle going “The Portrait of the Artist as a Young Cow”, but modesty is the mark of true stars.”
Libération
“Milky prose, poignant funniness, joyful emotion, edifying moral, wonderfully feigned naivety: for all
these reasons, Morel is great.” L’Obs
“A funny and moving tall tale.” La Provence “An irresistible story.” Le Républicain Lorrain

Delannoy, Claire: MÉFIEZ-VOUS DES FEMMES EXCEPTIONNELLES (BEWARE OF
EXCEPTIONAL WOMEN)
(Albin Michel, Août 2015, 272 pages)
!

A great novel about ‘free women’, as defined by Doris Lessing in The Golden Notebook.

Beware of those exceptional women who, as they emerge from adolescence - heads stuffed with dreams
and notions of the absolute – swear eternal friendship to each other and forever carry within the fervent,
burdensome heritage of their feminist elders. Yet they also desire men... Diane, who found out on the recent
death of her husband that he had a secret daughter; Chris, a Ukrainian refugee who has become a famous painter;
Marie, now a grandmother; Nour, a wealthy emancipated Moroccan and Sofia, the adoptive mother of a little
orphan girl. In 2004, they all reached a turning point in their lives, recounted here by Diane, who reflects on
what it was that bound this group together in friendship.
Claire Delannoy, an editor, has published three novels including LA GUERRE, L’AMÉRIQUE, which
was awarded the Goncourt du premier roman 2003 (Buchet-Chastel).

Bréau, Adèle: LA COUR DES GRANDES (GROWN-UP GIRLS COPE)
(JC Lattes, April 2015, 350 pages)
!

Four friends living in Paris who want it all: a husband, kids, friendship and a rewarding career.

Mathilde juggles her executive job with the schedules of her two young sons while battling constant
guilt. Alice is assistant-manager of a popular restaurant and is having a hard time getting over her recent
separation despite the support of her teenage daughter. Lucie is extremely wealthy and the mother of a large
family. She is obsessed with protecting and preserving her couple’s happiness. Eva, a free- lance journalist,
dreams of becoming a mother.
From their high school diaries to their overbooked agendas, these working moms are now, whether they
realize it or not, all grown-up. Day care, school, food- shopping, babysitters, sex, career, sick children, first
wrinkles and ageing bodies occupy all their time. Ever since they said I do, it’s all they can do to keep their
insane whirlwind lives under control. In a romantic comedy-flavored Paris, at the cusp of their forties, four
expert multitaskers laugh, explode, struggle, text, love and hope...
Adèle Bréau published with Éditions Leduc JE DIS ÇA, JE DIS RIEN ET 200 AUTRES
EXPRESSIONS INSUPPORTABLES (more than 10 000 copies sold). LA COUR DES GRANDES is her first
novel.

Bréau, Adèle: LES JEUX DE GARCONS (BIG BOYS’ GAMES)
(JC Lattes, June 2015, 350 pages)
!

A spiritual and humorous trip through the world of men that confirms what we already know intuitively:
men and women truly live on separate planets.
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Mathilde, Alice, Lucie and Eva opened the door to the girls’ side with Grown- up Girls Cope where we
followed their hectic, tumultuous lives over a year. But what about the men who have linked their destinies to
theirs?
Fred, the grouchy chef who is secretly in love with Eva; Max, lost in his role of father and husband and
confused about life in general; Christophe, who appears so perfect and sure of himself; Vincent and his
mysterious disappearan- ces; Adrien, in full-blown mid-life crisis; and Jacques, the stranger of a one-night
stand... What can we really know about them if we only hear what their women say? And what do they actually
know of their women? In a society undergoing profound mutation where men so rarely confide their feelings,
what will they reveal about themselves?
Adèle Bréau has made them the heroes of this new novel, the sequel of GROWN-UP GIRLS COPE
(April 2015).

Goetz, Adrien: LA NOUVELLE VIE D'ARSÈNE LUPIN (THE NEW LIFE OF ARSÈNE
LUPIN)
(Grasset, April 2015 306 pages)
Arsène Lupin is one of France’s most popular fictional characters. This half-Robin Hood, half-Don Juan
is La Belle Epoque’s most elegant of gentleman thieves. For Arsène Lupin, robbery is a jeu d'esprit... After
being invented by Maurice Leblanc in 1905, he was to be found in countless books and films throughout the
world. It is therefore not surprising that Adrien Goetz – whose skill in the genre of police comedies needs no
introduction – wanted to pursue his adventures by adapting them to the third millennium. Delicious.
The year is 2015. Arsène Lupin is back. After all these years, he has not lost any of his elegance or
irony. Adrien Goetz resuscitates him for seven back-to-back fast-paced adventures where we see the renowned
burglar rob social networks, plunder the databases of the virtual world, steal original manga drawings, tackle
global warming with great generosity, and return the real Mona Lisa to France during an exhibition in the
Emirates.
There are also other characters invented by Maurice Leblanc... The young Beautrelet, his rival, has
become a genius biologist who toys with cellular mutations. The dangerous Joséphine Balsamo, who has
converted to radical feminism, is now interested in genetic mutations. Lest we forget the ridiculous Detective
Herlock Sholmes and Inspector Gallimard (now Gallimarion...) trying to track down Lupin, whom everyone
believes is dead, but who is actually improving the French Republic by invalidating the new President’s
campaign bank accounts.
Adrien Goetz is an art historian and critic, as well as a lecturer at the Université de Paris-Sorbonne. He
writes in several periodicals and is the editor of Grande Galerie, le Journal du Louvre. He has published six
novels with Éditions Grasset, among them the series of suspense novels with INTRIGUE À L’ANGLAISE
(2007), and INTRIGUE À GIVERNY (2014).
Rights previously sold for past works: Chinese (complex: Azoth Books), Danish (Arvids Forlag),
Russian (A-Team), Czech (Host), Ukrainian (ECEM Media).

Roy, Nathalie: LA VIE SUCRÉE DE JULIETTE GAGNON (THE SWEET LIFE OF
JULIETTE GAGNON)
3 volume de La Vie sucrée de Juliette Gagnon (série)
(Librex, Volume 3 Libre Expression May 2015, 304 pages)
Juliette works as a photographer for a well-known studio. The young twentysomething is single and
searching for her one great love, but she has the uncanny knack of attracting bad characters or falling head over
heels for her models! In short, her love life is a disaster. Surrounded by engaging people, Juliette embarks on
extraordinary adventures, all too often at the whim of her friends Marie-Pier and Clémence.
A new mother, Marie-Pier is taking motherhood a little too seriously to the dismay of her friends, who
are forced to intervene. Clémence is adapting relatively well to her new life as a divorcee but would sincerely
like to find a soulmate again. As for Juliette, she is living with her childhood friend, F-X, in a complicated
relationship that will end violently with a gunshot.
Determined to do whatever it takes to forget him, Juliette hatches a seduction plan and sets her sights on
the police officer who investigated her file. But is this a wise decision? Is the detective really the man she needs?
With all its twists and turns, will THE SWEET LIFE OJ JULIETTE GAGNON end on a happy note?
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CRIME & SUSPENSE NOVELS
Brasey, Edouard: L’AFFAIRE CABRE D’OR (THE AFFAIR OF THE GOLDEN
CAPRI)
(Calmann-Lévy, March 2015, 416 pages)
!

The warm sunny atmosphere and colorful, Provençal characters create a striking contrast with the
murders and serial killers

!

A surprising plot with an unexpected twist at the end; a real page-turner: this book will please everyone –
it isn’t just for fans of detective novels

A police investigation in Provence in the 1960s: searching for a serial killer who always leaves a scrap
of golden goat skin on the scene of the crime.
Léon Jourdan is a flower farmer who grows lavender in the south of France. When a man is found burnt
to death in Léon’s car, it’s the perfect occasion for Police Chief Garrigue, on forced leave, to offer his services
to the tiny local police station and to the Marseilles detectives who are on the case, too. But when Jourdan’s
three children are found dead, too, the case takes a dramatic new turn. The detectives are dealing with a serial
killer who leaves a single clue on the scene of the crime: a golden scrap of goat skin.
With the help of both Greek mythology (the figure of Medea inspired the crimes) and Provençal legends
(the golden goat), Garrigue manages to find the key and the killer, who is in a fact a woman. It turns out to be
Jourdan’s daughter, who was born in prison. Psychologically unstable, she is motivated only by a desire for
revenge. Garrigue has to act fast to neutralize her before she can commit any more crimes. This unusual
detective story will make you wish you could travel back to that slow-paced Provence of fifty years ago.
Édouard Brasey is a renowned specialist of the esoteric and legends, especially from Celtic lands. He is
a successful author in a number of genres, including historical and legendary novels, regional fiction and
thrillers.

Calderon, Franck & de Moras, Hervé: LA PRETENDUE INNOCENCE DES FLEURS
(THE ALLEGED INNOCENCE OF FLOWERS)
(Scrinéo, May 2015, 384 pages)
!

A book that can’t be pigeon-holed; a unique combination of love story and psychological thriller

!

The two authors transport us straight to the heart of their plot, creating enormous suspense and offering
surprising plot twists when we least expect them.

!

An endearing main character that readers will enjoy seeing evolve, learn to doubt himself and finally
remove his judge’s mask to learn to live

!

Addictive and well composed, with plot twists that lead readers to an ending they will truly not have seen
coming.

A first, four-handed novel, LA PRÉTENDUE INNOCENCE DES FLEURS combines crime and
romance for an explosive bouquet!
Marc Ferrer, a brilliant judge, is constantly confounding a charismatic but sulfurous “underworld
lawyer”. Then he receives a bouquet of purple iris, white lilies and wild hyacinth. No note. Marc is stunned: he
had received an absolutely identical bouquet eight years earlier, during a brief encounter with a mysterious belle
he had met at a masked ball. At the time, the young woman had lured him into an intriguing treasure hunt that
had led him to read botanist Jules Calas’ The Language of Flowers, to help him decrypt her messages. But the
young woman he had fallen madly in love with had died. So what do the flowers mean now?
From Nimes to Venice, in a gleaming Facel Vega, the authors lead us on an unusual adventure. Masks
fall in this novel in which reality is either upended or is hardly black and white, for readers’ greater enjoyment.
What starts out as a breathtaking thriller turns into a tale of passionate love. But Marc Ferrer, haunted by his
ghosts and straitjacketed by his vision of justice, won’t realize that until he reaches the end of his quest.
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Franck Calderon is a screen-writer and producer for the main television stations, and Hervé de Moras is
a teacher.
“Past and present intertwine smoothly and are tuned in perfect unison to the Concerto in G major by
Maurice Ravel, the casting is incredible, the ending much unexpected, and the style more than efficient – short
sentences, dialogues drawn in straight lines” L’Express
Pocket rights sold to Livre de Poche

Parot, Jean-François: L’INCONNU DU PONT NOTRE-DAME (THE UNKNOWN MAN
OF THE NOTRE-DAME BRIDGE)
(JC Lattes, October 2015, 300 pages)
1786 – The “necklace affair” trial is coming to an unfavorable end for the Queen. The royal deficit is
amplifying political rivalries. Nicolas Le Floch is hired by the new director of the King’s Library to investigate
the disappearance of a curator working in the medallion department.
What is the identity of the decapitated cadaver found in a dilapidated house on the Pont Notre-Dame?
What does the information about a supposed plot against Louis XVI, transmitted by Lady Charwel, alias La
Satin, mean? Is there a link between the two affairs?
Nicolas Le Floch will also suffer through a horrendous revelation about his an- cestors. Yet, in the midst
of court intrigue and the terrible dangers of the city, faced with traitorous suspects motivated by profit, he will
succeed in solving an obscure enigma by using a recent and surprising discovery of the Enlightenment.
Ex-diplomat, specialist of the 18th century, Jean-François Parot and his hero Nicolas Le Floch have
gained an ever wider audience of enthusiasts with each book in this passionate series. This is the 13th volume.

Levison, Iain: ILS SAVENT TOUT DE VOUS (MINDREADER)
(Liana Lévi, October 2015, 250 pages)
Original English manuscript available!
!

States secrets, manipulations, murders... In-between science fiction and thriller, this novel will not give
you a rest.

!

A double-sided character, The Agent Terry, whom real mission is to exterminate all mind readers, a
complex and fascinating lady.

!

Reading minds, anaptitude that have fascinated for centuries and still do nowadays.

For a few days now, Snowe, a cop, has been aware of a strange power: he can read people’s minds. It
was while arresting a junkie that he first realised it and, since then, arrests and investigations have taken a much
more positive turn for the police.
Meanwhile, in another part of the country, Brooks Denny, a prisoner on death row, is experiencing the
same phenomenon. The government has noticed that his prowess in jailhouse poker is putting a tidy sum in his
prison bank account. They send Agent Terry Dyer to investigate. Oddly, Brooks can’t read the thoughts of this
young woman... At the end of their interview, Terry makes Brooks a very tempting offer: to accompany her to
the UN to assist in negotiations between an African head of state and the American government. In exchange, his
life will be spared. It’s surely too good to be true, but Brooks gives it a go...
Through the unexpected fate of his characters, Iain levison denounces the manipulation and
surveillance, at the highest levels of state, of anonymous citizens, who could, almost, be you or me.
Iain Levison was born in Aberdeen, Scotland. His first novel Since the Layoffs (Soho Press ; more than
50.000 copies sold) attracted much attention. His last novel ARRÊTEZ-MOI LÀ ! (Liana Lévy 2011, more than
30.000 copies sold) is turning into a movie for 2015 and is directed by Gilles Bannier, and awaits selection at a
film festival... Rights of his previous novels sold to: Germany (Matthes und Seitz and Hanser/Deuticke), Italy
(Feltrinelli), Netherlands (De Geus), UK and USA (Bitter Lemon Press).
Rights sold in Germany (Deuticke).
“Iain Levison enthrals us here as never before with his feel for situations, his humour, and his rapid
punch.” Livres Hebdo
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Pirozzi, Gianni: SARA LA NOIRE (BLACK SARA)
(Rivages noir, 2014, 208 pages)
!

A bleakly captivating world that leads us into the darkest depths of police corruption

!

A psychological thriller with an exciting, hard-hitting style: violence and vice are described with
disturbing realism

!

Complex characters at cross-purposes with themselves, who are torn between self-destructiveness and
searching for salvation

With SARA LA NOIRE, his fourth novel, Gianni Pirozzi draws us into the dark and violent world of
Parisian cops on the take, made up of corruption, drugs and pimping.
Guillermo, a police sergeant with gypsy blood, is still searching for the body of a little girl who
disappeared seven years ago in the south of France. Having been transferred from Aigues-Mortes to Paris a few
years earlier, he works in the heart of the chaotic, dangerous Barbès neighborhood, but he still can’t forget that
cold case. Guillermo has turned into what’s known as a dirty cop – corrupt and unprincipled. In love with young
Hafzia, who he saved from a violent husband only to push her into heroin and prostitution, Guillermo doesn’t
seem to believe in anything anymore. A police review-board office has secretly commissioned Djibril, a young
troublemaker who was only recently released from jail after the ghetto riots of 2005, with the job of getting rid of
Guillermo. In this world of vendettas and unlimited violence, Black Sara, a saint worshipped by the gypsy
community, is the only thing Guillermo still believes in.
Gianni Pirozzi made a remarkable entry into the world of crime fiction with ROMICIDE, which won
the SNCF’s Prix du premier polar. Since then, he has written two other detective novels, LE QUARTIER DE LA
FABRIQUE and HOTEL EUROPA. With SARA LA NOIRE – winner of the Grand Prix du roman noir at the
Beaune International Crime Film Festival, he confirms his talent for creating atmospheres and bringing to life
characters whose personal lives intertwine with tragedies from history.
“The author engages in both meticulous documentation and poetical writing. A curious, and curiously
successful blend for a story about losers. Inevitably.” Télérama

Souvira, Jean-Marc: LES SIRENES NOIRES (BLACK MERMAIDS)
(Univers Poche, November 2015, 230 pages)
!

“Black Mermaids, this is how I call the African girls who are working as prostitutes because there are
many of them under the Meditterranean sea”... Unfortunately, quite a current topic...

!

Action, reflection but also procedure and paperwork... This is the everyday life of a squad dealing with
multiple investigations that are connected...or not.

Africa in Paris: How to investigate on rituals, magic and bewitchment? As albinos’ dismembered bodies
are found in the Goutte d’Or neighbourhood in Paris (18th arrondissement), Mistral and his team have to become
familiar with a new thinking and analyzing process. Fear and obedience being part of this reality, they will be
confronted with an international prostitution network.
The case of “the car park rapist” is another file that should have been closed but the killer managed to
escape. This is a serious misconduct that Mistral has to justify especially since the fugitive’s lawyer is an old
enemy.
When his past suddenly catches up with him, how can he possibly stay focused on his absorbing job?
Jean-Marc Souvira is a Police Chief and has been working for the Criminal Investigation Department
for 25 years as the Director of the Central Department against Human Trafficking and the Central Department
against Financial Crime. He has also worked with Luc Besson as a scriptwriter on the movie Go Fast.
“The author always succeeds in putting us in the killer’s shoes, where we share his various crisis and
fears. A superb thriller.”Le Nouvel Observateur
“Jean-Marc Souvira uses his past experience to throw the reader into a quasi-clinical narrative.” Télé
7 Jours
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Balen, Noël & Barrot, Vanessa: LA CRÈME ÉTAIT PRESQUE PARFAITE (ALMOST
PERFECT CREAM)
Crimes gourmands (Mouth-Watering Crimes) series, Volume 2
(Fayard, October 2014, 192 pages)
!

Volume four of the “Gourmet Crimes” series, following Petits meurtres à l’étouffée, La Crème était
presque parfaite and Un cadavre en toque.

!

“Gourmet Crimes” combines gastronomy and suspense in a series of investigations led by authoritative
restaurant critic and epicurean insider, Laure Grenadier.

Brimming with local color and flavor, each of the whodunits blends fiction, historical fact and culinary
anecdotes, a handful of regional recipes and cooking experiments tossed in for good measure.
Laure Grenadier and Paco Alvarez are off to the Périgord this time around. Renowned local chef, Adèle
Calmette, has entrusted her restaurant and her culinary secrets to her niece, Émilie. A few days later, Adèle dies
after an unfortunate fall. But the mysterious notebook she always carried has disappeared... As Laure Grenadier
and Paco Alvarez conduct the investigation, they gradually unearth the old woman’s secrets.
Vanessa Barrot is a business lawyer, foodie and book lover. Noël Balen is a writer and a jazz musician,
the author of dozens of novels, shorts stories, essays and biographies.
Rights for the first 3 volumes sold to Germany (BTB)

Sylvain, Dominique: L'ARCHANGE DU CHAOS (THE ARCHANGEL OF CHAOS)
(Viviane Hamy, January 2015, 300 pages)
!

Franka Kehlmann tracks a serial killer who takes his victims through the Gehenna of their worst
nightmares.

Franka Kehlmann started out withna shiningncareer in finance. When she joins the world of crime
heroisvenothing top redict that she will find her place in CommandantaCarat’s section. As a protégé of Chief
Superintendent Christine Santini, she will have to prove herself in the field.
The martyred body of a nurse is found in a Parisian warehouse: the victim has been chained up and
tortured to death,mande her tongue torn out. But the killer has carefully prepared and laid out the body postmortem. The torturer’s obsessive profile suggests he will not stop there...
Under pressure, Franka Kehlmann turns out to be an excellent sleuth. But the demons of her past catch
up with her: the memory of her mother, a singer who committed suicide, and the burden of her psychologically
traumatiseddlittle. brother. Not to mention her father, a historian specialising in punishment who she avoids but
will have to cooperate with to carry out the investigation.
Will she discover the Archangel of Chaos?
Rights sold: Germany (Piper)
“It is not intrigue which makes this a good story. No, the atmosphere, the relations between colleagues,
the humanity, and the errors in the investigation reveal something else altogether more thrilling [...]. It only
remains to be said that The Archangel of Chaos, despite the darkness surrounding the case, successfully slips in
a lot of tenderness and poetry”. Le Figaro littéraire

d'Aillon, Jean: LE GRAND ARCANE DES ROIS DE FRANCE (THE GREAT SECRET
OF THE KINGS OF FRANCE)
(Flammarion, March 2015, 540 pages)
1663. While attending the performance of Molière’s L'Impromptu de Versailles in Paris, Louis
Fronsac is robbed of his watch. Fortunately, Gaston de Tilly knows the culprit, a young woman called
Anne Lupin who has already had brushes with the law. He compels her to return her loot, but soon after, a
band of Englishmen kidnap her, and at the same time severely hurt M. de Tilly.
When Anne Lupin manages to escape, she gets hold of a number of precious papers belonging to
her captors, who are led by Lady Percy, an accomplished spy working in the service of Cardinal de
Richelieu. Gaining possession of these documents as well as the memoirs of Olivier Hauteville, Louis
Fronsac, a companion of Henri IV, unveils a secret that the kings of France have been passing on for a
thousand years: the Great Arcanum.
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Jean-Baptiste Colbert and the Marquis de Louvois, who have just been admitted to the Council of
State by Louis XIV, want to take ownership of the secret in order to reveal it to the King, and thus prove
their value to the throne.
Fronsac and M. de Tilly enter the gigantic underground cavern of Etretat of which Olivier
Hauteville has spoken, with Louvois’ cavalry, Colbert’s henchmen and Milady Carlisle’s crooks all hard
on their heels.
Jean d'Aillon has been recounting for several years, with both talent and accuracy, the adventures
of Louis Fronsac.

Lenormand, Frédéric: ÉLÉMENTAIRE, MON CHER VOLTAIRE! (ELEMENTARY,
MY DEAR VOLTAIRE)
(JC Lattes, March 2015, 300 pages)
!

The fifth volume of the adventures of Voltaire, philosopher and criminal in- vestigator who is devoted to
the love of philosophy and to the Marquise of Chatelet.

Who is out to get the marquise of Chatelet? Her servant has been assassina- ted and now she is in
trouble with the police. Voltaire sweeps in to her aid to help unravel a complicated intrigue involving couture,
clock-making and the commerce of dolls. With his quick wit and refined repartee, our San Antonio of the Age of
En- lightenment is ready for anything. From the Parisian salons to the slums beneath the bridges of the Seine, he
foils any criminal plot and comes out on top, demonstrating once again that, for a philosopher like himself,
discovering the truth is child’s play.
Specialist of the 18th century and the French Revolution, Frédéric Lenormand has published four books
of the Voltaire investigations with Lattès. He is also the author of NOUVELLES ENQUÊTES DU JUGE TI, a
crime series translated into several languages.
“This witty novel will delight fans of Voltaire and those who are curious to discover Paris during 18th
century and the French Revolution, a time period that Frédéric Lenormand knows by heart.” Le Figaro
littéraire

Barde-Cabuçon, Olivier: LES ENQUÊTES DU COMMISSAIRE AUX MORTS
ÉTRANGES (INVESTIGATIONS OF THE COMMISSIONER OF DEAD STRANGE)
(Actes Sud, 2012-2013)
A series of historical crime novels featuring Volnay, a police commissioner whose title is Inspector of
Suspicious Deaths, and his no-less-unusual partner, a heretic monk, who poke into the darkest corners of the Age
of Enlightenment.
!

A light-hearted police procedural, full of unexpected plot twists, that transports us to 18th-century Paris.

Vol I: CASANOVA ET LA FEMME SANS VISAGE
(Actes Sud, February 2012, 328 pages)
Grand Prix Sang d'Encre 2012
The first exhilarating installment of a promising set of historical detective novels starring Volnay, the
Inspector of Suspicious Deaths. In 1759 a faceless woman is found dead in Paris…

Vol II: MESSE NOIRE
(Actes Sud, March 2013, 368 pages)
Historia magazine’s Grand Prix du roman policier 2013
A not very peaceful night in 1749, in a Paris cemetery. A young girl’s body is found on a tomb. She
may well have been sacrificed as part of a Satanic rite…

Vol III: TUEZ QUI VOUS VOULEZ
(Actes Sud, February 2014, 384 pages)
!

This droll and light-hearted crime novel makes for a very enjoyable read.

!

Entertaining characters that make you want to read more books featuring them.
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!

18th century Paris seen from a novel point of view.

In 18th century Paris, the Inspector of Suspicious Deaths and his partner, a heretic monk, have to
investigate the unresolved assassinations of three young men of very different backgrounds.
Over a backdrop of political intrigue and religious tension – as well as the cheerful chaos caused by the
Feast of Fools – a sort of Saturnalia – they learn that the assassin is the father of a young woman. The first two
victims had gotten a bit too close to his daughter for the man’s liking. Then he killed the third young man at
random, as a red herring.
Olivier Barde-Cabuçon lives in Lyon. Fascinated by books, art and history, his taste for crime novels
combined with his interest in the 18th century led him to create the character of an Inspector of Suspicious
Deaths. TUEZ QUI VOUS VOULEZ is his third investigation, after CASANOVA ET LA FEMME SANS
VISAGE (2012, winner of the 2012 Grand Prix Sang d'Encre) and MESSE NOIRE (winner of Historia
magazine’s 2013 Grand Prix du roman policier).
“Entre fait divers et affaire d’Etat, cette nouvelle enquête d’Olivier Barde-Cabuçon fait le portrait
d’une ville au bord de l’implosion” Telerama

THRILLERS
Sender, Elena: SURTOUT NE MENS PAS (NO LIES ALLOWED)
(Editions XO, September 2015, 350 pages)
50,000 copies sold of her two first novels!
!

A scientific novel which uncovers the terrifying possibilites of sciences.

She is a virtuoso cellist. He is a famous Icelandic scientist, specialized in the brain. Laura and Erik live
in Paris. A united, passionate and admired couple.
Until the party that was thrown for Erik’s 40th birthday. He is found unconscious, hanging from a
barbed wire. Suicide? Attempted murder? Everything was going right for Erik, who had recently isolated a
revolutionary molecule that affects the brain.
Laura’s world falls apart. What was Erik working on exactly? She discovers that he had some strange
acquaintances. She is being followed. Someone is tracking her through the streets of Paris. Her life is in danger.
Around her people are being killed. In her quest for the truth she finds herself immersed in a world of terror.
Before falling into a coma Erik had written a text message to Laura: “It is no longer possible to live a
lie….”
Elena Sender is a scientific journalist at Science and Avenir and has written several documentary films
(Canal Plus, Arte). She is the author of two highly acclaimed novels: INTRUSION (2010) and BLOOD OF
THE BLACK DOLPHINS (2012). NO LIES ALLOWED is her third novel.
Rights under option:Germany
Regarding her previous work: “Elena Sender (…) has made a big splash into the exclusive circle of
French thriller authors (...) A staggering grasp of suspense” ELLE

Brussolo, Serge: TAMBOURS DE GUERRE (THE DRUMS OF WAR)
(JC Lattes, October 2015, 350 pages)
A novel which plunges us into the heart of human folly with a dash of humor.
Raven Connins is a serial killer with a very unique signature: he likes to chop up his victims before
cooking them. As he patiently awaits while on death row, the painter Zac Blasko contacts him to paint his
portrait. As Blasko gets further along with the painting, Raven is sure that he is becoming more pure.
However when Elona Adder destroys the portrait by starting a fire in the gallery, Raven is furious and
he sets out to find Blasko to make him paint another portrait before it’s too late, but he is not the only one on his
heels.
Serge Brussolo was born in Paris in 1951. His passion for writing started early. After studying
Literature and Psychology, he had jobs in various fields before making his mark on the literary scene with
FUNNYWAY which won the Grand Prix for Science Fiction in 1979.
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Abel, Barbara:
INNOCENCE)

L’INNOCENCE

DES

BOURREAUX

(THE

EXECUTIONERS’

(Place des éditeurs, May 2015, 336 pages)
Bulle: Under option for a TV series adaptation
"Barbara Abel keeps her readers in suspense until the very last line in this novel which blends
psychological tension and whodunnit suspense with humour." Marie-Claire
What lengths will a mother go to in order to keep her son out of jail?
In a small grocery store in a quiet Parisian suburb, a few clients are running routine errands. There is a
young mother who left her 3-year-old son home alone while she snuck out to quickly buy some food. There are
two colleagues who slipped away from the office to have an affair. There is an elderly woman in a wheelchair
and the nurse who takes care of her. There is the cashier, of course, and then there is Aline and her teenage son
Theo.
All is as it should be until Joachim storms in with a gun desperate to steal cash in order to buy more
drugs. He takes everyone hostage as the situation quickly goes from bad to worse. That is, until the hostages
manage to knock the gun out of his hands. But who picks it up?
15-year-old Theo. While Joachim tries to run from the store, Theo shoots him in the back so that he
doesn’t get away. There are several witnesses to this murder as clearly he can’t claim it was out of self-defense.
This is why Theo’s mother Aline takes the gun and therefore control of the situation. Because it is out of the
question that any of these people tell the police what her son just did. She will do whatever it takes to keep them
quiet…
Barbara Abel was born in Belgium in 1969. At 23, she wrote her first play. At 33, her first novel,
L’INSTINCT MATERNEL, won the Prix Cognac. L’INNOCENCE DES BOURREAUX is her 10th novel.
“Barbara Abel tient son lecteur en haleine jusqu’à la dernière ligne dans ce roman qui mêle tension
psychologique et suspense policier avec humour.” Marie-Claire

Collette, Sandrine: SIX FOURMIS BLANCHES (SIX WHITE ANTS)
(Denoël, January 2015, 288 pages)
!

The main character, Lou, is a determined young woman who overcomes her phobias, staying focused on
getting out alive.

!

The high-altitude setting of snow and ice will bring thrills and chills to readers, who will feel like they’re
trapped in the avalanche along with the characters.

!

A land filled with evil spirits, where people believe in spells: a terrifying atmosphere that will affect the
hikers’ mindsets and excite their imagination.

A dream of a hiking trip in the Albanian mountains turns into a nightmare when the hikers get caught in
a snow storm. They’ll have to fight to survive, and they won’t all make it out alive
Lou; her boyfriend, Elias; and six other French people win a hiking tour of the Albanian mountainside:
a long weekend of hiking in an enchanting setting. But the hikers soon realize that nature is hostile there, or even
truly evil, if the locals are to be believed. Over the course of a snow storm, the hikers get separated and die, one
after the other. Lou and Elias wind up alone with the guide, Vigan, a suspicious character who hasn’t managed to
lead them to safety and who they instinctively dislike. They are terrified to learn that Vigan isn’t his real name
and he’s not really a guide; his name is Mathias, and he’s actually a sacrifier – a man whose role is to fend off
the evil eye. Mathias is on the run, and he takes the couple hostage. All three of them manage to get out alive,
dodging bullets on a frozen lake.
Sandrine Collette’s book weaves alternating voices and events: readers discover Mathias’s story inhis
voice, alongside the hikers’ adventures as told by Lou. The interwoven plots help build suspense, maintaining
tension all the way to the final pages of the book.
Sandrine Collette is a Ph.D. in political science, and a writer. Her first novel, DES NŒUDS D'ACIER
(Steel Knots), won the 2013 Grand Prix de littérature policière. SIX FOURMIS BLANCHE is her third novel.
About DES NOEUDS D'ACIER:
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“For her debut novel, Sandrine Collette doesn’t hold back, and delivers a nightmarish and brutal huis
clos. This fine captivity thriller (...) is a dead ringer for classics of the genre, and most particularly Stephen
King’s Misery.“ Le Figaro Magazine
About UN VENT DE CENDRES:
“Sandrine Collette resoundingly confirms that she has all it takes to be an accomplished writer.”
L’Express
“Sandrine Collette plays with the codes of the Thriller and Fairytale genres, as if Charles Perrault met
Patricia Highsmith.” Télérama

Delzongle, Sonja: DUST
(Denoël, April 2015, 416 pages)
!

A killer with a torturous profile: both a police detective and an orphan who has been manipulated by the
Reverend who raised him.

!

The characters are drawn into a work of diabolical magic: rituals, ancestral beliefs and omnipresent
witchcraft

!

The novel touches on the issue of eugenics and of the lives of albinos in Africa

In a similar vein to Jean-Christophe Grangé’s, BLOOD RED RIVERS: a supernatural thriller with
criminal dealings involving genetic manipulations and blood-curdling beliefs.
Hanah a French profiler living in New York, is contacted by Collins, the head of the Kenyan detective
division, the CID. He needs her to help him resolve a strange case: there are no corpses at the crime scenes, just
huge crosses drawn in blood. Using only her pendulum and her sixth sense, Hanah will work out that the bodies
have been reduced to a powder and sprinkled into the bloody crosses. While that investigation is still ongoing,
the CID also gets assigned another case: the assassination and trade in albinos, whose bodies are being reduced
to powder and sold for a small fortune. The seemingly obvious connection between the two cases draws the
investigators into a world of ancestral beliefs and macabre rituals that shows them the darkest depths of horror.
Sonja Delzongle’s detective has an unusual profile: a young woman armed only with her sixth sense
and a pendulum, who resolves cases by following her instincts.
Sonja Delzongle is a journalist and a writer. Her first two thrillers, LA TOURNEE D'UN SNIPER and
À TITRE POSTHUME, were published by Jacques André Editeur.

Sire Cédric: AVEC TES YEUX (THROUGH YOUR EYES)
(Presse de la Cité, October 2015, 560 pages)
Other titles in the backlist section!
!

The author has already met a large audience, selling around 15,000 of all his previous books, translated
into English, Polish (rights reverted) and Turkish.

!

A gripping thriller that will give you the goose bumps: anxiety, hallucinations, tracking, killing spree,
Sire Cédric definitely does not go easy on the reader!

!

A solid, incisive, fluid writing, with terribly endearing characters, al the ingredients to a great read!

Sire Cédric, the master of suspense and horror, is back with a disturbing thriller which takes us beyond
the realm of the rational...
Thomas, a young thirty-something, is going through a difficult period. His girlfriend Sophie, who he
had been living with for years, has just left him out of the blue and his career is going nowhere. As if this were
not enough, for some time now he has been having terrible dreams. Really awful dreams which are waking him
up with a start, further aggravating his insomnia. Unfortunately, it doesn't stop there.
After a session of hypnosis intended to overcome his insomnia, Thomas falls prey to visions. Through
the eyes of somebody else, he sees himself torturing a young woman... Convinced that a murder really is in the
process of being committed, he sets out in search of the victim. The nightmare is only just beginning...
Sire Cédric is the author of seven novels and two collections of short stories. He won the Prix
Masterton for his novel L’ENFANT DES CIMETIÈRES and the Prix Polar (Festival of Cognac) for his thriller
DE FIÈVRE ET DE SANG. His books have been translated into English, Polish and Turkish.
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Marie-Bonnot, Xavier: LA DAME DE PIERRE (THE LADY OF STONE)
(Belfond, October 2015, 448 pages)
Every secret comes out in the end… even those thought to be buried forever deep in the mountains…
Pierre and Claire are siblings and the only surviving members of the Verdier family. He has taken over
the family farm at the foot of the mountain. She lives in Paris. He knows nothing, or next to nothing, about his
sister's life. Just that she pays him a visit twice a year without fail at the family home, where everything has
remained unchanged.
But this time, things are different. Claire is having nightmares. Every night, her fears for a certain Vicky
emerge, and she claims that she herself will soon be dead. For Pierre, a man of the land, his sister's secrets and
neuroses are simple weaknesses of character. One winter's morning, however, Claire leaves and never returns…
When they find her lifeless body, clad in strange clothes, Pierre finds himself accused of the crime.
Pierre is now all alone. Could this taciturn man, who has been living as a recluse since the drama put an end to
his career as a mountaineer, have committed the unthinkable? Because secrets and mysteries are certainly legion
in the Verdier family. And who is this Vicky, whose existence nobody in Claire's circle seems to have the
slightest knowledge of? Only late in the day will Pierre realise that she was his sister's most closely guarded
secret…
A writer and maker of documentary films, Xavier Marie-Bonnot has published several novels, including
LE PAYS OUBLIÉ and PREMIER HOMME (Actes Sud, 2011, 2014), which have been translated into English,
Russian, German, Spanish, Japanese, Romanian and Italian. LA DAME DE PIERRE is his seventh novel.

Aubenque, Alexis: TOUT LE MONDE TE HAÏRA (EVERYBODY IS GOING TO HATE
YOU)
(Robert Laffont, November 2015, 432 pages)
!

Alexis Aubenque’s return to the hard core thriller genre.

Alice Lewis lands in White Forrest, a small town in southern Alaska, in the hope of finding her sister,
Laura Barnes. Distraught, she hires the services of Nimrod Russell, a cop-turned-private detective. Russell will
discover that Alice’s missing sister was working on a report concerning a mysterious matter: in 1920, a ship sank
with over one hundred Russian orphans on board. Although the sailors’ bodies were pulled from the ice, the
children’s seem to have vanished. And this isn’t the only enigma: a notable person from the town was found
hanging by his feet and disemboweled. Was his death the result of a romantic tiff? Nimrod and Alice will have to
unite their efforts in order to solve each of their respective investigations..
Alexis Aubenque is the author of the trilogie RIVER FALLs which was awarded the Prix Polar du
festival de Cognac. His work has been compared to that of harlan Coben for his caracterisation and strong plots.

Gustawsson, Johana: BLOCK 46
(Bragelonne, October 2015, 227 pages)
“An Emily Roy and Alexis Castells investigation”
!

A dark, raw thriller that leads us on the trail of Nazi monsters who took refuge in Scandinavia.

!

An investigation led by two strong and mysterious women who make their male counterparts feel
uncomfortable

!

A well-documented, masterfully executed detective novel, very much in the same vein as MILLENIUM.
2014: London is being terrorized by a serial killer who is leaving mutilated bodies of little boys all over

the city.
Emily Roy, a brilliant profiler with an icy personal manner, is taken aback when she finds out that a
woman’s body with the same mutilations has been found in Sweden.
Convinced that they are dealing with a sociopathic duo, Emily leads the investigation with the help of a French
writer, Alexis Castels. In addition to being specialized in serial killers, Alexis is also an old friend of the Swedish
victim. The two women delve into the tortured psyche of the two killers whose profile gradually emerges: a
father and son, the older man is a death-camp survivor suffering from Stockholm syndrome. Unless he is a front
for a Nazi scientist who is intent on continuing his experiments.
Johana Gustawson presents the first Emily Roy-Alexis Castells investigation. With a dark and chilling
atmosphere, this psychological and historical thriller has a truly unexpected ending.
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Born in Marseille in 1978, and a graduate of Sciences Politiques (France’s School of Political Science),
Johana Gustawsson has been a journalist for French press and television. She is currently living in London,
England. BLOCK 46 is her second novel.

Manook, Ian: LES TEMPS SAUVAGES (SAVAGE WEATHER)
(Albin Michel, February 2015, 528 pages)
!

The tightly-woven plot includes current issues, charismatic characters and lush description.

!

An endearing hero who follows his instincts and feelings, and is surrounded by brave and determined
women.

!

The books describe the Mongolian Steppe more entertainingly than a guidebook, offering readers a
cultural, sociological and gastronomical escapade. The novel’s high-spirited style includes almost
disturbingly realistic crime scenes.

The first volume of Yeruldegger’s adventures was covered in literary awards: the ELLE Readers Prize,
the SNCF Detective Novel Prize and the Quai du Polar / 20 Minutes Prize, as well as the Notre Temps Readers
and St Pierre et Miquelon Prizes. It sold over …. copies.
The best cops in Ulan Bator are back in this new instalment in the adventures of Yeruldelgger. Along
with his sidekicks Oyun and Solongo, the inspector, who is juggling several cases, becomes the target of a
carefully organized plot.
These three new investigations address Mongolia’s complicated relations with its neighbors, political
scandals, espionage and the international trafficking that goes on there.
While Oyun is investigating the case of corpses burned alive during Zud, the terrible Mongolian cold snap,
another strangely similar death throws a shadow over the Mongolian steppe: both cases seem to be the work of
the country’s military mafia. But Yeruldelgger has other fish to fry, preferring to follow the trail of Colette’s
adopted son. When the young man is found dead, Yeruldelgger himself becomes a suspect. In order to clear his
own name and to solve the mystery of the masked murderer, the intrepid commissioner’s investigation ranges
from the edges of Russia and China all the way to Le Havre, France, to dismantle a child-trafficking network.
After a plot involving rare-earth metals, Ian Manook once again offers readers a uniquely original thriller.
Ian Manook is a journalist, publisher, publicist and now a novelist. His first novel, YERULDELGGER,
published by Editions Albin Michel in 2013, won several literary prizes. LES TEMPS SAUVAGES is the
second volume in the Yeruldelgger series, whose colorful hero guides us through the Mongolian Steppe, wedged
between Russia and China.

Japp, Andréa H.: BARBARIE 2.0 (BARBARY 2.0)
(Flammarion, September 2014, 400 pages)
!

A breathtaking contemporary thriller.

!

Between power politics and money, this terrifying thriller explores the future excesses of science… Is this
sci-fi or reality?

Thomas Delebarre, a retired lawyer, is found fatally stabbed at his villa in the South of France.
Yann Lemoulec, an analyst from the French Ministry of Internal Affairs has been assigned by the counterintelligence department (DCRI) to lead an inquiry on a professor whose son had been savagely murdered
twelve years earlier by three criminals, who have all died in disturbing circumstances. Incidentally,
Thomas Delebarre was also the lawyer for the prosecution at the appeal.
Two people about whom nothing is known, Artémis, a French woman and Apollo, a Canadian
man, use the Internet to exchange the real statistics on crime as well as transcriptions of conference
lectures given by a world-renowned neurobiologist and whistle-blower who periodically warns against the
explosion of violence in western societies.
However, Yann feels like a manipulated puppet… The DCRI is indifferent to the lawyer’s murder
and only interested in the professor. Why? Tracked, stalked and spied on, who can he trust? What is
brewing under the surface: a major breakthrough or a delirious scientific project?
A leading author in French crime fiction, Andréa H. Japp returns to the contemporary novel with
a thriller set in the world of science.
The Russian rights for previous titles ares sold to Hemiro/FLC and Eksmo
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Dixen, Victor: PHOBOS
Vol. I: 448 pages Vol. II: 432 pages Vol. III: ca 450 pages
Publication in France: Vol. I: september 2015 Vol. II: November 2015 Vol. III: June 2016
The new trilogy by Victor Dixen, double laureate of the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire.
In the near future, Atlas is going to launch the most ambitious TV reality show of all time: Genesis. six
girls and six boys aged between 17 and 20 have been chosen to establish the first human colony on Mars. They
are in perfect health, thirsty for adventure, and thoroughly trained for the mission that awaits them. They will
take a one-way trip lasting six months to Phobos, Mars’ largest moon, with one goal: to find the partner with
whom they will have children, under the prying eyes of the cameras filming the vessel 24/7. Thus begins a show
of a never-before-seen depth.
Victor Dixen is no newcomer to YA writing: his series LE CAS JACK SPARK and ANIMALE were
both published by Gallimard, and both garnered the coveted Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire (2010 and 2014).
Rights sold: Poland (otwarte)

Paquet, Olivier: STRUCTURA MAXIMA
(L'Atalante, June 2015, 368 pages)
!

Before the successful MELKINE series, STRUCTURA MAXIMA is Olivier Paquet's début novel,
published first in 2003. It was joint winner, with LES FABLES DE L’HUMPUR by Pierre Bordage, of
the Prix Imaginales des Lycéens.

!

A spectacular steampunk universe, inspired by the works of Miyazaki, Jules Verne and Fritz Lang.

!

A bilgdungsroman that plays with the codes of futuristic novel and YA literature, in line with Divergente
or The Hunger Games.

!

A rich and immersive work that invites to reflection while plunging into an exciting adventure!

The structure is a breathtakingly dizzy world of girders and levels, where a civilization, whose origins
are lost in the mists of time, has evolved. Now this civilization has reached its point of rupture. War is brewing
between the Steam, the community that produces electricity from magma, and the Girders, who, in the name of
their god, forbid the opening of the dome covering the city.
In this suffocating atmosphere, Victor Mégare and his son Jehan are looking for a different destiny.
Victims of the Steam and the Girders, they are searching for the sources of this antagonism. What are the Girders
protecting with their divine prohibitions? What goal are the Steam trying to achieve by encouraging the entire
Structure to overturn old stability? And where are the answers to be found? Between light and shadow, in the
steam of the furnaces or in the magnitude of the girders? Or are they to be found behind the scenes, on the other
side of the dome wall?
As well as being a Doctor in Political Science and a specialist on Czechoslovakia, Oliver Paquet is
fascinated by science fiction, Japanese animated productions and mangas. He is a radio journalist on France
Culture's “Mauvais genres”, and regularly makes broadcasts on his preferred subjects. He also wrote LES
LOUPS DE PRAGUE (Prague’s Wolves, 2011), the MELKINE trilogy (Prix Julia Verlanger 2014) and BLEU
ARGENT (Silver Blue, 2014)
“The main attraction of this book lies essentially in the world created by Olivier Paquet. Those lucky
enough to have seen the stunning animated film LE CHÂTEAU DANS LE CIEL will recognise its legendary city,
as well as the myth of Laputa. The author guides us through a strange world of metal we would like to wander
around at once. The characters are engaging and quite finely drawn. Of course, we're told that in the end
survival depends on the understanding of others, but why not state the obvious, when it's done so well here.”
Claire Bauchat, Actusf
“Right from the start, Olivier Paquet knows how to create a world of metal and light, steam and noise
that is reminiscent of Metropolis. The plot provides structure to an extremely well-written text.” Mes
imaginaires
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Rozenfeld, Carina: LA QUÊTE DES PIERRES DE LUET (THE QUEST FOR THE
LUET STONES)
(L’Atalante, February 2015, 223 pages)
!

A reader-friendly style, combining spoken language and lush description, makes it easy for readers to
identify with the heroes and enter their world.

!

A planet with fascinating and unusual details, including winged natives and a purple sky.

!

Funny characters with a sense of humor, and a range of different, endearing personalities.

!

A multi-facetted plot intertwining detective work, archeology, travel and adventure.

Zec, Eden and Louis seem like ordinary teens: after their high-school graduation, they’re going on
vacation… only they’re going to Cheberith, the planet they saved in LA QUÊTE DES LIVRES MONDE. But a
mysterious pink stone is discovered in the Etlal desert, and with it, an ancient and dangerous power. If it falls
into the wrong hands, the planet and its saviors could wind up back at the mercy of the Swallower of Worlds.
Having saved Cheberith from the Swallower of Worlds, Zec and Eden, Cheberian teens who were
raised on the planet Earth, are going to Cheberith on summer vacation with their high-school friend Louis. Their
plans to relax and have a good time are totally disrupted by the discovery of a gigantic pink stone in the
Cheberian desert of Etlal, under mysterious ground drawings that are strikingly similar to those in Nazca, Peru.
Secret organizations that had been dormant reappear when the stone is discovered.
It seems that five of these stones were hidden in different places 3,000 years earlier. When all five stones are
together, it becomes possible to time travel. In the wrong hands, that power could allow the Swallower of Worlds
to return and to destroy, not only Cheberith, but its saviors – before they are even born!
Once again, Carina Rozenfeld and her inseparable threesome embark on a thrilling new adventure combining
detective work, archeology and travel.
Carina Rozenfeld was born in Paris in 1972. An award-winning author from her very first novel,
LUCILLE ET LES DRAGONS SOURDS (2004 Prix du Lutin d’Or and 2006Prix du Mélusine), her specialty is
young adult literature and science fiction. Her trilogy, LA QUETE DES LIVRES MONDES (The Book Worlds,
2008), won the Prix des Incorruptibles (2010), the Prix Littéraire d’Issoire (2010) and the Prix Imaginales des
Collégiens (2009). LA QUETE DES PIERRES DE LUET features the same characters, allowing readers to
return to their fantasy world.

Pevel, Pierre: LE PARIS DES MERVEILLES (PARIS OF WONDERMENT)
(Bragelonne, 2015, 300 pages per title)
1 - LES ENCHANTEMENTS D’AMBREMER - THE ENCHANTMENTS OF AMBREMER
2 - L’ELIXIR D’OUBLI - THE ELIXIR OF OBLIVION
3 - LE ROYAUME IMMOBILE - THE IMMOBILE KINGDOM
English detailed summaries for the three volumes of the awarded trilogy available
!

A sort of Sherlock Holmes in Wonderland that is utterly unique. The use of real places and characters
(Paris, Voltaire and more), alongside magical ones (Merlin, pixies, and more) is clever and unusual.

!

The humorously ironic tone creates a light, easy-to-read style and makes the characters all the more
endearing.

!

Both the historical context (political situation in Europe), and 20th-century habits and technology are
scrupulously respected – making the investigations even trickier and more exciting.

The investigations of a gentleman-magician and a pixie-burglar – in a Belle Epoque Paris where
winged cats rub shoulders with fiery dragons and laughing willows – can get awfully complicated, especially
when they turn out to be mixed up with political machinations from another era.
Louis Denizart Hippolyte Griffont, a magician renowned for his skills as a detective and for his knack
for getting into trouble, has been asked to help resolve one of the greatest mysteries of a 20th-century Paris that
has been transformed by the magic of the Otherworld – the land of fairies, pixies and sprites, which is connected
to the French capital by a magical metro line. Alongside Aurélia, his enchantress-burglar- spy of a wife, and with
the help of his own powers and the police force, he will do his utmost to preserve a fragile peace that is
threatened by an evil conspiracy.
A trilogy of gripping stand-alones filled with humor and fantasy, set in an idyllic, but still dangerous
Paris.
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Pierre Pevel, born in 1968, is one of the foremost writers of contemporary French fantasy. The author of
nine novels, he was awarded the Grand Prix de l’Imaginaire in 2002 and the David Gemmell Morningstar
Award 2010 for The Cardinal’s Blades, published internationally.

YOUNG ADULT & CROSS OVER
Plichota, Anne & Wolf, Cendrine: TUGDUAL – VOLUME 3 RETOUR À EDEFIA
Tugdual V.3 : La Terre des origins (Tugdual V.3: Battle for Earth)
(XO Editions, November 2015, 320 pages)
Series in 3 volumes
Already 40.000 copies sold of the series!
!

By the authors of Oksa Pollock

!

This time, Tugdual, Zoé and Mortimer are going to use all their powers to annihilate the Conquerors.

!

The challenge? To save humanity…a thrilling finale.

Underground at the Denver airport, the Cobb’s, Tugdual, Zoé and Mortimer are received by Robert
Fowler, a great leader of the Order, who reveals a truth that has been concealed for over sixty years: some
governments are in direct contact with beings from another planet.
But these beings are divided. On one side, the brainy and brutal Conquerors who aim to colonize the
Earth in defiance of the humans; on the other side, the Cooperators, who wish to return to their planet after
regaining the faculties they have lost.
In this fight to the death, Tugudal, Zoé and Mortimer have the power to tip the scales in favor of the
Cooperators…
They thus engage in a merciless fight to annihilate the Conquerors. Once Oksa joins them they will do
anything to deliver a fatal blow to those who wanted to jeopardize the Earth and Edefia…

Edgar, Silène: ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE MARGOT (ADELE AND
QUEEN MARGOT'S WEDDING)
(Bragelonne, April 2014, 290 pages)
Sample chapters available in English
!

ADÈLE ET LES NOCES DE LA REINE MARGOT gets its main character’s feelings just right. With a
touch of humor too, it’s sure to please middle-schoolers.

!

A novel that intertwines 16th-century history and the daily life of a 21st-century teenaged girl, through the
prism of a French literary masterpiece: Alexandre Dumas’s MARGUERITE DE VALOIS.

!

Life at court in the Louvre in 1572, as seen through the eyes of a modern-day tween girl: parallels and
contrasts between the two eras (social mores, religion, medicine and more) make for all sorts of
interesting situations.

!

A light-hearted, up-to-date style that echoes today’s teen slang and addresses tweens’ issues.

What happens when a 13-year-old girl has to read a very long novel for school (Alexandre Dumas’s LA
REINE MARGOT)? To her own surprise, she winds up getting into the book… literally! She becomes a
character in the plot, which is set in the 16th century.
A 13-year-old girl has to read a very long novel for school: Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de Valois.
To her own surprise, she winds up getting into the book… literally! She becomes a character in the plot, which is
set in the 16th century.
Adèle is like most girls her age: her parents just don’t get it, she’d rather hang out with her friends than
study… So when she finds out that she has to read a whole, long book over her vacation, she’s furious! The
offending item is La Reine Margot, Alexandre Dumas’s Marguerite de Valois. But little by little, Adèle gets so
caught up in what she’s reading that the story works its way into her dreams, and then into her life!
What Adèle sees when she closes her eyes is so much more exciting than her life as a 21st-century
middle-schooler that she’s getting less and less motivated to wake up. Until one day, she just doesn’t. Her whole
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family gathers at her bedside – even her grandmother, who passed away 6 months earlier – to urge her to come
back to the real world, which she eventually agrees to do.
Silène Edgar teaches French and runs a website for middle school teachers. She was awarded the Prix
Gulli 2014 for best novel, along with her accomplice Paul Beorn, for 14-14, a novel for middle school readers
(ages 10 years and up), whose rights are sold in Korea (Prunsoop) and Taiwan (Eastern)
Rights sold in the Czech Republic (Omega)!

Carina Rozenfeld: LA QUÊTE DES PIERRES DE LUET (THE QUEST FOR THE
LUET STONES)
(L’Atalante, February 2015, 223 pages)
!

A reader-friendly style, combining spoken language and lush description, makes it easy for readers to
identify with the heroes and enter their world.

!

A planet with fascinating and unusual details, including winged natives and a purple sky.

!

Funny characters with a sense of humor, and a range of different, endearing personalities.

!

A multi-facetted plot intertwining detective work, archeology, travel and adventure.

Zec, Eden and Louis seem like ordinary teens: after their high-school graduation, they’re going on
vacation… only they’re going to Cheberith, the planet they saved in LA QUETE DES LIVRES MONDE. But a
mysterious pink stone is discovered in the Etlal desert, and with it, an ancient and dangerous power. If it falls
into the wrong hands, the planet and its saviors could wind up back at the mercy of the Swallower of Worlds.
Having saved Cheberith from the Swallower of Worlds, Zec and Eden, Cheberian teens who were
raised on the planet Earth, are going to Cheberith on summer vacation with their high-school friend Louis. Their
plans to relax and have a good time are totally disrupted by the discovery of a gigantic pink stone in the
Cheberian desert of Etlal, under mysterious ground drawings that are strikingly similar to those in Nazca, Peru.
Secret organizations that had been dormant reappear when the stone is discovered.
It seems that five of these stones were hidden in different places 3,000 years earlier. When all five
stones are together, it becomes possible to time travel. In the wrong hands, that power could allow the Swallower
of Worlds to return and to destroy, not only Cheberith, but its saviors – before they are even born!
Once again, Carina Rozenfeld and her inseparable threesome embark on a thrilling new adventure combining
detective work, archeology and travel.
Carina Rozenfeld was born in Paris in 1972. An award-winning author from her very first novel,
LUCILLE ET LES DRAGONS SOURDS (2004 Prix du Lutin d’Or and 2006Prix du Mélusine), her specialty is
young adult literature and science fiction. Her trilogy, LA QUETE DES LIVRES MONDES (The Book Worlds,
2008), won the Prix des Incorruptibles (2010), the Prix Littéraire d’Issoire (2010) and the Prix Imaginales des
Collégiens (2009). LA QUETE DES PIERRES DE LUET features the same characters, allowing readers to
return to their fantasy world.

Jacq, Christian: SETNA T1-4 à JE T’ENVOIE LE T3. TU AS NORMALEMENT DÉJÀ
LES T1.2
V.1: THE CURSED TOMB (LA TOMBE MAUDITE)
(XO, November 6, 2014, 288 pages)
Partial English translation available
Hidden in its cursed tomb, Osiris’ vase, the most precious of treasures that holds the secret of life and
death, is deemed inaccessible. A black mage has nonetheless stolen it and plans to use it as a powerful weapon
against Ramses the Great and establish the Kingdom of Darkness. Setna, who is none other than Ramses the
Great’s youngest son, is a brilliant magician. He will have to find the famous vase and stop the black mage, with
the help of Sekhet who he happens to be madly in love with.

V. 2: THE FORBIDDEN BOOK (LE LIVRE INTERDIT)
(XO, January 29, 2015 288 pages)
An intricate web in the court of Ramses II. Will love be strong enough to foil the evil plot?
Prince Setna must go to the capital to interrogate his father about the disappearance of Osiris’ sealed
vase, which contains the secret of life and death. But the path to its recovery is riddled with danger and there is
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no guarantee that the Pharaoh will accept to tell him the truth. Setna nonetheless has a mission to accomplish:
obtain the forbidden Book of Thot, which is the only way to stop the thief, a black mage with fatal designs.
At the same time, Setna’s fiancé Sekhet has been in hiding ever since her father made a terrible
revelation to her and has since wanted to kill her. Undercover at a farmer’s home, she will once again be forced
to flee to escape her executioners.
Will Sekhet be able to transmit the terrible secret she holds to Setna? All the while the black mage is
making his way down the path of evil…

V.3: THE SOUL THIEF (LE VOLEUR D’ÂMES)
(Editins XO, April 23, 2015)
Danger in the Court of Ramses II
Prince Setna has just escaped from the river where the Gods had thrown him for having stolen the
Forbidden Book. While all believe he is dead, Setna makes his way towards the sacred city of the Cat-Goddess
where he hopes to find the vase of Osiris, without which he cannot stop the black mage.
Meanwhile Sekhet is hiding in the temple of the Lion Goddess, the patron saint of physicians. She is
aware that time is running out and that they must fight together against the Darkness. Nonetheless, and in spite of
all warnings, she stays within reach of the black mage, her father, who, with the help of his Syrian network, is
preparing a vast offensive against Ramses.
Separated and distraught, how can Setna and Sekhet continue to fight against the relentless progress of
the mage?

V.4: CLASH OF THE MAGI (LE DUEL DES MAGES)
(XO, To be published May 21, 2015
An explosive ending
After many trials and tribulations Setna and Seket are finally reunited. Together they will be on equal
grounds in their fight against Evil and the dreaded black mage Kekou. But Kekou has hidden the vase of Osiris
in a place as unexpected as it is inaccessible. He knows the danger that the union of the prince and his own
daughter represents: Kekou will do anything to destroy this hope and thwart their reunion…
In this staggering final, Setna must fight his last combat against Kekou.
Will Kekou’s devilry prevent Setna from finally uniting with Seket? More than ever Setna and Seket
will have to use all their powers, because if the mage is able to transform Osiris’ vase into a weapon of
destruction, all will be lost.
A breathtaking combat where cunning, intelligence and magic clash.
Rights sold: Planeta (Spain), Euromedia (Czech Republic)

Desjardins, India: AURÉLIE LAFLAMME’S DIARY
(Éditions de l’Homme , 2014-2015, 8 volumes / 2 movies)
A million copies sold!
The second movie, based on volumes 7 and 8, has come out in April 2015 in Québec.
Rights sold to: France, Germany, Portugal, Italy, Lithuania, Hungary.
Aurélie Laflamme is a fourteen-year-old girl—a bit shy, pretty funny and very clumsy—who feels like
she’s been left behind on Earth by some extraterrestrials after an intergalactic journey! Aurélie is still grieving
the loss of her father, who died when she was nine. Her sense of humor and her determination helped her
overcome this ordeal. But once you turn fourteen, a whole new range of explosive emotions inevitably show up
to complicate your life.
With humor and sensitivity Aurélie Laflamme faces the haz- ards of teen life, such as friendship (and
the sacrifices she must make to preserve it); academic success (loaded with obstacles, especially when you have
the feeling they’ve transplanted squirrel synapses into your brain by mistake), the desire to see her mother find a
boyfriend who’s good for her (and to make sure she doesn’t fall for just any-old- body!) and of course, love.
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The Diary of Aurélie Laflamme, is the story of an ordinary teenager in search of her place in the
universe. To find it, like the heroes of epic fantasy, she will have to fight any number of monsters and demons.
But hers are in her heart...
A literary success
The series was originally launched in Quebec in 2006 and the eight volumes have sold over a million
copies (best- sellers in Quebec generally average sales of 3,000 copies)! It is one of the biggest hits in the history
of Quebec literature.
The series was launched in France in autumn 2010 with sales of over 500,000 copies. It has assumed a
solid position on the list of “teen chick lit” favorites.
Two movies: An international success
In Quebec, the first film, based on volumes 1 and 2, pulled in over $1M at the box office in a market
where success is de- fined by $300,000 in sales. The film Aurélie Laflamme’s Diary has traveled to festivals
around the world and been received with great success, winning three prestigious awards: the audience choice
for Grand Prize Feature, the NY/SF International Children’s Film Festival audience choice for Best Feature
Film, The Tel Aviv International Children’s Film Festival Jury’s Grand Prize.
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